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Mr. Raymond F. Wormwood
Contracts and Grants Management Division
National Institute of Education
1200 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20208

Dear Mr. Wormwood:

c

November 27, 1985

Enclosed find 10 copies of McREL's Impact Report for this year, Activity 3.2
of McREL's Research Development, Dissemination, and Evaluation Program.

If you have Questions, please contact Norma Watson in Kansas City.

enclosures

cc: Susan Talley
Norma Watson
C.L. Hutchins

Sincerely,

Sharon S. Koenigs
Urban Education Project
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report discusses McREL's impact on educators and other clients over the

last year. Numbers and types of services are presented as are. numbers and

types of clients receiving services from the Laboratory. In some cases,

activities conducted outside the region are discussed. Some non-NIE

activities are discussed as well, such as work conducted through the

Comprehensive School Mathematics Program and the Sex Desegregation Assistance

Center project. These non-NIE activities are presented here in order to

provide a more complete picture of the Laboratory's work.

Section II. of tills report, DISSEMINATION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, presents

numerical data on the numbers and kinds of materials, information pieces

presentations, and training/technical assistance sessions provided by McREL in

the last year. This section provides a general overview of impact. However,

in order to capture the focused and integrated nature of the Laboratory's

work, it is essential to examine the services in the context o4,the specific

projects that provide the framework for service delivery. Section III.,

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES, provides a discussion of services by these projects.

Section IV., IMPACT ANALYSIS, discusses adds ional evidence of impact and

summarizes the impact data. Finally, Section V., CALENDAR OF ACTIVITIES,

provides a chronological summary of maior events over the year. Supporting

materials are appended.

1
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II. DISSEMI1ATION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Over thr past year, McREL staff have provided a verity of services to

educators both within and outside the Laboiatory's 7-state region. In

general, these services fall into two broad categories: materials and

information dissemination; and training and technical assistance. These

services are provided to educators and other interested groups including:

teachers

administrators

- state educaticn agency staff

intermediate education agency staff

staff of institutions of higher education

school board members

parents and community members

other educators

From December 1, 1984 through November 30, 1985, Lacoratory staff provided

direct service to almort 57,0W individuals. This estimate does not include

contacts made or services provided through informal networking or unscheduled

meetings and exchanges. NDr does it include those benefitting from Laboratory

information and services through others, such as McREL certified trainers of

the Laboratory's Effective Schools Program.

A discussion of the numbers and types of services provided follows.

Materials aad Information Dissemination

Materials and informatior dissemination activities have included the

distribution of writLen and audio visual materials, and general presentations

made at confererces and meetings of educators, school board members, and

others. Over 39,000 sets of materials were distributed during the year and

over 50 general presentation were made. Figure 1 illustrates the distribution

of these materials by type and by state. A copy of McREL's Red Noteworthy,

an example of the type of information provided, is included as Appendix A.

Some of the materials are sent out to clients automatically, such as initial

copies of Noteworthy. Others are distributed on the basis of client requests.

The materials are in high demand in the region and are used for a wide variety
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of purposes including: teacher preparation courses; design and/or

implementation of staff development programs; professional interest; classrooms

improvement; inservice training; and as awareness materials for school board

members. Likewise, McREL staff are in constant demand as presenters and

keynote speakers.

Training and Technical Assistance

The Laporatory provides a variety of training and technical assistance

services. This year, almost 17,000 educators and community members

participated in training sessions. Some of these services are targeted for

special groups such as "Rural Clusters" activities and the "Urban Education

Network." Other services such as training through the "Effective Schools

Program", the "Higher Order Thinking Skills Program", and the "Comprehensive

School Mathematics Program" are provided to any school district that elects to

use them. "Strategic Planning" assistance is provided to district and

state-level decision makers. Figure 2 shows the number of training/technical

assistance sessions by type provided to each state in the region. Figure 3

shows the number and types of clients reached through Cilese services. More

specific descriptions of these training efforts is provided in section III.

Program Activities.
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Figure 1
MATERIALS/INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

CO KS MO

Green Noteworthy 115 3 16

Orange Noteworthy 25 19 30

Red Noteworthy 37 583 523

Publications
Catalog 1 0 1

Folios (sets of 6) 735 894 345

R&D Notes #4. 344 271 262

R&D Notes #2 344 271 262

Secondary School
Profiles 30 110 270

AERA Papers 4 7 6

Training Tapes 0 7 4

Other Materials 7 11 20

Presentations 15 5 13

12/1/84

TOTALS 1,657 2,181 1,752

11/30/85

NE ND SD WY OTHER TOTAL

0 0 3 106 47 290

0 0 3 86 :3 186

317 4 130 432 573 2,599

0 1 U 0 75 78

69 0 525 142 5,181 9,891*

162 103 118 111 11,629 13,000

162 103 118 111 11,629 13,000

85 20 6 14 15 550

0 0 0 0 48 65

3 0 0 1 5 20

2 2 6 2 60 110

5 1 3 2 15 59

805 234 912 1,007 29,300 39,848

*Includes 2,000 copies mailed to 2,000 random districts in the region as part of a needs survey
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Figure 2
Training and Technical Assistance Sessions

12/1,'84 11/30/85

CO KS MO NE ND SD WY OTHER TOTAL

Rural Clusters 18 6 9 7 6 0 0 49

Urban Network 0 4 4 2 0 0 0 37 47

Strategic Planning 8 5 2 3 1 1 1 4 25

Effective Schools 9 13 6 13 0 5 2 29 77

Higher Order
Thinking Skills 1 0 1 0 n 1 0 3 6

CSMP 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 9 14

Sex Equity 1 13 6 5 0 0 0 9 34

Other 17 5 12 2 3 4 4 4 51

TOTALS 55 43 41 34 11 17 7 95 303
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Figure 3
Clients Served Through Training and Technical Assistance

CO KS MO

12/1/84 11/30/85

NE ND SD WY OTHER TOTAL

Tea hers 744 478 1,208 1,015 311 687 75 2,148 6,666

Administrators 732 700 2,452 892 172 91 119 1,192 6,350

SEA Staff 92 103 114 114 25 16 1 1,142 1,607

:SA Staff 25 0 18 95 0 0 0 225 363

IHE Staff 101 86 82 57 26 35 1 0 388

Board Members 8 69 0 157 2 14 32 0 282

Parents/Community 0 0 0 24 39 1 25 8 97

Other 62 294 106 2 8 12 2 748 1,234

I

TOTALS 1,764 1,730 3,990 2 356 583 856 255 5,463 16,987
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III. PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

This section describes each of the following key Laboratory projects:

Rural Development/Rural Clusters

Urban Education Network

- Higher Order Thinking Skills Program

Comprehensive School Mathematics Program

- Effective Schools Program

Strategic Planning Program

Discussion focuses on activities conducted over the past year.

Rural Development/Rural Clusters

Clustering for School Improvement'

"Cluster", "consortium", "cooperation", "sharing" are all names for

neighboring school districts ,00rking together. For the past five years, McRLL

has piloted this idea with institutions higher education and intermediate

service agencies.

The concept of clusters grew out of a national study of efforts to improve

rural education. A major finding of that study was that rural education needs

to develop the. capacity to define its own problems and, with assistarce,

create solutions to those problems. Four key elements in establishing a rural

school cluster are: (1) identifying a core group of interested schools that

are approximately the same size and within reasonable driving distance of each

other; (2) identifying individuals from a neighboring institute of higher

education that have the interest of rural school over time; (3) establishing

contact with key people in the state education agency to work with the

cluster; (4) establishing an agenda that reflects the concerns of the

participating districts, not that of the institution of higher education or

the state education agency.

The willingness of educational agencies, particularly small school districts,

to work together has increased rather dramatically during the last few years
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as new demands are being placed on zchools for additional cours-z-..-s in math,

science, and foreign languages. These problems are being exacerbated in many

districts by enrollments that continue to decline anc budgets that grow

tighter. In a region where the economy is largely agriculturally based, there

is little relief in sight.

Ten rural school clusters presently ex'.st in McREL's states. Sixty-three

districts are involved along with seven colleges and universities and six

state departments of education. The activities of some of these clusters are

described below.

Five Colorado districts have formed a cluster for the purpose of
Improving science instruction in small rural schools. They began with a
series of inservice sessions for the science teachers. They then adopted
a common philosophy of science teaching, shared successful classroom
strategies to get students more involved in the scientific process,
worked with tne Colorado science task rorce recommendations for K-12
science programs and developed ways to strengthen elementary science.
The school districts provided release time for the teachers; McREL
provided a resource person from Colorado State University.

The Kansas Rural School Consortium involves eight districts and the
Center for Rural and Small Schools. The cluster started with a set of
seminars for professional development. Topics included challenging the
gifted student in the small rural school, examinin.4 the national reports
and research on teacher evaluation. A "computer consortium" is now being
implemented to provide staff development and technical assistance to
integrate the micro-computer into management and instruction functions of
the schools district.

The Mid-Missouri Small Schools Consortium consists of several schools
and the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education. They
started by focusing on using the micro-computer to expand and enrich the
instructional program. A full-time trainer was hired, and she first
"computer consortium" was initiated. There are now three "computer
consortia" operating in Missouri, involving 15 school districts, the
state agency, and the University of Missouri. In addition to each
district pursuing its own particular agenda, the schools have worked
cooperatively with the University on a "computer writing project."

Ir. Nebraska, McREL assisted in the development and facilitation of two
cluster activities. The Nebraska Project Innovative Curriculum
involves four schools. Together they looked at various options for
mounting a cooperative curriculum development effort. A plan was worked
out whereby McREL helped find and pay for the necessary consultant
assistance; the districts found ways to free the teachers to work on the
project by providing substitute teachers, and, on selected days, dismiss
school so that all teachers could be involved. This project is exemplary
for its level of local ownership. The idea originated with the local
superintendents; they planed a major role in the planning and
organization of the progrma from the very beginning. At their
encouragement, the Project as sought out the bast possible curriculum
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content people from both the state agency and Kearney State College,
making clear that their role was one of support. The second cluster is a
joint planning effort which will serve as the basis for making better
use of the financial and human resources of the four districts to enrich
and expand the instructional offerings to students attending those
schools.

The cluster act,vity in North Dakota has grown out of two McREL
supported studies, (a study of North Dakota rural high schools and a

study of the county superintendency), conducted by the University of
North Dakota's Center for Teaching and Learning. As a result, the
University is currently working with 16 districts in two counties.
Recently, the participating schools decided to establish a common
calendar for staff development, a common theme for the staff develovnent
program for the forthcoming school term, and to jointly employ two
guidance counselors to serve the needs of 11 of the smaller school
districts. A second cluster of five North Dakota schools is being formed
to explore the concept that rural schools have a more significant role to
play in community and economic development.

McREL is working with South Dakota State University, six small schools,
and the State Department of Elementary and Secondary Education to explore
alternative organizational and instructional strategies for small
schools. The project has piloted strategies fir staff development,
resource exchange, and community development. Studies on rural education
have also been conducted in conjunction with the staff of the University
of South Dakota. The results of these efforts have been disseminated to
r al projects in other states served by McREL.

Tne clusters, with their linkages to institutions of higher education and

state education agencies, constitute the basis of a regional network for rural

education research and development that is yet largely untapped. The

"technology" of establishing successful clusters is now fairly well

understood. This knowledge is being assembled in a "handbook on creating

clusters for rural school improvement" that will be distributed across the

region.

A number of train/rid, technical assistance, and research activities for rural

educators were conducted over the last year. Selected activities are listed

below. A more detailed listed is provided in Section CALENDAR OF EVENTS.

A workshop on rural education was conducted at Adams State College for 20
school administrators and 100 teachers in Alamosa, Colorado.

o In 'Giltner, Nebraska, 140 school district staff and 10 university staff
participated in a workshop on rural clustering.

o Over 120 teachers and administrators and 8 university staff participated in
a rural school staff development session for the South Dakota Services Unit in
Brookings, South Dakota.
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o Seven case studies on small, rural school--; have been conducted by McREL in
conjunction with the University of North Dakota. The results of these studies
was published as a special issue of the North Dakota Journal of Education.

o A planning and training session on Rural School/Rural Development was
conducted for rural edu s in Devil's Lake, North Dakota.

o McREL provided the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
with ongoing consultant help to explore ways in which the micro - computer and
facilitate routine data collection and analysis.

o In Nebraska, McREL conducted a study and commissioned a report, "Information
Technologies: Alternative Delivery Systems for Rural Schools." Copies have
been distributed at state-wide meetings. A copy is provided as Appendix B.

o McREL supported/assisted with a study of the county superintendency which
has resulted in proposed legislation to phase out the office and to replace it
with a network of area service agencies in North Dakota.

o As a way of broadening the knowledge base of rural education, McREL is
supporting Kar-as State University in conducting a small follow-up study of
rural school graduates to determine the quality of the products resulting from
small high schools.

Presentations on rural education were made at 8 regional and national
conferences over the last year.

McREL hosted or co-sponsored four rural education ccnferences this year.

o McREL staff have worked with North Dakota pilot sites to explore the Rural
School/Community Development/Partnership Concept, as well as taught courses
for the Rural Teachers' Network. Additionally, McREL has provided assistance
to the University of North Dakota to conduct a mathematics and science
institute for teachers and students from small, rural schools.
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Urban Education Network

In 1977, the National Institute of Education, CEMREL, Inc., and urban

educators joined together to address issues of urban schooling. A national

conference, "What Do We Know About Teaching and Learning in Urban Schools?"

was organized by a "regional joint planning group" made up of representatives

of urban districts and state department of education in the Midwest. While

the conference itself was a success, members of the planning group were even

more excited about the process through which the conference came about. With

support from NIE, they made a commitment to continue to work together to share

ideas and resources. The Urban Education Network grew out of this

collaboration.

The Network has been operating successfully as a learning and influence

network since 197&. Participating school districts are:

Akron Public Schools
Chicago Public Schools
Cincinnati Public Schools
Cleveland Public Schools
Columbus Public Schools
Des Moines Public Schools
Detroit Public Schools
Indianapolis Public Schools
Jefferson Cou:ity Public Schools (Louisville)
The School District of Kansas City, Missouri
Memphis City Schools
Milwaukee Public Schools
Minneapolis Public Schools
Nashville Public Schools
Omaha Public Schools
St. Louis Public Schools
The Special School District of St. Louis County
St. Paul Public Schools
Toledo Public Schools
Wichita Public Schools

Participating state agencies include those in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,

Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Tennessee, and

Wisconsin. Members identify common problems and concerns, and learn from and

influence one another in their joint efforts to improve urban schooling.

Network coordination was managed by CEMREL, Inc. until 1983 when it was

transferred to McREL.
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This year saw the beginning of a new phase in the development of the Urban

Education Network. The Network has grown to include urban educators and

agencies extending across three laboratory regions. The three laboratories,

(AEL, McREL, and NCREL) have worked together this year to plan the activities

of the Network and have done so with a great deal of success. Each laboratory

has included the Network in their plans for the coming years and expects to

expand membership and services.

Major accomplishments of the networking effort include regional and national

conferences, research reports and products, a variety of technical assistance

activities, and network-building activities. The Urban Education Program has

co-sponsored 10 major educational conferences since 1978. These meetings

have served over 1,000 educators including classroom teachers, content

supervisors, central office administrators, state and regional agency staff,

higher education staff, and members of professional organizations. Tw-nty
th,

four major research and information reports have been developed and

distributed, including a 3-year study of the Network. Technical assistance

has been provided to over 3,000 educators in a variety of topic area-3.

Over the last year, Network activities have included those listed below:

Meetings were held with superintendents and staff of participating districts
to identify their needs for the future and to discuss continued participation
in the Network.

Members of the Tri-Network Advisory Committee met at NCREL to plan for
cross-region collaboration and to plan for the next regional conference.

A survey of all Network institutions was conducted to identify priorities
for the coming year.

o A regional conference on "Higher Order Thinking Skills: Issues and
Practices," was held in St. Paul, Minnesota. Over 100 teachers and
administrators participated in the meeting. A summary of the meeting
evaluation is included as Appendix C.

o Members of the Tri-Network Advisory Comm:Atee met at AEL to continue
planning for cross-region collaboration and to plan for the winter conference
in Louisville on "dropout prevention."

o Information was collected from all Network representatives for updating the
Network Directory, and Sharing Successes Across Network'Institutions: A
Status Report. The updated publications will be distributed in 1986.



o Program staff responded to 73 requests for information and/or materials from
Network representatives.

o Prcyjram staff provided on-site assistance to Omaha Public Schools in the
implementation of their "effective schools program."

o Program staff provided on-site assistance to Wichita Public Schools in the
areas of effective schooling and strategic planning.
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Higher Order Thinking Skills rogram

The purpose of the McREL higher order thinking skills program is to provide
teachers with specific instructional tetniques for reinforcing higher order
thinking skills within content area classroom. The program divides thinking
skills into three areas: (1) learning-to-learn skills; (2) content thinking
skills; and, (3) reasoning skills. Learning-to-learn skills are intended to
communicate to students that they must be activeli involved in the learning
process and to pro,:ide them with the tools to do so. The subskills within the
learning-to-learn area include: attention control, goal setting,
monitoring-attitudes, and self-evaluation. The purpose of the content
thinking skills is tc provide students with a set of information processing
strategies which facilitate the learning of academic content sometimes
referred to as domain-specific knowledge. There are four content thinking
skills within the thinking skills program: (1) concept attainment; (2)
pattern recognition; (3) synthesis; and, (4) proceduralization. ThP reasoning
skills are those' considered basic to many cognitive tasks. The include three
distinct areas with subskills:

(1) Storage and Retrieval

a. deep processing

memory framework

(2) Matching Skills

a. categorization

b. extrapolation

c. analogical reasoning

d. evaluation of logic

e. evaluation of value

(3) Constructing New Knowledge

a. problem solving

b. elaboration

c. invention

This model for thinking skills instruction was evaluated both formatively and
summatively during 1984 and 1985. Developmental s,ersions of the model were
presented to over 200 teachers. Data were collected on 77 teachers who
piloted tie techniques with some 1,900 students. Each component of the model
was evolved separately. Results indicate that the components of the model in

13
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its final form had significant effects (based on teacher observation and
teacher-made tests) an student motivation, meta-coginitive knowledge about
task performance, and application of content. Student materials and a formal
teacher training program are now being developed.
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Comprehensive School Mathematics Program

Now used by more than 43,000 students nationwide, the Comprehensive School
Mathematics Program's (CSMP) elementary mathematics curriculum is an exciting,
innovative program which represents the best of basic mathematics education,
taking a balanced approach to skill development, conceptualization, and
problem solving. CSMP is a complete mathematics

curriculum for grades K-I.
The curriculum was developed over a mmber of years with support from the
National Institute of Education. In 1984, McREL purchased the publishing
rights from the government and is maintaining program dissemination.

CSMP is currently used in 1,846 classrooms across the nation, in 484 schools.
This does not include usage in gifted or remedial pull-out programs.
Currently, 118 trained administrators and 1,847 trained teachers are
implementing the program for 43,755 students. Figure 4 illustrates program
usage by state.

This year, CSMP staff provided a variety of services to current and
prospective users.

o Program staff responded to 389 requests for program information over theyear.

o Program staff presented information about mathematics instruction to thestaff of the Kentucky Department of Education.

o A CSMP awareness presentation was made to educators attending the TennesseeFacilitation Awareness Conference in Gatlenburg, Tennessee.

o A planning meeting with the Michigan State Facilitator and 10 school
district representatives was held for prospective users.

a A presentation on CSMP was made to 15 teachers at the Ohio Conference for
Early Childhood Education.

o A CSMP presentation was made in a rational NDN Teleconference on Critical
Thinking/Problem Solving.

A CSMP training workshop for 33 teachers and 3 administrators, Ft. CollinsPublic Schools, was held in Ft. Collins, Colorado.

o A CSMP training

Mason, Michigan..

o A CSMP training

workshop for 23 teachers and 2 administrators was held in

workshop for 15 teachers was held in St. Louis, Missouri.



A CSMP workshop for 12 mathematics teachers/coordinators was held in St.
Louis, Missouri.

A CSMP workshop for 10 mathematics teachers /coordinators was held in Boston,
Massachusetts.

A CSMP workshop for Guilderland Public Schools with 5 teachers and
coordinators was held in Guilderland, New York.

A CSMP workshop for Ellisville Public Schools with 10 teachers and
coordinators was held in Ellisville, Missouri.

A CSMP workshop for Woodridge Public Schools with 20 teachers and
coordinators was held in Woodridge, Illinois.

CSMP training for Enterprise and Pendleton Public Schools for 20 teachers
and 25 administrators was held in Enterprise, Oregon.
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Figure 4

CSMP Usage
1984-1985

State # of Classrooms # of Students

California 3 52

*Colorado 14 462

Florida 24 264

Georgia 20

Illinois 16 450

Indiana 5 126

Iowa Gifted 75

Kentucky Gifted 60

74 2 106

Louisiana 4 52

Maryland 170 4,564

Michigan 564 14,587

Minnesota 20 454

*M1E-sour' 10 Gifted 96

122 2,733

New Hampshire 6 142

New Jersey 58 1,158

New York Femedial 20

353 8,324

Ohio 62 Gifted 595

Pennsylvania 6 120

Tennessee 43 811

Texas 57 1,244

Virginia Gifted 700

79 1,493

Washington 15 254

Wisconsin 133 2,607

*WyoMing 7 186

Totals

*McREL region

1,846 + pull-outs 43,755



Effective Schools Program

The Effective Schools Program (ESP) is a is a s/stematic, staff development

program designed to foster self-sustained improvement efforts at the school

building level. The ESP is research based. It synthesizes research findings

on effective teaching and instruction, on effective schools, on effective

building-level leadership and organiza ion, and on curriculum and assessment.

Equally important, the staff development processes used are based upon

research findings the areas of planned change and adult learning.

The goals of the program e-e: to provide successful learning opportunities to

all students who attend school; and, to develop and/or enhance a school

improvement process which is continuous, cooperative, and self-renewing. To

accomplish these goals, ESP bases activities on objectives designed to help

participants:

gain knowledge about the effective schools and teaching research;

o master diagnostic proceues to compare their school with the

characteristics of an effective school, as described in the research;

o select alternative strategies to improve performance in areas of need

indicated by the analysis of diagnostic p.ocedures;

o implement the relevant streteaies;

o develop an assessment system to document improvements in student

achievement a,,d other performance outcomes resulting from ESP activities.

Meeting these objectives requires commitments from both the McREL and the

school staffs. Through the program, McREL provides teachers and

administrators with an orientation of the research on instructionally

effective schools, and translates this research into clearly defined action

steps so that improvements can be accomplishes within the individual school

settings. An initial step in the school improvement process is the

development of the building level leadership teams. Each leadership team

represents a school building within the district and is composed of the

principal and four to eight teachers from that building. Teachers are

typiaally drawn from the building's various grade, content, and specialist

areas. 7nrough the program, team members become leaders in fostering school

collegiali_, carrying out the tasks of identifying school goals and
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priorities, designing a leadership team plan, selecting activities leading to
increased effectiveness, and assessing their own progress in implementing
changes.

The program is delivered through four one-day workshops for building level
teas. The workshop sessions are scheduled a month or more apart and usually
occur in September, October, November, ;Ad February. Four half-day meetings
are scheduled for administrator

development; the meetings are conducted at
.ntervals between September and May. Two days are scheduled for follow-up
site visits at the individual school buildings. Site visits are scheduled for
the Spring or Fall following the workshop sessions at the reguesc of the
building teams. During site visits McREL staff members disseminate materials
to supr-)rt the building team efforts, act as coaches for team members, and
assist teams in implementing their leadership team plans for school
improvement.

The content of the sessions for leadership team training integrates the areas
of research on which the conceptual framework is based. The workshop sessions
Locus on three content and two process areas. Team members use systematic
data collection procedures to gather information about current practices in
each area, are trained and coached to use new practices in each area, and
develop their own training materials to share their knowledge with colleagues.
Five major topics are addressed in the team workshops:

o Teaching and Instruction

o Building Level Leadership and Organization

o Curriculum/Assessment Relationship

o Fa%:ilitation and Change

o Planning

MclIEL's relationship with ESP participants continues from one to five years.
During the first year, which is basically an assessment, planning, and
leadership cl?velopment year, Laboratory starf guide the process and are
direCtive in :hoosing the topics and activities which are addressed by the
leadership teams. Following that first yew, the McREL role changes nd McREL



staff members become resource/support personnel who are responsive to
directions and requests from the school teams. For example, in this role thestaff member visits schools, meets with veteran teams in review sessions,
provides feedback to plans and activity

reports, connects teams frnm different
districts who share mutual concerns, and disseminates research and resource
materials which are pertinent to the plans and activities of each leadership
team. The key component of the long-term

relationship is the establishment ofa continuous feedtick/resource support system. The support system providesthe leadership teams with a mechanism through which evaluation, renewal, and
revision activities can be developed.

These activities are critical elements
in the effort to obtain successful,

long-term improvement.

During the last year, McREL staff conducted the following ESP activities.

With Emporia Public Schools, Emporia, Kansas:

Team training session for 58 teachers and administratorso Team training session for 44 teachers and administratorso Administrator training for 15 administrators
Administratcr training for 19 administrators

With El Dorado, Springs Public Schools, El Dorado Springs, Kansas:

ESP planning session with 7 administrators

With Independence Public Schools, Independence, Kansas:

Site visits inv"lving 75 teachers and administrators

With Junction City Public Schools, Junction City, Kansas:

ESP planning with 7 administrators
ESP planning with 7 administrators
Training for 23 administrators
Team training for 70 teachers and 30 administrators

With Shawnee Mission Public Schools, Shawnee Mission, Kansas:

ESP planning with 6 administrators

With Winfield Public Schools, Winfield, Kansas:

6 Team training for 35 teachers and administrators
Team training for 25 teachers and 10 administrators
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With Alamosa Public Schools, Alamosa, Colorado:

o Training for 10 administrators
o Training for 15 administrators

With Buena Vista Public Schools, Buena Vista, Colorado:

ESP Orientation for 50 administrators

IiithGlendSrins Public Schools, Glenwood Springs, Colorado:

°ESP Orientation for 50 administrators

With Nebraska ESU Agent Trainers:

o Follow-up training for 13 ESU
FolloW-up training for 50 teachers, 12 principals, 13 ESUs, 5 SEAS

o Site visits involving 60 teachers, 18 administrators, and 3 ESUs

With Omaha Public Schools, Omaha, Nebraska:

o Training for 50 teachers and administrators
Training for 40 teachers and 10 administrators

o Training for 75 teachers and 20 administrators
o Training for 80 teachers and administrators
Training for 70 teachers and 40 administrators

o Training for 100 teachers and 12 administrators
o Training for 20 teachers and 5 administrators

With Liberty Public Schools, Liberty, Missouri:

Team training for 54 teachers and 6 administrators
° Team training for 52 teachers and 6 administrators
Team training for 35 teac:,ers and 15 administrators

With Raytown Public Schools, Raytown, Missouri:

o Veteran team training for 55 teachers and administrators
o Veteran team traininy for 30 teachers and 6 ac.ministrators
o Site visits involving 35 teachers

Wit. Ft. Madison Public Schools, Ft. Madison, Iowa:

Team training for 25 teachers and 11 administrators
° Team training for 40 teachers and administrators
° Team training for 25 teachers and 11 administrators
° Team training for 50 teachers and administrators
o Administrator training and ,,,t;.1ran team site visits



With Sioux Falls Public Schools, Sioux Falls, Iowa:

° Team training flr 9 teachers and 2 administrators
° Team training for 9 teachers and 2 administrators
° Team training for 9 teachers and 2 administrators
° Team training for 9 teachers and 2 administrators
° Team training for 9 teachers and 2 administrators

With Iowa AEA #3:

Administrator training and site visits
o Site visits

o Follow-up training for 35 teachers and 15 administrators

With Cedar Rapids Public Schools, Cedar Rapids, Iowa:

o Team training for 50 teachers and administrators
o Team training for 50 teachers and administrators

With Carroll Public Schools, Carroll, Iowa:

o Training for 55 teachers and administrators

With Spenser Public Schools, Spenser, Iowa:

o Training for 55 teachers and administrators

With Des Moin Public Schools, Des Moines, Iowa:

o Training for 35 teachers and administrators

With Detroit Public Schools, Detroit, Michigan:

o ESP Planning with 10 teachers and administrators
o Team training for 21 teachers and 29 administrators
o Teal.' training for 21 teachers and 29 administrators
o Team training for 21 teachers .ind 29 administrators
o Team training for 21 teachers and 29 administrators
o Site visits involving 30 teachers and 10 administrators

With Cincinnati Public Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio:

o Follow-up training for 150 teachers and administrators
o Follow-up training for 30 teachers and 11 administrators
o Site visits involving 150 teachers and 28 administrators
o Follow-up training for 100 teams

Information regarding the overall effects of the program are presented in the

ESP evaluation report submitted to NIE under separate cover.
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Strategic Planning Program

The long range success of an organization depends on its ability to envision a

future, establish a core set of values And a clear sense of mission and focus,

develop the capacity to implement that mission, and to modify activities as
society changes. Today, school leaders face difficult pressures (e.g.,

poonomic restructuring, demographic trends, restructuring institutions and

organization, new technologies, and increased competition) from changes in the

larger society that demand a positive response. One good response technique

is strategic planning -a process for identifying societal changes and then
acting upon them.

McREL's Strategic Planning Program focuses on assisting local and state level

education leadership groups to develop a vision and planning framework

consistent with the demands of the future. The program provides educational

leaders with the tools they needs to engage in developing and implementing

long-range goals and objectives. McREL staff work with agencies to design a

strategic plan that generally meets the requirements of strategic planning and

specifically meets the needs of the agency or organization. The process

is both intense and time consuming. It involves a complete analysis of an

agency's needs, resources, and decision-making structure in light of the
demands of the 21st century. McREL staff help design the process, gather

data, work with groups to interpret the data, conduct and provided analyses of
data, consult with staff, and assist in the development of the strategic plan.

McREL has had strategic planning experiences in 24 rural and urban school

districts and with two state boards of education. In 1985, McREL engaged in

the strategic planning efforts listed below.

o A strategic planning session for 30 school administrators from the Denver
metropolitan area was held in Aurora, Colorado.

o A state-wide strategic plan was developed for the State of Kansas, working
under, the direction of the State Board of Education and in cooperation with
professional associations and regional groups of education throughout the
state. Six strategic planning sessions were held with participants of these
groups.

o Strategic planning observations and training sessions for the Detroit Public
Schools, Detroit, Michigan were conducted.
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o A strategic planning presentation was made to 200 vocational education
administrators in Los Angelcs, California.

o Two strategic planning meetings with representatives of Boulder Public
Schools, were held in Boulder, Colorado.

o A strategic planning meeting with administrators of Pouder Valley Schools
was held in Ft. Collins, Colorado.

o A strategic planning session for the Ft. Collins Board of Education was held
in Ft. Collins, Colorado.
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IV. IMPACT ANALYSIS

This section presents additional evidence of McREL's impact in the seven-state

region including information on client perceptions of the Laboratory's

services, and other evidence such as press clippings, letter of commendation,

publications and reports, and cooperative working agreements with regional

constituents.

Client Perceptions of Services

In late 1984 and early 1985, as part of a general Laboratory planning process,

McREL met with state leaders in each of the seven states in the region. These

meetings, hosted by chief state school officers in most cases, involved the

leadership of important state groups such as teacher and e'iministrator

associations, state and local school boards, state legislatures, parent'

associations, institutions of higher education, and others. These groups met

with McREL representatives to discuss the usefulness of past services an to

identify needs for future activities. In each meeting, state leaders were

asked to complete a brief survey form indicating the extent to which past

services were useful and appropriat, to state needs. The response was very

positive in every case. A copy of tne survey form and individual state

briefings distributed at the meet_ngs are included as Appendix D.

Other Documentation of Impact

Other documentation of Laboratory imeact includes press clippings from

regional newspapers, letters of commendation, publications and reports written

and disseminated by Laboratory staff, and written cooperative agreements

between McREL and agencies/organizations in the region with wham the

Laboratory works. Press clippings are included as Appendix E. Letters of

commendation received in 1985 are included as Appendix F. A list of

publications and reports completed in 1985 is included as Appendix F.

Appendix H. contains a list of agencies that have suomitted written

endorsements of the Laboratory's work anC written cooperative working

agreements for the future. In the Laboratory's view, these cooperative

working agreements for the future represent the highest form of impact

documentation.



Summary

McREL has been providing information, materials, technical assistance, and

training to educators in the Laboratory's region for almost 20 year Over

this time, the Laboratory has become an important school improvement resource

in the Central Region and across the country. This last year has been

particulary successful. Some of McREL's most notable contributions to school

improvement in 1985 are listed below.

The Laboratory has provided direct service to 57,000 educators in the
region.

The Laboratory has disseminated written materials and information to
39,000 educators in the region.

Seventeen thousand participants have received training conducted by
McREL staff.

McREL stiff have made 50 major presentations to educators in the region
and nationwide.

Ten riral education clusters now exist in McREL's region involving 63
school districts, 7 colleges and universities, and 6 state departments of
education.

Twenty large urban school districts and 11 state department of education
participate in the Urban Education Network, now jointly sponsored by
McREL, AEL, and NCREL.

Over 43,000 students across the country use McREL's Comprehensive School
Mathematics Program as their basic mathematics curriculum.

Twenty one school districts and 14 intermediate service agencies
participated in McREL's Effective Schools Program this year.

Leadership groups in each state in the region worked with the Laboratory
to assess past services and to develop plans for the future.

Every Chief State School Officer in the region as well as 40 additional
education agencies in the region endorsed McREL's service plan for the
future.



December, 1984

1

3

4

5

7

V. CALENDAR OF ACTIVITIES

ESP Team Training for 54 teachers and 6 administrators, Liberty,
MO--Susan Everson, Elaine Clemens.

Participation ih NE Colorado BOCES cluster session, Haxton, CO- -Paul
Nachtigal.

Presentation to Kentucky SEA meeting, Frankfort, KY- -Susan Everson,
Claire Heidema, Bob Marzano.

CSMP awareness presentation to the Tennessee Facilitation Awareness
Conference, Gatlenburg, TN--Clare Heidema.

Meeting with 30 Metropolitan School Administrators to conduct
strategic planning session, Aurora, 00--Bob Ewy.

Meeting with selected representatives of the Kansas City School
District, Kansas City, MO--Susan Everson, Sharon Koenigs.

10 Nebraska Education Service Unit agent training follow-up for the
Effective Schools Program, Scottsbluff, NE--Jean Brownlee Conyers.

10-12 Staff development meeting for 15 AEA Supervisors working on
accreditation classification process, Jefferson City, MO--Paul
Nachtigal, Susan Everson, Lynn King.

11 New Project Orientation Meeting with National Diffusion Network,
Washington, DC-Claire Heidema.

12 Conduct Missouri Chapter One Pilot Training with 12 program
representatives, Kansas City, MO--Susan Everson.

13-14 Region VII Sex Equity Meeting with 15 state representatives and
GAC representatives, Kansas City, MOShirley McCune, Lynn King.

14 Planning session with Colorado State University Office for Rural
Education, Fort Collins, CO--Paul Nachtigal.

18 Meeting with University of So,Ith Dakota and cooperating schools
regarding N.S.F. activities, Vermillion, SDPaul Nachtigal.

20 Strategic planning meeting with State Board of Education
commissioners, Topeka, KS-- Shirley McCune.
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January, 1985

1

8

9

Training with Learning Disability instructors at Kansas University
and meeting with Dean Scannell at School of Education, Lawrence, KS
--Jean Conyers.

Bidders Conference at NIE, Washington, DC--Larry Hutchins, Jean
Conyers.

Joint development of a rural school audit process for rural Nebraska
cluster, Grand Island, NE--Bob Ewy, Paul Nachtigal.

9-10 ESP Administrator and Team sessions with 11 administrators and 25
teachers with Great River AEA, Ft. Madison, IA--Susan Everson.

10 NDN teleconference training, Kansas City, M)--Clare Heidema.

Work with desegregation consultants, San Francisco, CA--Shirley
McCune.

11 ESP Videotape on instruction with Bob Foley, Cedar Rapids, IA--
Susan Everson.

14 Planning meeting to develop instruments for "Valley" audit, Denver,
CO--Bob Ewy.

Presentation to Northglenn/Thornton School District regarding ESP
research, Northglenn, CO--Susan Everson.

15 ESP training session for 50 teachers and administrators, Omaha,
NE--Bob Ewy.

Planning meeting with Walsh/Pembina county cluster with 4 IHE staff
and 17 superintendents, Hoopla, ND--Paul Nachtigal.

Observation of NE agent delivery at Kearney, NE--Jean Conyers.

16-18 Technical assistance to Wichita Public Schools--Larry Hutchins.

Participating in Northwest Evaluation Workshop with 20 science
department representatives and 17 teachers and administrators,
Salem, OR--Dick Bingman.

17 Work ses,icn with Missouri Department of Elementary & Secondary
Educati for area supervisors of instruction, Kansas City, MO --
Paul Nachtigal.

Strategic planning with 10 representatives of Kansas Education
Association, Topeka, VS--Shirley McCune.

18 Participation in Northwest Education Workshop, Salem, OR--Dick
Bingman.
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19 ESP Team Training for 58 administrators and teachers, Liberty, MO --
Susan Everson, Elaine Clemens.

20-21 Presentation to 900 teaches and administrators regarding Effective
Schools literature, Sioux City, IA - -Jean Conyers.

22 Professional Growth Seminar, Idaho Springs, ID--Bob Ewy.

Presentation to Greater Kansas City Science Association for 24
teachers and educators, Kansas City, M)--Dick Bingman.

22-29 Site visits to Missouri computer clusters and foreign language
programs, Montgomery, and Columbia, New Franklin, and Salisbury,
MO--Paul Nachtigal.

22-23 Meeting with ESU on manual feedback and future plans, Kearney, NE --
Jean Conyers.

23 ESP Team Training for 58 teachers and administrators, Emporia, KS--
Susan Everson, Lynn King.

24 Training with administrators and faculty in Denver Public Schools,
Denver, CO--Jean Conyers.

24 Strategic planning observations with the Detroit Public Schools,
Detroit, MI--Shirley McCune.

28-29 ESP administrator and Team Training sessions for 38 teachers,
administrators, and central office staa, Winfield, KS--Susan
Everson, Lynn King.

29 Effective Schools research orientation with 50 administrators,
Glenwood, Springs, Vail, CO--Bob Ewy.

Technical assistance to educators in Bismarck, ND--Larry Hutchins.

ESP Orientation with 50 administrators, Buena Vista, CO--Bob Ewy.

29

30

31 ESP Training session with 11 administrators and teachers, Sioux
Falls, SD--Susan Everson, Lynn King.

Staff development session, Cotopaxi/Westcliffe project, with 1 IHE
staff and 14 teachers and administrators, Cotopaxi, CO--Paul
Nachtigal.

Strategic planning in vocational education with 200 administrators
working with the California State University at Fullerton and the
California Secondary Education Association, Los Angeles, CA --
Shirley McCune.
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February, 1985

1 Meeting with Nebraska Chief State School Officer, Lincoln, NE--Larry
Hutchins.

ESP Team Training with 11 teachers and administrators, Sioux, Falls,
SD--Lynn King.

Coordination of Cotopaxi/Westcliffe staff development session,
Westcliffe, CDPaul Nachtigal.

4 Strategic planning meeting with 12 participants, Topeka, KS--Shirley
McCune.

4-5 ESP Team Training sessions with 50 participants, Cedar Rapids, IA --
Bob Ewy.

5 Planning meeting with Denver Public Schools, Denver, CO--Larry
Hutchins.

5-7 ESP Follow-up sessions with 150 teachers and administrators,
Cincinnati, OH--Jean Conyers, Susan Everson.

6 Project Innovative Curriculum, scope and sequence work session with
10 IHE and 15 SEA staff, and 128 teachers ana administrators,
Harvard, NE--Paul Nachtigal.

6-7 ESP Training sessions with 55 participants, Carroll, IA--Bob Ewy.

7 Strategic planning meeting with Boulder Public Schools, Boulder, CO
--Larry Hutchins.

South Dakota Services Unit Small School Staff Development session
with 8 IHE staff and 127 teachers and administrators, Brookings,
SD--Paul Nachtigal.

Presentation to Aurora Public Schools, Aurora, CO--Larry Hutchins.

Presentation at Kansas University Regent Center to 65 student
teachers from 4 university campuses, Shawnee Mission, KSGretchen
Wilbur.

8 ESP Team Training session with 55 teachers and administrators,
Spencer, IA--Bob Ewy.

11-12 Meeting of Network Advisory Committee of Urban Education Network
(with NCREL and AEL), Elmhurst, IL--Sharon Koenigs.

ESP Team Training session for Heartland AEA with J5 teachers and
administrators, Des Moines, IA--Jean Conyers.

11-15 ESP Team Training sessions, Cedar Rapids, IA- -Larry Hutchins.



12 Consultation meeting on media design strategies/newsletter, and
training tapes, Kansas City, MO--Gretchen Wilbur.

12-13 Kansas Board Strategic Planning Desegregation meetings at Topeka,
KS, Kansas City, MO--Shirley McCune.

13 ESP Administrator Training sessioll with 15 administrators, Emporia,
KS--Susan Everson, Lynn King.

Meeting with Pouder Valley administrators, Ft. Collins, CO--Shirley
McCune.

14 Presentation on Effective Teaching for Low Achievers in Secondary
Settings at Overland High School for 32 teachers and administrators
of the Cherry Creek School District, Denver, CO --Jean Conyers.

14-17 Strategic planning meetings for Detroit Public Schools with 25
administrators, St. Clair, MI--Shirley McCune.

15 ESP Veteran Team Training session for 55 teachers and administrators
Raytown, MO--Susan Everson.

18 Strategic planning meeting with Board of Education, Ft. Collins, CO
IN--Larry Hutchins.

Planning session with Detroit Public Schools administrators,
Detroit, MI--Susan Everson, Lynn King.

19 ESP Team Training sessions with 40 teachers and 10 administrators,
Omaha, NE--Bob Ewy.

19-20 ESP Team Training sessions with 40 teachers and administrators cf
the Great River AEA, Ft. Madison, IA--Susan Everson.

20 Evaluation leadership role, Northwest Evaluation Workshop with 5
teachers, Portland, OR--Dick Eingman.

21 Planning meeting with Missouri Chief State School Officer, Jefferson
City, MO--Larry Hutchins.

Learning strategies training for secondary special education and
remedial teachers, Denver Public Schools, Denver, CO--Jean Conyers.

Participation in Colorado Fellows Program with 20 participants,
Denver, CO--Shirley McCune.

22 Planning meeting with Kansas Chief State School Officer, Topeka,
KS--Larry Hutchins.

25-27 Pilot application of Rural School Audit Process, North Conjeos,
CO--Bob Ewy.

25-28 San Luis Valley School Assessment Project, Alamosa, CO--Shirley
McCune, Gretchen Wilbur.



26 ESP Veteran Team Training session with 20 teachers and
administrators, Piper, KS--Sur n Everson.

26 Rural School/Rural Development Planning and Training session,
Devil's Lake, ND--Paul Nachtigal.

27-28 ESP Site Visits to 3 schools with 75 teachers and administrators,
Independence, KS--Lynn King.



March, 1985

1

1-2

2

4

4-5

4-6

5

5-6

Participation in NDN Annual Conference with 500 representatives of
the Department of Education, state departments of education, and
other educators, Arlington, VA--Clare Heidema.

Presentation on School Improvement Using Clust rs, with John
Goodlad, ti 50 LEAs, Denver, CO--Bob Ewy.

Met with Director of OCR, to discuss sex equity for Region VII with
6 federal representatives, Kansas City, MOGretchen Wilbur Lynn
King.

Worked on Title IV proposal development and grant application,
Kansas City, MO--Gretchen Wilbur.

McREL Board of Directors meeting with 14 board members, Kansas
City, MO--Larry Hutchins, Norma Watson, Pat Fisher

Conducted ESP Team Session with 15 administrators and 35 teachers,
Liberty, MO--Susan Everson, Elaine Clemens.

Planning meeting with NE Colorado Science Cluster with 7 teachers, 1
IHE staff, and 1 BOLES, Haxton, CO--Paul Nachtigal.

ESP Administrator and Team Session IV with 10 administrators and 25
teachers, Winfield, KS--Susan Everson, Lynn King.

ESP Administrators Trainino and Site Visits for AEA #3 ar a in Iowa
--Bob Ewy.

Participated in service fr.00rdination with Iowa DPI/MCNS Coordinators
Conference, Des Moines, IA--Gretchen Wilbur.

Co^ducted c%-operative planning/district audit with ] IHE staff, 24
parents 24 teachers, and 8 administrators, Marquette, NE--Paul
Nachtigal.

Service identification for '85-'86 for Des Mones Public Schools/
training and proposal, Des Moines, IA--G,e'chen Wilbur.

6 ESP Team Session IV with 44 LEA staff and 5 university staff,
Emporia, KS--Susan Everson.

Technical assistance for Advocacy Program nevelopment, Mason City,
IA--Gretchen Wilbur.

6-7 FY'85 planning meeting for cooperative arrangements with 14
representatives of 7 State School Board Associations, Denver, CO--
Larry Hutchins, Bob Ewy.

7 Learning strategies training for Denver remedial program with 125
teachers and 12 administrators, Denver, CO--Jean Conyers.



7 Colorado State University Annual Rural School Conference and
planning session with 5 IHE, 1 SEA, and 3 LEA staff, and 2 BOLES,
Ft. Collins, CO--Paul Nachtigal.

7-8 Project visit for NDN Project Monitor, visit schools in St. IJuis
ar, using CSMP, St. Louis, MO--Clare Heidema.

8

ESP Administrator and T3am Training, and Site Visits to veteran
team.3, with 2 administrators and 9 teachers, Sioux Falls, SD--
Susan Everson, Lynn King.

FY'85 planning meeting for cooperative arrangements with 7
representatives of the School Administrators Association, Denver,
CO--Larry Hutchins, Bob Ewy.

ikansas Title IV Conference on Women in History, Wichita, KS--
Gretchen Wilbur.

Meeting with Ray Wormwood and Kent Viehoever, NIE, Washington, DC --
Verna Smith.

11 FY'85 planning meeting follow-up with Nebraska Chief State School
Officer, Omaha,,NE- -Larry Hutchins.

11-12 NCA Audit, Greeley, CO--Bob Ewy.

12 Media design consultation/newsletter, Denver, CO--Gretchen Wilbur.

13 Meetings with Michigan State Facilitator and 10 representatives of
school districts considering CSMP, Mason, MI--Clare Heidema.

FY'85 planning meeting with 2 administrators, Wichita Public
Schools, Wichita, KS--Larry Hutchins.

13-14 Presentation at Nebraska Small/Rural School Conference for 5 SEA,
12 IHE, and 120 LEA administrators, Kearney, NE--Paul Nachtigal.

Equity Conference planning meeting, Denver, CO--Gretchen Wilbur.

14 Learning strategies training for Denver remedial program with 35
teachers and 2 supervisors, Denver, CO- -Jean Conyers.

15 Complete administration of Science Survey to 100 secondary school
teachers, Kansas City Public Schools, Kansas City, MO--Dick
Bingman.

Attend down-link site for NDN teleconfersmce, Kansas City, MO --
Clare Heidema.

15-16 ESP Administrator and Team Session I with 21 teachers and 29
administrators and specialists, Detroit Public Schools, Detroit,
MI--Susan Everson, Lynn King.
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18 Veteran Team Session Site Visit with 30 teachers and 6
administrators, Raytown, MO--Susan Everson.

19-20 ESE' Administrator and Team Session IV for Great River AEA #16, with
25 teachers and 11 administrators, Fort Madison, IA--Susan Everson.

ESP Training Phase I and II with 75 teachers and 20 administrators,
Omaha, NE--Bob Ewy.

19-21 Agent Trainirg follow-up visits with 60 teachers, 18 administrators,
and 3 ESUs in Seward, Omaha, and Kearney, NE--Jean Conyers.

20 Complete review of software for use in sex equity, Kansas City,
MO--Dick Binyman.

Meeting on impact, Denver, CO--Lynn King, Bob Marzano, Sharon
Koenigs.

21 Presentation School Board and administrators, ESP, Junction City,
KS--Susan Everson.

23 Planning meeting with 7 administrators from El Dorado Springs, KS,
Kansas City, MO--Susan Everson.

24-28 South Dakota Administrators Training, Sioux Falls and Rapid City,
SD--Shirley McCune.

25 Keynote presentation on Higher Ordor Thinking Skills to Missouri
Association of Secondary School Principals, for 200 secondary
administrators, Lake of the Ozar.s, MO--Bob Marzano.

Planning meeting for new Kansas cluster wits, i SEA staff and 6
superintendents and principEls, Bleeville, KSPaul Nachtigal.

28 Presentation at Metro State University to 30 psychology class
graduate students, Denv,,r, CO--Sob Marzano.
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April, 1985

1

2-4

3

4

8-10

8-11

9

Leadership Meeting of South Dakota Rural School Cluster involving 6
LEA superintendents and principals and 3 IHE staff, Brookings, SD--
Paul Nachtigal

,.:SP information session with 9 Arlams County school district
administrators, Denver, CO-- Shirley McCune

Presentation of a paper at AERA conference, Chicago, IL--Susan
Everson

CSMP presentation at Ohio Conference for Early Childhood Education
to 15 teachers and administrators, Columbus, OH--Clare Heidema

Strategic planning meeting with Boulder Public Schools, Boulder, CO
--Larry Hutchins

Meeting with North Central Association staff to design alternative
assessment system, Greeley, CO--Bob Ewy

Alamosa Program Assessment meeting with North and South Conejos
school districts wish 100 administrators, Alamosa, CO--Shirley
McCune

Technical assistance to Denver Public Schools, Denver, CO--Larry
Hutchins

11 Secondary teacher training in learning strategies for 36 teachers
and 2 supervisors, Denver Public Schools, Denver, CO--Jean Conyers

Participation in Self-Improvement Goal Setting Workshop, Denver, CO
--Bob Ewy

12 Workshop on teacher evaluation and effective teacher research with
30 principals and superintendents, Greenwood, CO--Bob Ewy

15 Dissemination of Sex Equity Newsletter to colleagues in four-state
region, Kansas City, MO--Gretchen Wilbur

Planning for service delivery to Leavenworth Public Schools with 2
administrators, Leavenworth, KS--Gretchen Wilbur

16 Strategic planning meeting with superintendent, 8 teachers, 8
curriculum specialists, 10 board members and directors, Rawlins,
WY--Shirley McCune

16-17 ESP training sessions in Omaha Publi: Schools with 80 teachers and
administrators, Omaha, NE--Bob Ewy

16-18 ESP Follow-up sessions with 30 teachers, 7 principals, and 4 central
office staff, Cincinnati Public Schools, Cincinnati, OH--Susan
Everson, Jean Conyers
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18-19 CSMP presentation in a national NDN Teleconference on Critical

Thinking/Problem Solving, Kansas City, MO--Clare Heidema

Sex Equity Consultation II with 15 state equity and vocational
education personnel, Kansas City, MO-Gretchen Wilbur, Lynn King,
Shirley McCune, Dicc Bingmen

19 Presentation of ESP Overy
Douglas, WY--Bob Ewy

Wyoming School Boards Association,

Presentation at Education Today Conference for 4 IHE staff and 75
LEA snoerintendents, University of South Dakota, Vermillion, SD--
Paul Nachtigal

Announcement of "Directing Change for Changing Directions" mailed
to 650 superintendents and administrators--Gretchen Wilbur

22 Nebraska Planning Cluster Meeting to work on audit report with 1
IHE and 1 SEA staff, Lincoln, NE--Paul Nachtigal

23 Work with University of South Dakota on rural science delivery
project with 7 IHE staff, Vermillion, SD--Paul Nachtigal

Presentatior on "Action Agenda" to Post Secondary Rural Education
Conference, Sioux Falls, SD--Paul Nachtigal

Planning/cocrdination with Women's Resource Center for Metropolitan
Community Colleges with 1 administrator Kansas City, MO--Gretchen
Wilbur

24 ESP Administrator Session IV for 19 administrators, Emporia, KS --
Susan Everson, Lynn King

Rural Ed/Rural Development Advisory Committee meeting with 5 SEA
staff, Bismarck, ND--Paul Nachtigal

Participation in Monthly meeting of Women in Leadership Program,
Des Moines Pub..ic Schools, Des Moines, IA--Gretchen Wilbur

25 Administration and collection of elementary school science surveys
for Kansas City school district, involving 290 teachers, 5
administrators, and 15 others, Kansas City, MO--Dick Bingman

25-26 Nebraska Title IX Physical Education Conference with 150 coordina-
tors, P.E. coaches/teachers, Lincoln, NE--Gretchen Wilbur

26 Presentation at spring "Conference on Issues and Trends in School
Administration" for 20 IHE, 5 SEA, and 30 LEA staff and 3 BOCES,
Colorado Springs, CO--Paul Nachtigal

Presentation to Missouri School Boards Association, Columbia, MD --
Larry Hutchins
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26-27 Workshop on ESP to Iowa State Education Association, Des Moines,
IA--Bob Ewy

ESP Training sessions with 21 teachers and 29 administrators,
Detroit, MI- -Susan Everson, Lynn King

27 Discussion leader and opening speaker at Science Teachers of
Missouri Annual Conference for 85 teachers, 10 curriculum
specialists, and 15 others, Springfield, MO--Dick Bingman

2b Strategic planning meeting with Nebraska State School Boards and
the SDE, Lincoln, NE--Larry Hutchins, Bob Ewy

29 ESP Team training sessions with 9 teachers and 2 administrators,
Sioux Falls, SD--Susan Everson, Lynn King

29-30 Ten site visits to AEA #13, Cylinder, IA--Rob Ewy

30 Presentation to Southeast Colorado BOCES, "Educational Opportunities
in Small Schools" for 8 BOCES and 20 LEA superintendents,
Florissant, CO--Paul Nachtigal

ESP Follow-up session with 50 teachers, 12 principals, 13 ESUs and
5 SEAs, Lincoln, NE--Jean Conyers

30-5/1 Black Hills Cooperative ESP and Strategic Planning meeting with 40
principals, Lead, SD--Shirley McCune
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May, 1985

1

2

Presentation at Staff Development Conference on NE agent training
with 1 SEA, 13 ESUs, 30 teachers, and 12 print ipals, Lincoln, NE--
Jean Conyers

ESP Team and Administrator Training with 2 principals and 9
teachers, Sioux Falls, SD--Susan Everson, Lynn King

Participation in South Dakota ACTE Steering Committee meeting to
discuss ESP collaboration with 7 IHE representatives, Sioux Falls,
SD--Susan Everson, Lynn King

Participation in MO State Elementary and Secondary Schools
Conference to review local science delivery systems (Title III),
with 50 teachers and 4 SEA staff, Kansas City, MO--Dick Bingman

Raytown site visit with 35 middle school teachers, Raytown, MO--
Susan Everson

2-3 On-site monitoring review, Sex Equity Program, by U.S. Department
of Education staff, Kansas City, MO--Shirley McCune, Larry
Hutchins, Norma Watson, Gretchen Wilbur

4-5

6

Albuquerque Board of Education meeting, Taos, NM -Shirley McCune

Northeast Colorado Science Cluster inservice meeting with 1 IHE
staff, 7 teachers, and 1 BOCES, Haxton, 00--Paul Nachtigal

6-9 ESP and Site Interviews with 24 principals, 150 teachers, and 4
central office staff, Cincinnati, OH--Jean Conyers, Rhonda Horwitz

7-9 NIE Laboratory site visit, Kansas City, MO--Larry 'Hutchins, Sharon
Koenigs, Norma Watson, Susan Everson, Shirley McCune, Paul Nachtigal

9 Teacher training, "Learning Strategies for Low Achieving
Adolescents" with 2 administrators and 36 teachers, Denver Public
Schools, Denver, CO--jean Conyers

9-10 "Making It Happen: Multicultural Non-sexist Educational Conference,
Des Moines, IA--Gretchen Wilbur

10 Cotopaxi/Westcliffe inservice session with 10 teachers, 4 adminis-
trators, and 1 IHE, Cotopaxi, CO--Paul Nachtigal

10-11 ESP Administrator and Team Training with 29 administrators and
principals and 21 teachers, Detroit Public Schools, Detroit, MI --
Susan Everson, Lynn King

13 South Dakota Small School Cluster Planning Meeting with 3 IHE and
12 LEA staff, Brookings, SD--Paul Nachtigal
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13-14 U.S. Education Department sponsored Secondary School Recognition
Conference for 225 educators from McREL states, Kansas City, MO--
Lynn KiAg, Larry Hutchins, Susan Everscn, Elaine Clemens, Gretchen
Wilbur, Tamera White, Dick Bingman

18-21 Urban Education Tri-Network meeting with 22 Network members, 5
consultants, 20 SEAs, 30 LEAs, St. Paul, MN--Sharon Koenigs

20 Participation in Women in Leadership Program, Des Moines, IA--
Gretcnen Wilbur

21 Meeting with 5 district administrators and 2 teachers to present
Economics Unit, Tonganoxie, KS--Lynn King

BOLES Strategic Planning meeting, Limon, CO--Shirley McCune

Program Development/Data Review, Leavenworth, KS--Gretchen Wilbur

22

23

24 Participation in higher education meeting, Gunnison, CO--Shirley
McCune

28 Planning session for Missouri Area Supervisors with 1 SEA staff,
Columbia, MO--Paul Nachtigal

31 North Dakota Rural 1>velopment Advisory Committee meeting with 4
SEA staff and 1 community representative, Bismarck, ND--Paul
Nachtigal
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June, 1985

3-4 Advocacy training with 20 administrators and teachers, Mason City,
IA--Gretchen Wilbur

4 Presentation of Kansas City survey results to steering and advisory
committee with 5 administrators and 3 teachers, Kansas City, MO--
Dick Bingman

6 Nebraska State Board of Education Strategic Planning meeting, Omaha,
NE- -Larry Hutchins

7

Instructional leadership training with 100 principals from Wichita
Public Schools, Kansas City, M)--Bob Ewy, Bob Marzano

Planning meeting of Annual Rural and Small Schools Conference
committee, Colorado State University, with 6 IHE, 2 BCCES, 1 SEA,
and 1 LEA superintendent, Ft. Collins, CO--Paul Nacntigal

10-11 Department Chairperson Workshop, Denver Public Schools, with 5
principals and 40 department chairs, Denver, CO--Bob Ewy

10-12 CSMP training workshop with 33 teachers and 3 administrators, Ft.
Collins, CO--Clare Heidema

10-13 Poview of Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) proposals,
Regional Department of Education, Kansas City, MO--Lynn King

11-12 Meeting with Lew Rhoades, ASCD, Washington, DC--Shirley McCune

12 Presentation at Cincinnati Thinking Skills Conference with 4U0
administrators, Cincinnati, OH--Bob Marzano

Completion of training session for curriculum mappers with 2
administrators and 14 teachers, Kansas City, MO--Dick Bingman

13 Conduct Conference on Critical Thinking Skills, Denver, OD--Dick
Bingman

Planning with Joan First, National Coalition of Children's Advisory
Groups, MO School Class. Prog., Boulder, CO- -Paul Nachtigal

Planning technical assistance for staff development program for
Millard, Nebraska. Kansas City, MO--Gretchen Wilbur

14 Department lhairperson Workshop, Denver Public Schools, with 5
principals and 40 department chairs, Denver, CO--Bob Ewy

17 Presentation to the Steering Committee of The Counseling Association
Denver, CO--Larry Hutchins

Planning with Nebraska Small School Planning Cluster with 1 IHE, 1
SEA, and 4 superintendents, Grand Island, NE--Paul Nachtigal
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17-18 Strategic Planning workshop with 10 administrators, 20 principals,
6 board members and LEA staff, Commerce City, CO--Bob Ewy, Jean
Conyers

17-21 Conduct CSMP training workshop with 23 teachers and 2 administrators
and certify a CSMP trainer, Mason, MI--Clare Heidema

19-21 Participation in 4th Annual Equity Conference, Breckenridge, CO--
Gretchen Wilbur, Shirley McCune

Participate in CEDaR Business Managers' meeting with 15 Laboratory
and R&D Center representatives, Washington, DC--Norma Watson

Participation in Missouri Area Supervisors' meeting with 12 SEA and
2 IHE staff, Jefferson City, MO--Paul Nachtigal, Lynn King

21 Wichita Assessment System workshop (teacher evaluation system) with
20 principals, Laramie, WY--Bob Ewy

21-22 University of Wyoming Principal Training and Evaluation with 50
administrators, Laramie, WY--Larry Hutcnins, Karen Benson, Jean
Conyers

22-23 Presentation on thinking skills, Washington State School Adminir s-

trators, with 250 participants, Seattle, WA--Bob Marzano

Conduct CSMP training workshop, St. Louis, MO--Clare Heidema

27 -2b Presentation at the National Association of School Boards Midwest
Regional Conference, Chicago, IL--Susan Everson

30-7/2 Cotopaxi/Westcliffe writing session with 1 IHE staff, Dillon, CO--
Paul Nachtigai, Shirley McCune
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July, 1985

3

5

7-9

ESP discussion meeting with 7 administrators from Junction City,
Kansas at Kansas City, MO--Susan Everson

Co-author paper on "Equity in Rural School Finance" for ED-NIE
Conference, Denver, CO- -Paul Nachtigal

Presentation to Colorado Small/Rural School Conference with 30
teachers, 45 administrators, 10 SEA staff, 15 IHE staff, Ft.
Collins, CO--Paul Nachtigal

8 NIE negotiation session, Washington, DC--Larry Hutchins, Norma
Watson, Sharon Eoenigs

8-12 Conduct CSMP workshop at Clayton High School with 12 math teachers/
coordinators, St. Louis, MO--Clare Heidema

10 Conduct workshop on rural education at Adams State College with 1
IHE staff, 20 administrators, and 100 teachers, Alamosa, CO- -Paul
Nachtigal

14-15

15-19

22-24

Presentation at Ohio Administrator's Academy V 125 LEA/SEA
administrators, Columbus, OH--Susan Everson

Host seminar for the IHE Rural Education Centers with 15 IHE staff,
Denver, CO--Paul Nachtigal

Conduct CSMP workshop with 10 teachers/coordinators, Boston, MA --
Clare Heidema

Conduct work session for MO Area Supervisors, and SEA staff on
classification procedures with 12 supervisors, 2 SEA staff, and
2 IHE staff, Kansas City, MO--Paul Nachtigal, Susan Everson, Lynn
King

31 Presentation on HOTS to Gifted/Talented Conference for 200 LEAs and
SEAs, Des Moines, IA--Bob Marzano
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August, 1985

5 Planning/reporting session for activities of Northeast Colorado
Science Cluster with 5 superintendents and 1 BOCES director,
Sterling, CO--Paul Nachtigal

5-6 CSMP workshop for Guilderland Public Schools with 5 teachers and
coordinators, Guilderland, NY--Clare Heidema

7 Cincinnati School Improvement Administrator's Academy with 50
administrators from 27 schools, Cincinnati, OH--Susan Everson

12-14 Kansas City Science I )ject meeting with 12 science teachers,
Kansas City, MO--Dick Bingman

ED/NIE National Rural Education Forum with 55 IHE staff, 6 DOE
staff, 1 NIE representative, and 65 superintendents, Kansas City,
MO--Paul Nachtigal

15 Work session, Missouri School Classification Project with 4 IHE
and SEA staff, Columbia, MO--Paul Nachtigal

15-17 Participation in World Congress on Educational Futures, San
Francisco, CA--Bob Marzano

16 Computer database input and development meeting with 4 Vocational
Equity Title IV staff, Kansas City, MO--Gretchen Wilbur

19-23 CSMP workshop for Ellisville Public Schools with 10 teachers and
coordinators, Ellisville, MO--Clare Heidema

22 Preservice Keynote Address for 500 LEA secondary staff, Millard,
NE--Gretchen Wilbur

Walsh/Pembina County staff development for 2 IHE staff, 30 admin-
istrators, and 29C teachers, Cavalier, ND--Paul Nachtigal

23 Project Innovative Curriculum work session with 8 administrators
110 teachers, lu SEA staff, and 8 IHE staff, Kenesaw, NE--Paul
Nachtigal

23-24 ESP Administrator and Team Training session with 21 teachers and 29
administrators and specialists, Detroit, MI--Susan Everson, Lynn
King

26-28 CSMP workshop for Woodridge Public Schools with 20 teachers and
coordinators, Woodridge, IL--Clare Heidema

27-28 South Dakota Cooperative Training Program with 50 administrators
and 250 teachers, Redfield, SD--Bob Ewy

'resentation on thinking skills instruction with 50 administrators
and 125 teachers, Pierre, SD--Bob Marzano
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September, 1985

3 Work with Nebraska Rural Planning Cluster with 15 IHE, SEA, and LEA
staff and community members, Hordville, NE--Paul Nachtigal

Meeting with Meg Stanvage, North Central Association of Colleges
and Schools, Boulder, CO--Rhonda Horwitz

4 ESP training with 10 administrators, Alamosa Public Schools, Alamosa
CO--Bob Ewy

4-5

4-6

Participation in NDN Regional Meeting, Portland, ME--Clare Heidema

Collaboration meeting with Far West Laboratory, San Francisco,
CA--Susan Everson

5-6 Participation in Integrating Math, Science, and Vocational Education
Seminar with 50 educators, Omaha, NE--Gretchen Wilbur

6

9

9-10

Presentation to Missouri School Boards Association, Columbia, MO --
Larry Hutchins

Meeting with Colorado Chief State School Officer, Denver, CO--
Larry Hutchins

Urban Education Network Advisory Committee meeting with 3 SEA,
7 LEA, and 10 Laboratory representatives, Charleston, WV--Sharon
Koenigs

10 Leadership training to 60 high/middle school principals, Denver
Public Schools, Denver, CO--Bob Ewy

11 ESP planning meeting with 7 administrators, Junction City, KS--
Susan Everson

11-12 CEDaR Congressional meetings with Laboratory and Center directors,
Washington, DC--Larry Hutchins

12 Work with Kansas State, Kansas Rural Education Cluster, with 1 IHE
and 9 administrators, Manhattan, KS--Paul Nachtigal

Collaboration, planning, database indicator identification meeting
with 6 SEA staff, Topeka, KS--Gretchen Wilbur

12-13 U.E. Department of Education Region VII State Policymakers in
Education Seminar with 25 legislators and education association and
SDE representatives, Kansas City, MOSusan Everson, Paul Nachtigal,
Lynn King

NIE Director's meeting, W,:hington, DC--Larry Hutchins

13 Complete Effective Schools Program manuals for participants and
trainers, Denver, CO--Bob Ewy

13-14 Training meetings for Kansas City Science Curriculum Alignment
Project with 6 administrators and 24 teachers, Kansas City, MO --
Gretchen Wilbur

54
16-18 McREL staff meeting, Vail, CO--all staff



18-1) NIE, Cotopaxi /Westcliffe meeting of Follow-Through Project, with
4 ';IE staff and 4 LEA!. .:i.lyton, Nachtigal

21 Participation in Kansas State Department teleconference on equity
in education to 5000 educators, Kansas City, MO--Gretchen Wilbur

Meeting on Aesthetic Education Program materials with 2 consultants
St. Louis, MO--Larry Hutchins, Verna Smith

23-25 AEA #3 ESP Follow-up ,nth 15 administrators and 35 teachers,
Cylinde-, IA--Bob Evy

25 Participation in School District Administrators M--ting, St. Joseph,
MO--S.csan Everson

McFU Board or Directors meeting with 17 board members, Vail, CO --
Larry Hutchins, Norm Watson, Sh. :ley McCune, Pat Fisher

30-10/1 CEDaR meeting W.th Laboratory and Center directors, Philadelphia,
PA--Larry Hutchins, Shirley McCune



October, 1985

1

1-3

2

4

5

ESP Administrator Semi: r, with 15 administrators, Alamosa, CO --
Bob Ewy

ESP Administrator session and veteran site visits, Fort Madison,
IA--Susan Everson

Radio interview regarding Southeast Colorado Effective Schools
project, Denver, CO--Larry Hutchins

Participation in meeting of Denver Public 3chools, Denver, CO --
Larry Hutchins

Lunch meeting with Salina, Kansas co-op, Kansas City, MO--Susar
Everson

Effective Schools update for Wyoming Education Association with
50 teachers Casper, WY--Bob Ewy

Workshop, National School Boards Association, Large District Forum,
New Orleans, LA--Larry Hutchins, Bob Marano

Presentation at Learning Exchange Regional Conference, Kansas city,
MO--Susan Everson

7-8 Data gathering for ESP Evaluation Report, McREL, Kansas City, MO --
Rhonda Horwitz, Bob Marzano

8 ESP Administrator Session I with 23 administrators, Junction City,
KS--Susan Everson

9 Guest on Channel 20 talk show, Time is NOW, Kansas City, MD--
Gretchen Wilbur

10 Project LeadershiF /CASE with 100 rArti.leants, Breckenridge, CO --
Shirley McCune

11 Disseminate 6,00n Sex Equity Newsletters, Region VII and nation-
wide, Kansas City, MO--Gretchen Wilbur

Final revision of ESP manuals, Denver, CO--Bob Ewy

i4 Evaluate instrument finalization for HOTS program with 6 assistant
superinte.,dents and SEA, Lemvenworth, KS--Gretchen Wilbur

Time-on-Task Presentation, ESP, to 50 teachers, Emmetsburg, IA --

Larry Hutchins, Shirley McCune

Technical assistance to Limon Public Schools, Limon, CO--Shirley
McCune

14-17 ESP year Three Follow-up with 100 LEA (SIP) ;, rincinnati, OH --
Susan Everson
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15-16

17-18

23-24

ESP Training, 1st and 2nd year school, with 70 teachers and 40
administrators, Omaha, NE--Bob Ewy

South Dakota American Colleges of Teacher Education Meeting, with
IHE representatives, Yankton, ED- -Dave Wallace

Participation in Governors Youth Leadership Conference with 300
participants, Des Moines, IA--Gretchen Wilbur

24 EIL.ecLive Schools update, Colorado Association of School Executives,
with 30 administrators, Breckenridge, CO--Bob Ewy

Elementary/Secondary Principals Conference with 100 participants,
Breckenridge, CO--Shirley McCune

24-26 Participation in AERA Women in Edu,ation Conference, Boston, MA --
Gretchen Wilbur

26

28

29

Missouri School Board Association Workshop on Strategic Planning
with 200 administrators, Lake of the Ozarks, MO--Larry Hutchins

Planning meeting with Xansas/Missouri curriculum and vocational
education representati,es, Ka'sas City, MO--Gretchen Wilbur

Rural Education Conference, Manhattan, KS--Shirley McCune, Paul
Nachtiga



No7ember, 1985

1 Work session with 100 administrators in Platte County Public
Schools, Bailey, CO--Shirley McCune

1-2

4

5

Planning and data gathering for 1985 McREL Impact Report, Kansas
City, MO--Rhonda Horwitz, Sharon Koenigs, Ka- Sensor, Lynn King

Meeting with ASCD, NE4 and other rrofessional groups on developing
a new taxonomy of thi.Aking skills, Washington, DC--Bob Marzano

Participation in Rural Education Clustez.s meeting, Burlington, CO--
Shirley McCune

ESP planning session with 6 administrators, Shawnee Mission, KS--
Susan Everson

Iowa planning meeting to coordinate spring '86 conference on
Eaicational Equity, co-sponsored by McREL, Drake University, IA
Association of School Boards, Midwest DAC, Des Moines, IA--
Gretchen Wilbur

5-6 Planning for the MO Clarification Project, with 5 SEA staff,
Columbia:k MO--Paul Nachtigal

7

8

9

Strategic planning session with 20 SEA staff, Lincoln, NE--Shirley
McCune

Conduct Kansas/Missouri schema planning meeting, Kansas, City,
MO--Gretchen Wilbur

Presentation to the Wyoming School Boards Executive Committee, with
150 board members, administra:ors, teachers, and parents, Caspar,
WY--Shirley McCune

Business management meeting with St. Louis McREL staff, St. Louis,
MO--Norma Watson, Sharon Koenigs, Verna Smith, Clare Heidema

Participation as a resource person for the School District of Kansas
City, Missouri's Planning/Implementation Conference with 130
teachers and administrators, Kansas City, MO--Lynn King

11 Aesthetic Education Program materials fleeting with consultants,
Denver, CO--Larry Hutchins

Curriculum planning session with 4 representatives of Weber State
College, Ogden, UT--Shirley McCune

12 ESP Phase I Training with 12 administrators and 100 teachers, Omaha,
NE--Bob Ewy

Technical assistance to Taos Public Schools, Taos, NM--Paul
Nachtigal
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Meeting with Kansas State Board of Education and Kansas SDE on
implications of curriculum trends, Topeka, KS--Shirley McCune

12-13 North Dakota Regional Forums on Educational Issues, Park River and
Steele, ND--Larry Hutchins

ESP Site visits to 7 veteran middle school teams with 30 teachers
and 10 administrators, Detroit, MI--Susan Everson, Lynn King

13 ESP Phase II Follow-up with 5 administrators and 20 teachers, Omaha,
NE - -Bob Ewy

14 Participation in seminar of school effectiveness for Nebraska

Association of School 3oards with 128 school board members, Omaha,
NE--Bob Ewy

14-15 ESP Session I for Teams, with 30 administrators and 70 teachers,
Junction City, KS--Susan Everson, Lynn King

18 Disseminate R&D Notes throughout the region and country, St.
Louis, MO--Verna Smith

Meeting with Bob Beecham, Nebraska SDE, Lincoln, NE--Larry Hutchins

Work with planning clusters with SDE, IHE and 200 LEA representa-
tives, Trumbull and Marquette, NE--Paul Nachtigal

18-19 Conduct CSMP training for 2 LEAs, with 20 teachers and 25 admin-
istrators, Enterprise and Pendleton, OR--Clare Heidema

19 Presentation to Colorado Evaluators Association on Nontraditional
Competencies, Denver, CO--Bob Marzano

19-,A Host Rural Seminar on Alternative Delivery Systems, with 15
SEA, 7 ESU, and 20 administrators, Lincoln NE--Larry Hutchins,
Paul Nachtigal, Karen Benson

20

21

22

Great River AEA Year Two Team and Administrator Training with 50
teacher and administrators, Ft. Madison, IA--Susan Everson

Presentations to Regional Workshops on Futurist c Planning
sponsored by the North Dakota Council of School. Administrators,

Dickinson/Stanley, ND--Shirley McCune

Workshop for effective boards on Effective Schools, with 7 ESUs and
30 board members, Columbus, NE--Bob Ewy

Workshop on instructional leadership and styles, with 7 ESUs and
40 administrators, CoiLmbus, NE--Bob Ewy

Participation in Student Leadership Retreat, Des Moines, IA --
Gretchen Wilbur
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24-25 Participation in CEDaR Annual Meeting for Laboratories and Centers,
San Diego, CA--Larry Hutchins

25-26 Participation in R&D Notes Regional conference on "Teacher Quality",
with 7 SEA, 7 IHE, and 14 teacher representatives, Denver, CO --
Larry Hutcnins, Shirley McCune, Bob Ewy, Karen Benson

26 Rural School/Rural Development Advisory Cluster meeting with 5 SEA,
2 IHE, and 3 community representatives, Bismarck, ND--Paul Nachtigal

Presentation to Regional Administrators Conference, Casselton, ND --
Pau? Nachtigal
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THE EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS PROGRAM

NOTEWORTHY
NOTES

This issue of Noteworthy
is devoted to information the

McREL staff has developed
as part of theirEffective School

Program (ESP).
The first six articles are what we call "folio's," i.e., handouts we encourage

participants to

disseminate to teachers who have not participated in the program.
Each of the articles or folios journalistically

reviews the research and makes specific suggestions
teachers can use. Accompanied

by appropriate
staff

development strategies,
these handouts are a useful way to help teachers

understand and implement
elements of the

research on effective schools.

Each of the six folios have been printed separately so
that they can

accompany a short workshop without

overloading someone
with too much information.

These separate
handouts are also available from McREL.

In addition to the folios, this issue of Noteworthy
contains an article on technique called "Coaching." This

technique
represents a powerful addition to the staff development

repertoire. It is fashioned to increase teacher-to-

teacher collaboration
and feedback for individual

teachers about the effectiveness oftheir instructional
methods We

urge school principals or group a teachers to try the system. If properly
introduced and

supported, it will make a

significant
difference in the successful

implementation
of odic- efforts to improve schools.

Finally, we have printed a
detailed outlineof the Effective School

Program, itself.
Many people want to know more

about the program
and we thought this

would be one way to meet that interest

If you or your school would be interested in learning even more
about it, contact us.

McREL continues
to stand

ready to help state departments,
intermediat . agencies, professional associations,

school

districts, principals,
teachers and parents learn

about and use research and
developiaent to improve

education. If we

can help you, please let us know

C Larry Hutchins

Executive Oirertor
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NOTEWORTHY is a publication of The Mid-continent
Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL). McREL is a non-
profit organization, funded, in part, by contracts and grants
from the National Institute of Education (NIE). It serves a
seven-state area: Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska,
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming. Its mission is to
help improve educational practice in the sewn-state region and
further the equitable distribution of improved educational
quality across all groups of students. Much of the research
cited in NOTEWORTHY has been sponsored by The National
Institute of Education. The opinions expressed do not neces-
sarily represent official ME or Department of Education
Pol icy.

McREL's offices are at.
4709 Belleview Avenue
Kansas City, Missouri 64112
(816)756-2401

and

2600 S. Parker Road
Bldg. 5 Suite 353
Aurora, Colotado 80014
(303)337 -0990

and
470 N. Kirkwood Road
Second Floor
Kirkwvod, Missouri 63122
(314)1)21-1700

This issue of Notetiorth% is dedicated to Lochran C Nixon.
Jr At his death in September of 1983 he was the Executive
Director of the Mid-continent Regional Educational Labora-
tory (McREL) "Nick," as he was known to his colleagues.
had Seen with McREL since 1969, serving first as Deputy
Director and then as Executive Director He was known to his
co- workers as a gentle. sincere and highly principled man. He
was devoted to the mission of educational improvement and
the role of research and development in the improvement
piocess He held the regional laboratory together through its
most trying times. helping it to emerge as a strong institution
serving schools and colleges across the country

His doctorate was from AUhUM Ui iversity, not far from his
home town Prior to coming to McREL he had served as
Superintendent of the North Brevard, Florida School District
(adjacent to Cape Canaveral) and as an Assistant Professor at
Auburn

"Nick" was best known to his wife. Gloria, and his daughters
Kelly and Kimberly; to them he was a dedicated husband and
father He had strong faith in his family and church, where he
enjoyed singing and discussing theology

He is missed

C Larry Hutchins
Executive Director, McREL
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Recent educational research indicates that the way a
teacher begins the school year is crucial to student success.
(See the Research Reports section of this document for a
description of some of the major studies on beginning the
school year.) A well-run first few days actually can trigger
higher levels of student achievement through the end of
the year, and a poorly run beginning may set the stage for
lowered achievement.

Why? Because an effective beginning:
ensures that students know and observe the rules and
procedures for their classroom so they stay on task They
understand what they are supposed to be doing;

teaches students how to behaveas a result less time is
lost to disciplinary activities;

motivates students by indicating that their school expe-
riences will be pleasant and that they will Ile treated
fairly, and,

increases students' expectations by helping them believe
they can be successful.

What must a teacher do to take advantage of these
research-based findings about the beginning of the school
year?

I. Be Clear

Make sure your building has clearly expressed rules that
facilitate learning; these rules should be systematically
taught and enforced. The consequences of violating the
rules should be clear and uniformly applied. (See the
box on the back page and the McREL Quality Schools
Program folio on Discipline for more suggestions on
setting up rules.)

Identify all the "standard operating procedures" you use
to organize and manage your classroom. (See the Begin-

ning the School Year Checklist on the inside pages.) All
Jules and standard operating procedures should be
taught to the studentsstarting with those rules most
likely to increase student engagement.

2. Be Firm
Be sure everyone is taught the rules. Check for
understanding.

Also be sure that compliance with the rules and standard
operating procedures is monitored closely the first few
days and weeks. Ignore no infractions. Uniformly and
fairly apply the sanctions for failure to comply. (It's easy
to let up later; hard to get tougher.)

3. Be a eiendly
Make the school a pleasant place to be. No one wants to
go to a place that's unpleasant and unsupportive.

Introduce some activities that are fun the first few days;
this helps motivate students.

Recognize the students' needsfor exercise, breaks,
and for getting acquainted with one another and with
you.

4. Be Positive
Get across the idea to your students that they will be
successful in your classroom; tell them you expect
everyone to be successful and that you're there to help
them succeed.

Avoid situations in which failure is likelyheavy duty
diagnostic tests, or oral quizzes that too quickly let only
the top kids succeed.

Talk about the "multiple abilities" they will need to be
successful in your classroom (See the McREL Quality
Schools Program folio on Instruction for more
information.)

Arrange activities at which they all can be winners.

' 1983 by The Mid-continent Regional Educztional Laboratory (McREL), 4709 Belleview Ave , Kansas City, MO 64112 and
2601 S Parker Rd , Suite 353, Aurora, CO 80014. All rights reserved

McREL is a public, non-profit organization, funded in part by contracts and grants from the National Institute of Education (NIE).
The McREL staff members who contributed to this folio are C.L. Hutchins, Susan Everson, Robert Ewy, Susan Lynch and Barbara
Kessler ()the; contributors Include: Linda Shalaway.
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RESEARCH REPORTS

Before School Starts
In extensive work at the University of Texas Research

and Development Center for Teacher Education, Carolyn
Evertson, Edmund Emmer, Linda Anderson, and their
colleagues observed elementary and junior high school
classrooms during the first days and weeks of school, and
at periodic intervals thereafter. They reported that prior to
the start of school, effective teachers:

developed a list of rules, procedures, and routines for
students;
decided upon consequences for breaking rules and pro-
cedtres, and
arranged classroom space and materials to suit their
instruct:onal needs
A study at the Institute for Research on Teaching at

Michigan State University showed that elementary teach-
ers typically begin planning for the next school year ten
days before school starts. Chris Clark and his colleagues
reported that during their early planning, teachers.

made sure they had enough desks and chairs;
decorated their classrooms with attractive bulletin
boards;
rearranged files and curriculum materials;
planned seating and furniture arrangements to be consis-
tent with their instructional goals and activities; and
an,. inservice education sessions.

The First Day of School
The old adage, "first impressions count," certainly

holds true for classrooms. Students actually experience a
form of "imprinting" on opening day, according to Nancy
McKee of the University of Texas R&D Center. McKee
contends that within the first few hours students pick up
on teachers' demands and expectations. Further, a new
student will also catch on quickly to the teacher's expecta-
tions when he or she enters a classroom already in
progress. McKee explains that if classroom activities are
flowing smoothly, the student will think that is the normal
state; if things are disorganized and chaotic, the student
will think that is the norm and will behave accordingly.

In the Texas studies, Evertson, Emmer, ::ind Anderson
found that on the first day of school succ:-.ssful teachers:

established themselves immediately as classroom
leaders;
planned the first day around maximum contact with and
control over students;
gave students interesting activities right away;
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eased students' entry back to school with a relaxed, but
work-centered climate;
planned mostly whole-class activities for the first day or
so;
presented the rules, procedures, and daily classroom
routines;
systematically taught these rules, procedures, and rou-
tines and gave students the chance to practice them;
made sure students understood the consequences for not
following rules, procedures, and routines; and
clearly communicated high expectations fur good work
and good behavior.

The First Weeks of School
Walter Doyle of North Texas State University has

identified a beginning-of-the-year "rhythm" that charac-
terizes elementary and secondary classrooms. As he
described it, misbehavior gradually increases at the begin-
ning of tne year until a critical point is reached. At this
point, if a teacher can successfully handle this early
"testing," the incidences of misbehavior decrease and
stablize at a much lower level throughout the year. But if a
teacher fails to handle misbehavior at this critical point, it
will increase in frequency and seriousness; the teacher will
lose control of the class. The way to avoid this problem is
to spend time teaching routines and rules of conduct
during the first few weeks of school and to enforce these
rules and routines throughout the year. Teachers who stop
misbehavior early have low misbehavior rates all year.
Even the amount of off-task behavior in the first weeks of
school predicts what will happen during the rest of the
year. The key is for teachers to be consistent and predict-
able in responding to inappropriate behavior, thus students
will not continually test them.

The Texas researchers found that during the first few
weeks, effective teachers:

continued to teach rules and procedures;
consistently enforced rules and procedures;
continued to communicate their expectations for student
work and behavior;
closely monitored student work and behavior;
dealt with inappropriate behavior quickly and con-
sistently;
organized instruction to maximize student success and
involvement;
gave clear, specific directions for activities and assign-
ments; and
held students accountable for their work.
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I. Beginning Class
A Roll Call, Absentees
B Tardy Students
C Academic Warm-Ups or Getting Ready

Routines
D. Distributing Materials
E Behavior During Class Opening

(Elementary)

II. Room/School Areas
A Shared Materials
B Teacher's Desk
C Wi Fountain, Bathroom, Pencil Sharpener
D. Student Storage/Lockers
E Student Desks (Elementary)
F. Lek wing Centers, Stations (Elementary)

G Playground (Elementary)
H Lunchroom (Elementary)

III. Setting up Independent Work
A Defining Working Alone
B Identifying Problems
C Identifying Resources
D. Identifying Solutions
E Scheduling
F. Interim Checkpoints

IV. Instructional Activities
A Teacher/Student Contacts
B Student Movement in the Room
C Signals for Students' Attention
D. Signals for Teacher's Attention
E Student Talk During Seatwork
F. Activitie,; to Do When Work is Done

G Student Participation
H Laboratory Procedures
I Student Movement in and out of Small

Group (Elementary)
J Bringing Materials to Group (Elementary)

K Expected Behavior in Group (Elementary)
L Expected Behavior of Students not in Group

(Elementary)
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BEGINNING THE SCHOOL YEAR CHECKLIST
Use this checklist to identify procedures you follow in your classroom. Put a check mark in the space to the left of each item
for which you do have a set procedure. Place an asterisk ne-t to those items you do not have procedures for but feel you
should. Circle items you feel should be taught on the first day of school.

V. Ending Class IX. Communicating Assignments
A Putting Away supplies, Equipment A Posting Assignments
B Cleaning Up B Orally Giving Assignments
C Organizing Materials Class C Provision for Absentees
D Dismissing Class D. Requirements for Long Term Assignments

E. Returning Assignments
VI. Interruptions E Homework Assignments

A.
B

Rules
Talk Among Students X. Monitoring Student Work

C Conduct During Interruptions or Delays A. Total In-class Oral Participation
D. Passing Out Books, Supplies B Completion of In-class Assignments
E Turning in Work C Completion of 'Iomework
F. Handing Back Assignments D. Completion of Stages of Long-term

G Getting Back Assignments Assignments
H Out-of-Seat Policies E Monitoring All Students

VII. Other Procedures XI. Checking Assignments in Class
A Fire Drills

Lunch Procedures
Student Helpers
Safety Procedures

Requirements

A Students Exchanging Papers
Marking and Grading Assignments
Turning in Assignments
Students Correcting Errors

Procedures

B B.
CC

D D.

VIII. Work XII. Grading
A Headirg Papers A. Determining Report Card Grades
B Use of Pen or Pencil B Recording Grades
C Writing on Back of Paper C Grading Stages of Long Term Assignments
D Neatness, Legibility D. Extra Credit Work
E Incomplete Woi E Keeping Records of Papers/
F. Late Work Grades/Assignments

G Missed Work F. Grading Criteria
H Due Dates G Contracting with Students for Grades

I Make-up Work
I Supplies XIII. Academic Feedback
K Coloring or Drawing on paper (Elementary) A Rewards and Incentives
L BUse of Manuscript or Cursive (Elementary) Posting Student Work

C Communicating with Parents
D. Students' Record of Grades
E. Written Comments on Assignments
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TIPS FOR TEACHERS
Bet.), , Opening Day

Do your homeworkread your policy manual and
reacquaint yourself with the rules and procedures of
),ir school: opening and closing hours, attendance
policies, fire drill routines, evacuation procedures, caf-
eteria rules, etc.
Send a letter home with students and parents at pre-
registration that Includes the school phone number, your
phone number, conference "ours, lunch procedures, -Ind
other Important information.
Prepa.- first day plans and materials. Knob. the instruc-
tional .. jectives for your school and your gr.xle or class.
Review the cdrriculum guide. and the textbook series
you will be using. Prepare to make the first 'h a real
day of school; prepare written lesson plans an .lave the
necessary materials ready for students to use.
Plan to start with a fairly traditional physical classioom
setup and a temporary seating chart. This will help you
learn students' names and see how your room will
"work" when the tables and chairs art occupied.
Have all classroom tr. -terials stored out of the way of
traffic areas.
Provide space for students to store their belongings.
Add a personal touch to your room with plants, bulletin
board decor, posters, etc. Make the room a pleasant
place to be.
Develop a signaling system to call attention to the
importance of following procedures. For example, you
could 17,e the hana-signal "T" to indicate that a student
isn't spending his or her time wisely and should get back
on task. You might have students leave messages in a
box on your des: to identify things they want help with.
You ca set up a system for when you expect silence.
and when you will tolerate "quiet --such as whis-
pering.
.,..pare a list of materials that students are expected to

bring to each class period.
?Ian procedures I, r handling new students.
elan the beginning and ending of class periods.
Develop procedures for distributing instructional mate-
rials ,nd slppiies at the beginning of class periods and
for collecting them at the end of class periods.
Set procedures for laboratory class periods (cleanup of
work areas or equipment, safety routines, distributing
supplies and materials).
Set procedures for handling Aomework assignments.

The First l'
Arrive early so you will have time to greet your
colleagues and students who arrive early. thou should be
in your room before students arrive.
Greet students with a smile. Have your name on tae
board so that students can learn to pronounce and spell it
immediately.
Be in control as soon as the first children enter the room;
if they don't all come in at once, have some activities
ready taat will keep early students busysuch as writ-
ing a story or drawing a picture about what they did
during the summer, some of their favorite things to do,
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or something about themselves to help you get to know
them setter
Insist that students be seated when they arrive. You need
to establish a good working climate as soon as possible.
Review your main tasks. You need to establish a well-
disciplined classroom in which you have the attention of
studei ts, help them establish good work habits, and
work with groups as well as individuals.
Check attendance, having each student raise his or her
hand as his or her name is called.
conduct a get-acquainted exercise.
Keep beginning academic exercises brief and pleasant,
but get the routine of the day started.
State classroom rules and procedures positively and
begin giving students opportunities to practice them.
Post classroom rules for all students to see.
Teach daily ; outines, such as warm-up and end-of-day
exercises, and procedures for moving from one activi.,
to another.
Don't rush into heavy academics the first day or two.
Encourage students by reviewing things they know and
complimenting them for knowing so much; when aca-
demics are introduced, choose act, /Ries that will enable
students to succeed.
Maintain maximum contact with and control over your
students; be "ever-present," mo- _.ing and watching.
Handle behavior problems/disruptions promptly.
Set up a "buddy" system for learning the rules for
students who arrive late. As new stuuents enter the
room, a student who has learned the rules will be
assigned to teach the rules to the newcomer. This will
provide added incentive for students to learn the rules.

The First Few Weeks
Study the records of your students. You need to know
more about their characteristics, achievements, capa-
bilities, and problems.
Take advantage of every opportunity to meet with
parents. Try to make sure they understand your goals
and ex ectations for students. Don't let your first con-
tact with parents be in connection with a negative
incident. Respond to parents' questions quickly and
honestly and suggest ways they can help with students'
assignments.
Keep a folder for every student and record plenty of
observations and grades. Make sure you have enough
information to assess each student's ability and effort
fairly.
Continue to explain, re-teach, and enforce rules and
procedures.
Start classes on time.
Always be prepared; there is no substitute fr prepara-
tion. Try to think of ways to work with various groups of
students (adva,Iced students, low achievers) ahead of
time so they won't be left out or monopolize your
attention in class.
Motivate and challenge students with u .usual projects
and activities
Hole' students accouatalile for their work.
Never leave the classroom when students are present.
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TIPS FOR ADMINISTRATORS

One of the most Important leadership tasks for the
principal is to get school off to a good start each year. Here
are a few suggestions to help with that task:

Work with your faculty and staff to establish and/or
remind them that the building has a set of clearly defined
rules that are to be enforced by all
Eaa year be sure to tell or remind all teachers why their
beginning school year activities are so important (use
this document to help with this task).
Ask the teachers to go over the standard operating
procedures they use in their classrooms (see the check-
list inside) and decide which ones should be taught on
the first day of school or within the first week.
Discus the steps necessary in teaching the rules and
standard operating procedures; that is: 1) explain the
rules, 2) model situations when the rules are followed
and are broken, 3) check for understanding, 4) provide
for guided practice and corrective feedback, and 5)
explain the consequence' of breaking the rules.
Create the expectation that the rules and standard
operating procedures will be top priority for all teachers
an the first day and during the first week of school

Parents often ac-ompany their child to school on the
first day. This creates a special problem for the school that
is trying to create a very orderly environment on the first
day of school The parents feel obliged to talk with the
teachers and vise versawhich disrupts the control the
Leacher needs to exert for the first few hours.

One solution to this problem is to give arriving parents a
"back-to-school kit." The kit should include:

A letter of welcome from you, expressing your pleasure
in their interest in the school. This letter may also be
used to explain what your beginning-the-school-year
focus is Ana 1,v1 y it is so important to teacti the rules and
standard operating procedures during early contact with
the students.
A form that the parents can use to write out special
instructions regarding their child. Let them knew they
are welcome to make an appointment with you or their
child's teacher to discuss any special concerns or to
.,:iserve their child's classroom.
A schedule indicating the best tii 'e for them to make
medical appointments for their children so they won't
interfere with peak learning times.
4. list of the rules for the building and for each classroom
and an explanation of the support you need from parenis
to help enforce the rules,

TIPS ON RULES

Having clearly stated, well-enforced rules is key in
getting the s..nol year off to a good start Below are a few
tips administrators and teachers can use in setting rules for
their school

Select only a few rulesneither you or the students will
be able *1 remember a long list

Select rules because they establish an orderly environ-
ment and contribute to successful learningas impor-
tant an issue as gum chewing may be. it probably doesn't
significantly impede learning.

Make the rules as unambiguous as possible; they sh -uld
be stated behaviorally---"Keep your hands and Let to
yourself" is more clear than "no fighting."

Select only rules that all adults in the building accept
and are willinn to uniformly nforce as soon as stu-
d 'nts tigure out there is a double standard they will work
to test the limits.

Possible Building Rules
1. Listen carefully and fo.low the instructions of adults

in the building.

2. Peep your hands and feet tc yourself.
3. No running or loitering.

4. Respect other people's property and pen.on.
5. Be or. :tote tc class and with assignments.

6. Speak only as loudly as necessary.
7 Treat others as you would like to be treated.
8. Display respect for each other and for authority.
9. Laugh with anyone, but laugh at no one.

10. Every student is responsibl for his or her own
learning

11. Do not interfer2 with people who are working.
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Time management has become an Important Issue in
education. For example the phrase "time on task" has
been used so frequently, it has become the focus of many
school Improvement efforts. Tame is a resource in short
supply in every school, and it is a resource with a great
effect on ;earning. The best materials, the latest equip-
ment, and the newest instructional programs make little
difference if students don't have time to learn and teachers
don't have time to teach. (The "Research Reports" sec-
tion of this document briefly describes findings from a few
of the studies that 1 contributed to our understanding
of the important role time plays in determining student
achievement.)

What can educators do to increase learning time')
Lengthen the school day? Lengthen the school year? As
desirable as these options might appear, they are costly
and pose new problems concerning teaching contracts,
professional expectations, facilities management, etc.
Ano. ,er solution is to use more efficiently the time that is
already available; research has shown that teachers and
administrators can make better use of the school day.

The first steps toward Improving time use in schools is to
break the school day down into different categories of
time This is important because how you improve your use
of time depends on the category of time you want to
change. Figure 1 (on page 2) Identifies a number of
'lifferent divisions of school time. (Following are
definitions.)

I School Dal The school day is the total amount of
time in one day that students are required to be at
school The research literature shows a positive
relationship between the length of the school day
and stude.it learning

2 Absent Tune or Time Lost to Absenteeism: Absent
time is the time stuck:Its are not present during the
required hours ci the school day. Regular atten-
dance at school is associated with student achilve-
ment. Schools lose a considerable number of stu-
dent-hours to absenteeism. Time that students are
suspended should also 'le taken into account in this
category.

3. Nonacademic Building Time. This is time scheduled
building-wide for activities that are not directly
related to learning. These activities include
announcements, recess, lunchtime, passing time,
and assemblies. The greater the portion of the
school day spent on these activities, the less time
there is for instruction. Obviously most of these
can't be done away with, but the more efficiently
they are handled, the more class time teachers
have.

4. Class Time: When you take away the time lost to
nonacademic activities and absenteeism, the time
remaining is class time: the time we give teachers
to teach. This time should equal the combined
amount of time assigned to specific subjects, but
because assigned time is often lost to transitions
between subjects and management activities, often
it doesn't. (Assigned time would be a subdivision
of class time, i e., the class time allowed for each
.;ubject studied.)

5. Nonacademic Class Time. During the time teachers
have students in their classrooms there is still the
potential for considerable lest time due to taking
roll, passing out materials and supplies, dealing
with individual students while the rest of the class
waits, etc.; this time might be thought of as
management time. A second type of nonacademic
class time is the time lost to such things as srci
activities, transitions between lessons, and tin e
that is simply lost to confusion or disorder.

6. Instructional Time: Thy time available for instruc-
tion after we subtract class time lost to non-
academic activities and absent time could be called
instructional time. ..iome research studies suggest
that this instructional time may be as as
40-60% of the school day.

7. Nonengaged Time. Even if the teacher is teaching or
intends for the students to work, some students may
not be paying attention, cr doing what they are

© 1983 by The Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL), 4709 Belleview Ave , Kansas City, MO 64112 and
2600 S Parker Rd., Suite 353, Aurora, CO 80014 MI rights reserved

McREL is a public, non profit organization, funded in part by contracts and grants from the National Institute Education (NIE)
The McREL staff members who contributed to d is folio are. C.L Hutchins, Susan Everson, Robert Ewy, Susan Lynch, Robert
Marzano and Barbara Kessler. Other contributors include: Linda Shalaway
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supposed to be doing. Obviously, when this hap-
pens, no academic learning is taking place.

8 Engaged Time or Time on Task The portion of
instructional time during which students are
actively attending to the work the teacher has
assigned is called time on task. When this time is
looked upon as a percentage of the available day, it
represents the school 's academic efficiency
(McREL has a procedure for estimating academic
efficiency; contact McREL for further
info! mation )
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9 Unsuccessful Time Even when they are engaged
students may not be learning uecause they are not
successful at what they are doing. Causes of failure
may include materials that are inappropriate to
student need, students not having mastered the
skills prerequisite to learning a concept, tasks that
are not understood, and tasks which can be com-
pleted without mastering the essential skills or
knowledge; students may also seem to he succeed-
ing, but are ac ually faking their way through the
task by copying from a neighbor, etc.

10. Academic Learning Time (ALT). Academic Learn-
ing Time is the assigned time in which the student
is actively engaged in the instructional task and is
appropriately successful, between 60-90% of the
time, working on an activity which is tied to a
stated learning outcome. Research suggests that for
students to achieve, a relatively high proportion of
their engaged time must result in success. (See the
McREL Quality Schools Program folio Instruction
for more information on success rate.)

11 The School Year. The length of the school year may
be calculated by multiplying any one of the positive
(black) divisions of time listed above by the num-
ber of f 11 days that school is in session; calculating
"full days" should allow for days on which there
are e Arly dismissals for inservice activities or for
days when students are excused for extracurricular
activities. For example, one wa' to calculate the
length of tilt., school year would be to multiply a

building's daily engaged rate (or time on task) by
the number of full days that students are in atten-
dance. (You may be surprised how short the school
year is in this case.) Another estimate of the school
year would be reached by multiplying the daily
instructional time by the number of full student
days. Calculating the length of the school year in
any of these ways is particularly helpful in compar-
ing the usefulness or potential import of different
strategies for using time more efficiently.

Increasing Time for Teaching and Learning
Given all the various ways time is lost and used, what

can teachers and administrators do to ensure that there is
time to teach and that students have time to learn?

First, determine which of the 11 divisions of time your
school wants to work on. The important thing to remem-
ber is that you can increase the school day, class time,
instructional time, time on task, and academic learning
time by shrinking the tirx lost to any of the other types of
time.

This folio will focus on strategies for increasing class
time. Other McREL Quality Schools Program folios,
Beginning the School Year, Motivation, Discipline and
Instruction provide suggestions for .candling engaged time
and academic learning time.

Increasing the School Day The Four Day Week.
Many recommerdations have been made to lengthen the
school day. Whether this is feasible depends on a number
of considerations, including the availability of money and
the nature of teacher contracts. One innovative way of
lengthening the day without necessarily increasing the
total time available during the week is to work a longer
day but a shorter week i.e., a four day school week. This
arrangement has been tried in a number of communities
usually with positive effects. One by-product of this
arrangenent has been the reduction of a variety of non-
academic building interruptions achieved by scheduling
athletic and extracurricular activities on the fifth day.
Schools that have tried this approach have reported
declines in absenteeism (both student and staff) as well as
student achievement gains.

One important finding about the four-day school week
program has been the report that the lengthened day does
riot seem to be dysfunctional for young children, i.e.,
kindergarteners and first graders, they seem unaffected by
the longer day. (See the Winter, 1982 issue of Notenorthy
for a report on how the tour -day school week is being used
in Colorado.)

Increasing the School Day Homework. Time stu-
dents spend at home, working on their academic assign-
ments, clearly can add to the amount of time engaged in
learning Many schools are developing homework policies
to increase the length of the effective school day. The only
caution that should expressed relates to the issue of
success: ii students are not successful at what they are
doing, i.e., if homework is frustrating or confus, 7 , the
risk is that the effort will be dysfunctional. For example,
many students easily give up when they are frustrated by
an assignment; such an experience can add measurably to
their sense of low esteem and failure. In the long run, this
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effect retards rather than advances learning. It is, there-
fore, important that the assignment given as homework,
especially to low achieving students, be thoroughly
explained and a period of guided practice and feedback
with the work precede the take-hotre assignment. The
frequent practice of assigning work the teacher did not
have time to cover in class could be quite counterproduc-
tive ;or most students. New work might be appropriate for
high i..chievers; it could be the challenge these students
need to avoid the boredom of repetitious, dull work that
they already do successfully. To a high achieving student,
working a hu idred homework problems that he or she
already knows how to do well and rapidly could prove as
dysfunctional an assignment as a confusing problem
would be to a low achieving student.

Increasing the School Day by Reducing Absent
Time. More time in the school day may also be gained by
reducing absent time There are many strategies for
reducing the time lost to student absences. The following
strategies are summarized from a pilot study of 28 Califor-
nia school districts sponsored by the California State
Depart.nent of Education.

1) School-to-home contact
Include articles on the importance of regular
school attendance in parent newsletters or on food
service menus, use back-to-school nights, P.T.A.
meetings. and all other available opportunities to
emphasize the importance of attendance.
Place responsibility for attendance on parents and
students, develop a brochure that summarizes
attendance laws and requirements and send it and
other attendance materials home with students
Teat.' -rs should emphasize the importance of
regular school attendance when they meet with
parents
Telephone parents/guardians immediately to verify
student absences and to determine the reasons for
the absence as soon as the absence is noted in the
morning. Use parent volunteers or school aides to
contact parents/guardians; develop a standardize
format for telephone calls to help volunteers and
aides efficiently complete the calls Use bilingual
aides to contact parents/guardians with limited
English-speaking ability. New computer con-
trolled telephone systems are available for deliver-
ing recorded messages to all parents of absent or
tardy students
Make home visits concerning student absences if
parents/guardians cannot be contacted by
telephone.
Send warning letters to students and parents when
student has been absent 9c number of times
(excused or unexcused at,cm.es).

2) Rewards for good attendance
Award T-shirts or attendance certificate5 Ui Lom-
mendation letters for perfect or high attendance.
Hang banners or give special names for class-
rooms with the highest quarterly or monthly
attendance.
Allow perfect atter.ders to opt out of one final
exam of their choice (final grade would then be
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oased on classwork to date).
Publicize perfect attendance awards in the local
newspaper.
Develop a relationship with local merchants (e.g.,
fast food restaurants, amusement parks, etc.) so
you can award their services as prizes for near
perfect attendance.

3) Developmental strategies
Review student attendance records on a weekly
basis to catch emerging absence patterns; refer
students with frequent absences to a counselor,
administrator, or school social worker to determine
reasons for absences and tardies.
Prov;de guidance and counseling for truants; pro-
vide tutoring to help them achieve in scho _1.
Identify attendance problems early; use guidance
personnel in elementary schools.
Set up an "open classroom" program in which a
diversified and meaningful school environment is
designed to help students become self-motivated
learners responsible for their own behavior.
Provide Saturday school programs or late after-
noon classes (3-6 p.m.) for students who cannot
attend full-day classes.
Expand student electives and options to include
work experience, independent study, continuation
and alternative schools, and opportunities for non-
traditional experiences.

4) Consequences for poor attendance
Clarify school standards related to attendance.
Involve parents, students and school staff in devel-
oping policies that specify expectations and delin-
eate outcomes of good-vs.-poor attendance. Publi-
cize the policies and enforce them consistently.
Encourage teachers to include classroom par-
ticipation in their grading criteria.
Initiate an in-house suspension program; use a
"no-frill" r )om on campus; you might establish a
time schedule for this pi agram that does not
correspond to the usual school schedule.

5) Staff Development
Display attendance graphs in the faculty room to
show attendance comparisons between current and
past school years.
Provide homeroom teachers with prepared lesson
on school attendance.
Review studies on attendance, truancy, dropouts,
and alternatives to suspension and report findings
to staff members.
Provide staff development in discipline, Lommu-
nications training, "crisis counseling," and behav-
ior modification strategies.

6) Cooperative community efforts
Increase efforts to create public aw: ness of
attendance problems in the community through
newspaper articles and public service announce-
ments on radio and television.
Elicit the cooperation of doctors, dentists, and
other allied health professionals in scheduling
appointments after school. (As will be discussed
later, teachers and principals working together can
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set up staggered blocks of "academic learning
time- and inform parents that these blocks of time
are periods during whic. they would rather medi-
cal or other appointments not be scheduled Most
parent-, will cooperate; they are pleased to have
t.inelinc: for scheduling appointments).
Set up a telepLone hotline in the school district
attendance office which allows community resi-
dents to anonymously report apparent truants;
recruit senior citizen volunteers to monitor the
phone lines, include the hotline number on phone
number stickers distributed to community resi-
dences with police, fire, and other emergency
numbers.
Develop an attendance improvement plan in coop-
eration with local agencies, police, probation
departments.
Increasing Class Time by Reducing Nonacademic

Building Time. Nonacademic building activities, though
important, often cut unnecessarily into class time. Teach-
ers are sensitive to the activities that cause them to lose
time. At a staff meeting, get teachers (,tnd principals) to
identify the time lost to building interruptions and b.ain-
storm strategies for reducing lost time. Here are some
suggestions.

Use T V. screens or paper handouts for announcements
instead of the loudspeaker system If loudspeaker
announcements must be made, schedule them during
lunch hour or at a set time that does not cut into a
particular class period.
Obviously students need time to eat, but lengthy lunch
hours can cut valuable class time. Observe students
during their lunch hours and determine the amount of
lunch time needed that provides a balance between the
"gulpers" and the "dawdlers. "
Disruptions that result from student pull-outs for special
classes or counseling are another source of lost time.
One t, to handle pull-outs more efficiently is for the
principal and teachers (rather than the district staff or
the visiting teacher) to determine the least disruptive
times for pull-outs to occur, and schedule solid blocks of
unint.rrupted time for teachers . This practice, of course,
will require the cooperation of special, traveling teach-
ers such as those in special education and music pro-
grams. Such cooperation would involve having the
principal check with the central office to be sure the,
people there know that he or she understands that these
traveling teachers can only come on specific days. The
principal would reque. that he or she be allowed to
schedule the order and time that the visiting teacher(s)
or resource people see specific children so that each
teacher couP, be given a block of interrupted time. For
example, the first grade teacher might have 9:00-10:30
uninterrupted, her "special children" would be pulled
out before or after this block of time; t!i second grade
teacher would have 9:15-10:45 uninterrupted: etc. The
teacher then always knows when his or her time will be
uninterrupted and can schedule the most important
learning activities during that time. To reduce chance
interruptions during these time blocks some schools

have hung McREL's "Do Not Disturb, Academic Learn-
ing Time in Progress" signs from classroom doorknobs.
It is imp. 'ant to let parents know what time their
students will be scheduled for uninterrupted time so they
will not make medical or dental appointments cr class-
room visits during this block; most parents welcome this
Information and will cooperate. It also helps neightor-
hood medical offices since it automatically staggers
appointments out over the day.
Reduce the time students spend moving from one class
to another. This requires school-wide scheduling
changes and cooperation. Some s' 'tools, for example,
have combine1 30-minute, three-times-a-week physical
education and remedial classes into two 45-minute
classes. These and other similar changes cut "travel
time" by up to 50 percent and also reduce time-
consuming interruptions caused by students going in and
out of classrooms.
Activities such as bathroom breaks also may consume
much more time than necessary. One school working
with McREL realized an instructional time savings of
20-24 minutes daily simply by scheduling students two
at a time to take bathroom breaks at intervals of three
minutes, rather than sending the entire class to the
bathroom at one time.
Increasing Class Time by Reducing Nonacademic

Class Time. Teachers can contribute to increasing their
class time by using the following strategies to shrink time
lost to nonacademic activities.

-p time-consuming behavior problems to a minimum.
ailuble instructional time is increased in classrooms

1.1 which the teacher firmly establishes and communi-
cates classroom rules during the first days of school and
maintains them throughout the year. (The McREL Qual-
ity Schools Program folio Beginning the School Year
includes strategies for establishing a well-managed
classroom, suggestions about school rues, and a check-
list of standard operating procedures for the classroom.)
Enforce classroom rules uniformly; be sure students are
aware of the consequences of not following the rules.
Teach students the importance of on-task behavior.
Make sure your students know and follow the standard
operating procedure, for your classroom (for example,
how to get your attention if they need help, the pro-
cedure for handing in assignments, etc.)
Have lessons well-planned; always be prepared. Prepa-
ration can significantly reduce time lost to student
confusion.
Reduce transition time between activities and lessons.
Established routines for sharpening pencils, taking out
books and materials, and otherwise "getting ready" can
help keep transitions brief.
Increasing Instructional Time. The McREL Quality

Schools Program folio, Instruction, offers strategies for
effective instruction and for increasing engaged time and
ALT; however, low are listed some suggestions on
increasing the amount of instruction within ycur instru3-
tional time.

Set a faster lesson pace. The faster the pace, the more
content covered, and thus students have more of an
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oppc rtunity to learn There are limits, of course, but
many teachers underestimate the pace students can
follow. A faster pace also keeps students challenged and
involved.
Use "sponges": self-instructional activities designed to
use spare minutes betwct..n lessons, or before class is
dismissed
Integrate or combine subjects into multi-purpose les-
sons. Have students irite a science report or read an
account of an historical event.
Decrease the time allotted for breaks and social activi-
ties Contrary to popular belief, students do not need a
lot of "break time" to refresh themselves. In fact, long
and/or frequent breaks actually lower student involve-
ment Ir. academic work.

Research Reports
The Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (BTES) spon-

sored by Far West Laboratory documented that about 60%
of the elementary school day was devoted to academic
activities, about 23% was devoted to nonacademic activi-
ties, and about 17% of the day was spent in noninstruc-
nonal activities.

The BTES researchers also found:
The amount of time that teachers allocate to instruction
in a particular curricula n area is positively associated
with student learning in that content area.
Allocated time var'ed enormously between one teacher
and another and between one school and another. For
example, during one year BTES found one class that
spent 350 minutes on reading comprehension, another
spent 3000 minutes on the same subject. One teacher
spent very little time on silent reading; another spent
364C minutes Similar examples can be found in mathe-
matics. one teacher spent nine minutes on money during
an entire year would you want that child making
change for you? One teacher spent 29 minutes on linear
measurement; another spent 400. It would not be sur-
prising if the students who received 400 minutes of
measurement instruction learned more than those who
received 29 minutes.
More substantive interaction between the student and di
instructor is associated with higher levels of student
engagement
Increased instructional time does not decrease student
Involvement or result in negative attitudes toward learn-
ing or school
Engagement rates vary widely across classrooms, rang-
ing from as low as 10% in some classrooms to 90% in
others
Combining engagement rates with time actually allo-
cated shows that students are engaged in learning from
28-50% of the time.
High success rates increase student engagt.taent. Timt
on task is highest when students are given tasks that are
appropriately difficult - tasks that allow them to succeed
60-90% of the time.
The proportion of allocated time that students are
engaged is positively associated with learning.
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Student engaged time in reading or mathematics is
usually greater in formal (structured) settings
Engagement does not decrease with increased time
allocations. BTES teachers who had the most time
allocated to academic content also had the highest
engagement rates.
Engagement is lowest during independent seatwork.
Students are more involved in teacher-led settings (84%
of the time) than when they are doing seatwork (70% of
the time). Yet 70% of class time is spent doing
seatwork.
St_dent engagement in seatwork materials is especially
low in mathematics.
Increased interaction with the teacher dunng seatwork
tends to increase engagement.
A 'earning environment characterized by student
responsibility for academic work and by cooperation on
academic tasks is associated with higher achievement.
Increases in academic learning time (ALT) are not
associated with more negative attitudes toward mathe-
matics, reading, or school.
The teacher's accuracy in diagnosing student skill levels
is related to student achievement and academic learning
time.
The teacher's prescription of appropriate tasks is related
to student achievement and student success rate.
The proportion of time that reading or mathematics
tasks are performed with high success is positively
associated with student learning.
The teacher's value system is related to academic learn-
ing time and to student achievement. Teacher emphasis
on academic goals is positively associated with student
learning.
District researchers in Austin, Texas followed 227

students through an entire school day. Some of their
findings ab. time are listed below.

More than 20% of the students' time was spent in non-
instructional activities. Further, subtracting !unch and
recess times, they discovered that only three and three-
quarter hours about 60% of the day was left for
instruction.
Instructional time could be inc d without adding
hop .> to the school day. With proved classroom
management, stpdents received nom 23 to 34 more
minutes of instructional time per day.
Increased instructional time correlated with higher test
scores ia math and reading.
A study by Michigan State University's Institute for

Research on Teaching found:
Between 27-42% of the elementary school day is spent
in noninstritctional activity. Students in classrooms with
the most noninstructional activities received the equiv-
alent of five and o-e-half weeks less instruction than did
other classes during the same number of days.
Direct instruction for all subjects in the classrooms
observed ranged from 84 to 200 minutes per day, with
the average being about 100 minutes per day.
Some students are assigned more seatwork and receive
less direct instruction than their classmates.
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In a re-analysis of BTES data, IRT researchers found
that students of lower socioeconomic status received less
direct instruction
Other research findings include:
Teacher time spent working with one or two students
while others wait is negatively related to class engage-
ment and achievement; however, time spent working
with small or large groups is positively related (Stallings
and Kaskowitz).
Students working in small groups without supervision
are less .ngaged and achieve less (Soar).
Student choice in activities, in seating arrangement, and
free work groups are all associated with less engagement
and learning (Soar, Solomon, and Kendall).
The more time teachers spend in direct instruction, the
more time students are actively engaged in academic
tasks (Talmage and Rasher).

Readings
"Academic Learning Time." ERIC Clearinghouse on Edu

cationi.1 Management. No. 65, March, 1982.
'Allocated Academic Learning Time Revisited, or Beyond

Time on Task " Jane tallings. Educational
Researcher, December, 1980, pp. 11-16

How Do Teachers Use Their Language Arty Tune Laura
Roehlei, William Schmidt, and Margaret Buchmann.
R.S. No. 66, Institute for Research on Teaching,
Michigan State University.

"How Time is Spent in Elementary Classrooms." Barak
Rosenshine. Time to Learn, The National Institute of
Education, May 1980.

"Improving Teaching by Increasing Academic Learning
Time."' Charles Fisher, Richard Marl;ave, and Nikola
N. Filby. Eiucational Leadership, October, 1979, pp.
52-54.

Resource Materials
101 Ways to Improve Attendance. California State Depart-

ment of Education, Personal and Career Development
Services Unit. (Provided by the North Coastal
Regional Team, San Diego County Dept. of Educa-
tion), 1983.

What's Noteworthy on School Improvement, Summer 1981.
The Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory,
Kansas City, MO.

What's Noteworthy on School Improvement an Technology,
Winter 1982. The Mid-continent regional Educa-
tional Laboratory, Kansas City, MO.

Interruptions, Cancellations, Delays, and Depletions:
Teachers Need Time to Teach

Helen C Vo-Dinh, a high school English teacher,
N. oiLed her concern in Newsweek magazine (August
l5. 1983) about the loss of instructional time to
nonacad,:nic activities, particularly at the secondary
level

Of the 180 mandated school attendance days in her
state, Ms Vo-Dinh says, "If I consiuer only the
classes I lose to 'necessities' such as fire drills, bomb
scares, three days of state-n-lndated testing, three
days of registration and one entire day for school
photos, my students have already missed 10 periods
out of the 180 There are literally dozens of school-
sanctioned activities for which her students miss
class, either one by one or en masse, such as club
trips, sports act. cities or practice, pep rallies, science
day, cattle judging, club meetings, student govern-
ment functions, assemblies, appointments with guid-
ance counselors or Army representatives, music or
drama rehearsals, art shows, bloodmobile, student
council or homecoming elections, PSATs; the list is
seemingly endless.

Clearly, extracurricular activities can enrich a stu-
dent's education, but as Ms. Vo-Dinh points out, there
is no pressing reason why they need to take place

during school I- .curs, particularly when this sort of
scheduling sacrifices valuable instructional time.
Some students can read and complete assignments
outside of class, copy notes from friends, and keep up
with their work; others may settle for lower grades.
Much of what takes place in class, however, cannot be
made up for example, class discussions which give
students the opportunity to test and clarify ideas on a
subject. Administrators need to be aware of the
draining effect extracurricular activities can have en
academic effectiveness and s 'ledule them accord-
ingly, i.e., before or after school hours. "At the very
least," says Ms. Vo-Dinh, "we would then discover
which students wanted to participate in activities and
which simply wished to escape from class."

Ms. Vo-Dinh concludes by suggesting that teachers
be given a fair chance to educate students. "Guarantee
me those 180 periods I'm supposed to have. I'll know
the public and the people who run the schools are
serious about improving them the year my classes
have not been shortened, delayed, canceled, inter-
rupted or depleted for any reason short of illness, an
emergency of the Second Coming."
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Over the pdst ten years, Americans who have
responded to opinion polls have named poor discipline as
the number one problem plaguing American schools. The
public believes good discipline is u "law and order"
stance educators should take to reduce or eliminate the
physical violence, vandalism, and disrespect shown by
students that many believe is pervasive b. the schools.

Schools do have discipline problems However, the
discipline problems schools most often handle are actually
much less serious than those that concern the public Such
student mis onduct as truancy, heckling, failure to com-
plete assignments, and unwillingness to participate may
seem minor, but they waste valuable instructional time and
Interfere with learning

How can discipline problems be solved? Research
shows that the often-advocated crackdowns on mis-
behavior, "get-tough" attitudes, and harsh punishment do
little to solve the problems. A positive learning environ-
ment can go much farther towards reducing behavior
problems and helping students (See the Research
Reports section of this document fo. iescriptions of some
of the research about school discipline.) Good discipline is
a process to be taught; it is not synonymous with punish-
ment. Effective teachers teach students the value of
following reasonable rules and help them understand the
purposes for rules. One of education's goals is to teach
students self-discipline and responsibility, and like all
effective lessons, teachers teach students self-discipline
and responsibility through well-planned instruction

Tips for Teachers and Administrators:
Preventing Discipline Problems

In schools with effective discipline, students learn that
discipline is the responsibility of everyone in the school.
The effective schools research reveals that certain school
characteristics, teacher characteristics, and classroom
characteristics contribute to effective discipline. These
characteristics are described below.
School Charafteristics

The faculty and staff of schools with good discipline
exhib the following actions, attitudes, and knowledge:

O
they ensure that school rules are stated clearly,
positively, and in behavioral terms;
they enforce the rules uniformly;
their behavior is a model for students to use in following
the rules;
they get students involved in making the school rules;
they expect students to succeed at following the school
rules;
they teach the rules to students with the same care and
clarity they use to teach their content-area lessons, and
they provide opportur'ities for students to learn, prac-
tice, and successfully follow the school rules;
they understand the factors that might contribute to
truancy, excessive absenteeism, tardiness, fighting,
cheating, aggressiveness and failure to clmplete assign-
ments; for example, student fighting r y be caused by
overcrowded school conditions; at ,:ssive o; with-
drawn behavior may be the result of -evious academic
failure that caus students to want to distract attention
from their failures or to withdraw from anticipated
failure;
they focus on rewarding rather than punishing
behaviors;
they help students feel better about themselves; and
they maintain the support and confidence of everyone in
the school.

Teacher Characteristics
Effective teachers foster students' self-concepts, and

hold high expectations for their students' academic
success.

They also use encouragem,:nt and kind words more tha
rebukes and reprimands. They know that sarcasm,
ridicule, and verbal abuse are counterproductive in disci-
plining students because such remarks damage students'
self-esteem and reinforce any low opinions students have
of themselves. Effective teachers use discipline techniques
that focus on improving students' self-images and respon-
sibility by:

avoiuing win-lose conflicts using problem-solving activ-
ities rather than resorting to blame of ridicule;
remaining calm and courteous in the face of hostility or
conflict;

© 1983 by The Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL), 4709 Belleview Ave , Kansas City, MO 64112 and
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earning students' respect by showing that they care
about them and their problems,
being consistent with all students in what they say and
do;
following through on their commitments;
exercising self-control and avoiding nagging, sarcasm,
and bias;
establishing rapport with students;
treating students with respect and politeness
keeping communication open by being attentive lis-
teners ano clarifying students' comments; and
using "I" messages to discuss problem behavior by
stating how it makes the teachers feel.

Teachers with high expectations understand the link
between problem behavior and failure in school. Disci-
pline and instruction are closely related. Repeated aca-
demic failures cause students to feel frustrated and may
cause them to stop trying altogether; such students may act
out with anger and hostility. Students need to succeed and
teachers need to give them the opportunity to do so
Effective teachers.

hold high expectations for all students;
allow students to succeed by assigning schoolwork they
can handle;
direct activities in the classroom by being an authorita-
tive leader,
model the kind of behavior they expect from students;
establish the rules for behavior and find solutions to
problems with the students,
specifically describe inappropriate behaviors to stu-
dents, and
help students understand the consequences of
misbehavior
Students also need to feel that they are part of a group or

a class. By identifying with a particular group or class,
students are satisfying their social, academic, and emo-
tional needs for recognition and attention; thus, they are
less likely to misbehave. Teachers with good discipline:

promote a group identity in the classroom by arranging
for cooperative experiences, by discouraging competi-
tive cliques, and by being careful not to favor certain
students; and
are aware of cultural differences. Averted eyes may be
defiant behavior in one culture, but a F.:gr ;c3pc2t in
another culture

Classroom Characteristics
The research oh effective instruction and classroom

climate shows that minimizing classroom behavior prob-
lems leads to maximizing student engaged time and
4,-'n:tr.'entent. Planning for instruction can diminish disci-
pline problems. Research studies describe differences
between teache,. who effectively manage problems and
those who do not One of the differences is that effective
teachers devote time to planniog for the prevention of
misbehavior.

A great many discipline problems can be traced tc
student boredom and confusion. Effective teachers pre-
vent behavior problems by keeping students engaged.
Students don't have time to cause trouble if they are busily
involved in their scho,lwork. A classroom that is phys-
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wally arranged to facilitate adherence to rules and pro-
cedures also helps to prevent discipline prof lems. (For
example, if a classroom rule is "Keep your hands and feet
to yourself," infractions of the rule will be reduced by
spacing the classroom desks or tables far enough apart so
that all students have enough room to stretch their legs out
under their desks.)

Certain instructional strategies help teachers keep stu-
dents on task and involved so .liscipline problems are
minimized. The teacher who has a clear view of the entire
classroom and frequently scans the room practices "with-
itness;" he or she is constantly aware of what is happening
in the classroom, and is ready to detect and handle
discipline problems. "Overlapping" is anothe- --nportant
strategy. It allows a teacher to manage tn, in one
problem at z time. An example of overlapping is that,
while he or she is helping individual students work
independently, the teacher also monitors the rest of the
class to prevent misbehavior.

In a classroom characterized by few discipline problems,
teachers:

prevent problems by teaching and demonstrating class-
room rules and procedures at the beginning of the year
and allowing time for students to plaetice them (See the
Quality Schools Program folio, Beginning ale School
Yer-T, for more information.);
maintain lesson momentum by using Ask but appro-
priate pace so students stay attentive and interested;
establish classroom traffic patterns that avoid bottle-
necks, obstacles, and long lines;
avoid long periods of delay and confusion with smooth,
brief transitions betwen lessons and activities;
monitor the classroom continuously and stay aware of
what is occurring in all parts of the room;
each students academic survival skills, such as hov. to
pay attention, tollow directions, and ask for help;
teach by design, with well planned lessons and advance
preparation of materials;
avoid labeling or judging students as "bad"instead,
they describe the effects of student behavior as "disrup-
tive," "unacceptable," etc.;
provic.: appropriate instruction, reteaching, remedial
work, and enrichment for all students;
give positive feedback that specifically describes the
student's accomplishmentimproved handwriting, for
examplerather than simply writing "good" or "A' at

the top of an assignment or giving rewards;
have emergency plans for rainy days, substitutes, assem-
blies and schedule changes;
teach students personal and social skills, such as con-
versing, listening, helping, and sharing; and
adopt classroom rules that are consistent with the school
rules.

Tips for Teachers: Student Responsibility
In effective classrooms student recognize their respon-

sibility for their own problems and take resnonsibility for
solving them. When students act responsibly, good disci
pline is maintained. Teachers help students act responsibly
by setting limits, letting students make enoices, and
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providing a list of reasonable consequences for mis-
behaviors. Many times students aren't aware they are
misbehaving; teachers help studenis'assess their behaviors
by asking what questions rather than why questions. (For
example, "What did you do?" rather than, "Why did you
do it?" Teachers also help students make important value
judgments about their own behaviors through questioning
("Is what you're doing helping you?"). Without becom-
ing abusive, effective teachers work positively with sti.
dents and guide those who have discipline problems in
making a commitment to change their behavior.

Research shows that in developing student responsibil-
ity in classrooms, teachers:

set and enforce the limits of acceptable behaviors and
hold students accountable for knowing what behaviors
are acceptable;
confront students when they do not stop their disruptive
behavior after the teacher has given a simple warning;
do not let students exceed the acceptable limits of
behaviors:
inform students that it is their choice to continue
misbehaving or to stop misbehaving, and make sure they
understand that a decision to continue misbehaving
results in a specific consequence;
make sure that consequences are real!stic, reasonable,
and appropriate for the misbehavior (cleaning up the
mess instead of writing an essay on not making a mess);
concentrate 3n the present rather than past mistakes;
accept no excuses for misbehaviors; and
have students make a commitment to change behaviors
(a handshake, verbal agreement, or signed contract).
When students work independently, they also mt.st take

responsibility for their own problems, and for their own
learning process. (For information and strategies for help-
ing students become independent learners, see the McREL
Quality Schools Program folio, Instruction.)

Tips for Teachers: Discipline Techniques
Teachers have many options for handling the discipline

problems that arise in their classrooms Some suggestions
are as follows:
Behavior Modification

Behavior modification is the process of reinforcing
desirable behavior in order to extinguish undesirable
behavior. Whether appropriate or inappropriate, random
hehavioral responses become patterned because they are
reinforced in some way No matter how sophisticated mil-
learning level, we all respond to reinforcement. Reinforce-
ment may he simply defined as consequence that follows a
oehavior.

There are two types of reinforcers; extrinsic and intrin-
sic Extrinsic reinforscis Ore consequences that follow a

behavior that the student considers rewarding .lis
external to the student and to the behavior being rein-
force-I Extrinsic reinforcers ranee from gold stars and
candy to free time and grades. Intrinsic reinforcers are
consequences that fellow directly from the behavior; for
example, when completing a task is ts own reward, the
task completion has been reinforced intrinsically.

There is much debate about the usefulnes,; and even
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potential dangers of extrinsic motivation. For example,
will the desired behavior automatically cease in the
absence of external rewards? Ancther concern raised is
that what constitutes a "reward" varies from student to
student. What one student finds rewarding may actually be
punishment for another. For example, one student may be
embarassed by teacher praise and another student may
thrive on praise. Extrinsic rewards can make students
aware of the powerful social reinforcement given to those
who work hard, behave, learn, and succeed: they help
teach students how to win this reinforcement. (For a
complete discussion of student motivation, see the
McREL Quality Schools Program folio, Motivation.)

There are several steps teachers can follow to use
extrinsic motivators to change student b havior.

Step I. Document inappropriate behaviors exhibited by
a particular student, or group of students. List the behav-
iors in order of their importance. The most important is
behavior that is most harmful to the student or those
around him or her (fighting, running in the hallways,
stealing, etc.). Next in importance are behaviors that
interfere with the student's ability to learn (constant
movement around the classroom, talking out of turn,
tardiness, truancy, etc.). Learning problems are third in
importance, such as not knowing the multiplication tables,
not reading at grade level, not knowing how to spell, etc.
Listing the behaviors you want to change is important.
(Sometimes students change over time and teachers are
not as clear as they need to be about what a student's
behavior is at the present time.)

Step 2 Gather baseline data to determine the extent of
the problem. Whenever possible, determine the frequency
of the behavior. For example, observe the student or
students and record the number of times the inappropriate
behavior occurs in a given time period: a day, a week, and
so on. You might also use other data collection techniques:
anecdotal observations, test results, records of critical
incidents, etc.

Notice the circumstances when the behavior occurs:
perhaps tne student wanders ai and the classroom during
math because he or she does not understand the work.

Step 3. List positive consequences to be used when the
student(s) behaves appropriately. Be suie to identify sev-
eral, since no single reinforcer is likely to work indefi-
nitely. For example, teachers can use the following strat-
egies to reinforce desired behaviors:

Use rewards that are not material objects Reinforcers
such as the opportunity to be first in the lunch line or
extra library privileges can be quite effective
Token systems (students receive points or tokens that
can be later exchanged for rewards) are an advanced
form of extrinsic motivation whicli help students learn to
delay gratification.
Contingency contracting can be adapted to most grade
level. and involves contracting with students to carry
out certain responsibilities in exchange for certain
rewards. There is evidence that contracts help students
develop self-control and self-management because they
see clearly stated consequences of personal choice
Teacher praise, if used for reinforcement, should be 1)
spontaneous and sincere, 2) adapted to the specific
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accomplishmert, 3) expresses publicly or privately
according to the student's preference, and 4) specific in
describing what the student did
Also list possible negative reinforcers which are appro-

priate for the student(s). If Inappropriate behavior is well
established it may be necessary to suppress it (negative
reinforcement) while the "new," desirable behavior is
being established through positive reinforcement. When
extinguishing undesirable behavior, teachers should con-
sider the following:

Have students use selt-instruction, i.e., telling them-
selves what to do before doing it. For example, impul-
sive or aggressive students can learn to assume the
"turtle position" (head on desk, eyes closed, fist
clenched) or to count silently to themselves when they
are upset; this gives them time to relax and consider
alternatives. Students can also learn to monitor their
own actions with checklists, scoring keys, or charts.
Ignore or minimize some problems. To acknowledge a
minor problem sometimes disrupts the flow of activity
and causes more disturbance than did the original
problem. A glance, a directed question, or moving
closer to the disruptive student may be all that is needed
to extinguish Inappropriate behavior. A teacher can
sometimes properly ignore a problem when the problem
is 1) brief, 2) not serious or dangerous, or 3) less
important than not disrupting the whole class. However,
this approach may backfire if the student interprets it as
a signal to increase attention-getting efforts.
Reprimands, when necessary, should be stated quickly
and non-disruptively. Otherwise, there is the possibility
of a ripple effect, whereby other students side with the
misbehaving student.
Emphasize problem solving instead of punishment Stu-
dents are individuals who are capable of solving their
own problems and helping others to do so.
Step 4 Set a specific, short-term goal for improvement.

Do not expect to extinguish the undesirable behavior
immediately For example, if the student gets out of his or
her seat without permission at least five times a day, set
your short-term goal to reduce It to two or three times a
day Once you've achieved that goal you can try to get It
down to once or twice a day and then to zero. Setting these
"successive approximations" of your long range goal will
provide a higher probability of success for the student and
a lower level ()I frustration for you. Now you can see why
counting the frequency of the behaviors is important; if
you don't know how many times a student is doing "it,"
you don't know how to set a realistic goal for improve-
ment. If it has been happening ten times a day and the
student gets It down to five times, you won't know there's
been an improvement unless you 've been counting.) Be
ready for backsliding Even the most well-intentioned
person reverts to previous behaviors. Don't treat an
occasional slip up as a sign the student has failed and the
ellen is to be abandoned Simply accept the slip and keep
on working

Be safe to keep records so you can track success. As the
desirable hehaviot becomes more established, ease up on
the reinforcement; reinforce every other occurrence, every
third occurrence, and so on.

Work with the student(s) to implement these steps.
Sometimes students are not aware they have a problem.
Let the student(s) know the target behavior and participate
in selecting positive and negative reinforcers. Older stu-
dents are particularly capable of helping develop plans to
change their behavior; they can even assist in keeping
records to chart their progress.
Punishment

A cautionary note about using punishment: it can be
counterproductive to good discipline. Punishment works
best in a large, positive context where good behavior is
acknowledged and rewarded. Activities that may appear
trivial to the teacher may work well as punishments for
student.. For example, being last in lunch line, sitting in
one place rather than another, or being held up just long
enough after school to miss out on walking home with
friends. Here are some research-based recommendations
concerning punishment:

avoid physical punishment or strong denunciations;
administer punishment mildly, briefly, and infrequently;
never punish in the heat of anger;
include restitution if possible;
never use school work as punishment;
make sure students know why punishment is necessary;
delay punishment until an appropriate time if necessary;
and
never eunish the whole group for one individual's
misconduct. If you want more information, there are
behavior modification books, materials and workshops
available to school faculties, e.g. Assertive Discipline.

Glasser's Discipline Model
Because discipline is a teaching process it involves

teaching students the value of reasonable rules. If a student
cannot follow reasonable rules It is the teacher's job to
teach students how as well as why it is to their benefit to
follow the rules. One technique to do this comes from
William Glasser's Reality Therapy (1975). The following
describes Glasser's ten step process for teachers to use.

Step 1. Think about yourself and the student. Ask,
"What am I routinely doing with this student?"

Step 2. Then ask, 'Are these things working?" If the
answer is "No," make a commitment to stop what you
have been doing.

Step 3. Make a plan to do something every day with this
student that is personal, friendly, and conveys the mes-
sLge "I care about you." Be persistent even though a long
time passes before your student responds favorably. Stay
calm and courteous no matter how your student behaves.

Step 4. When a disruption occurs, issue a simple
corrective or directive, such as, "Please stop it" or
"Please be here on "me"nothing more. Continue Step 3.

Step 5. If Step 4 doesn't work, ask the student to
evaluate his or her behavior: "What are you doing?" and
"Is what you are doing against the rules?" If he or she
denies doing anything, tell him or her what you see him or
her doing and state the rule he or she is breaking. Put the
responsibility where it belongson the student. Don't say
anything morejust wait. I" you have trouble getting the
student to admit he or she is breaking the rules, keep a tape
recorder running in the classroom. Play it back to the
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student, or his or her parents, to document the problem
Simply running the tape recorder will help to silence some
students )

If you have been using Steps 1, 2, and 3, the questions
in Step 5 are very effective in stopping misbehavior.

Step 6 If the student doesn't stop misbehaving then tell
him or her firmly and courteously, "We've got to get
together and work It out " Take time to encourage the
student to come up with the plan: help if necessary. The
plan .,hould be short-term, specific, possible, and involve
some form of positive action more than "I'll stop." Get a
commitment from the student to follow the plan-shake
hands on it, verbalize it, or put it in writing and sign It. It
is Important in this step to impress upon the student that
the problem is going to be worked out. If the plan is not
working and the student disrupts agzin, accept no excuses.
Ask him or her, "When are you going to do what you
agreed tc do in your plan?" Find out what went wrong. If
necessary, renegotiate the plan and get a commitment from
the student to follow it.

Step 7 If disruption continues, go through Step 6 once
or twice If this doesn't solve the problem, then isolate the
student at a time-out location in the room or, if necessary,
in the office. (Be careful, the office can be a very
interesting place to be sent for some students!) Say to the
student, "I want you to sit here until you have a plan that
will help you follow the rules or when you are ready to
work out a plan with me

Step 8 Step 8 is in-school suspension. If the student
acts up during time-out, then he or she is referred
immediately to the principal: "We want you to be in class,
but we expect you to follow the rules. As soon as you have
a plan that will help you follow the rules. you may return
to class If you need help with your plan, I'll help you." If
help with the plan is requested, the principal asks the
student, "What did you do ?" Then he or she ask. "What
plan can you make that will help you do better?" Be
prepared for lots of excuses. (Be sure the time-out -oom is
as boring as possioleno pictures, windows, etc.)

Step 9 If a student continues to misbehave, he or she is
declared out of control and his or her parents must be
notified and asked to take him or her home. However, the
principal tells the parents and the student, "Tomor. JW is a
new day. We would like your child to be with as tomor-
row"" so long as he or she maintains reasonable behavior
If hp or her behavior does not remain reasonable we wit:
call you to take him or her home age n." When the student
'turns to school the following di j, if he or six mis-
behaves you go right back to Step 8-in -sehc suspension
-until the student makes a plan to foll_ow the rules.

Step 10 If consistent 1 ,_ of Steps I through 9 does not
work, then the stt.deni nust sta; home permanently or
receive special help p.ovided eithei by the school district
or community agetries.

(For a detailed description of varims student behavior
problems and stet, by-step plane for handling 'hem, see
"Handling the Difficult One.," "What's Noteworthy on
School improvement, Summer, 1981. Other resources in
Teacher Effectiveness Training by Tom Gordon.)
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Research Reports
The Phi Delta Kappa Commission on Discipline inves-

tigated discipline by looking at effective schools where
discipline was not a significant problem. The Commission
found several distinguishing features of schools with
effective discipline practices.

All faculty members and students are involved in prob-
lem solving.
The school is viewed as a place to experience success.
Problem solving focuses on causes rather than
symptoms.
Emphasis is on positive behaviors and preventive
measures.
The principal is a strong leader.
In an extensive review of classroom research, Jere

Brophy and Joyce Putnam of the '. -titute for Research on
Teaching found the follow:5g teacher characteristics asso-
ciated with good class disc:pi ne:

Ego-strength and self-confidence. Teachers with these
qualities can listen to student complaints enthout
becoming defensive or authoritarian.
Positive attitude. If teachers like and respect their
students, the students will respond in kind.
High expectations. Teachers' positive expectations help
students perceive themselves as able, valuable. and
responsible individuals. They then act that way.
Authoritative leadership. Authoritative leadership-
-where the teacher seeks feedback and consensus on
decisions and makes sure that decisions and the reasons
behind them are well understood-has been shown to be
more effective than either authoritarian (where the
teacher's decisions are absolute) or laissez-faire (non-
directed) leadership.
There is evidence that discipline problems and student

alienation are rooted in the very nature of schooling. in
citing such school practices as negative labeling of stu-
dents, tracking, emphasis on competition, and ranking of
high school seniors, Eugene Howard of the C 'lorado
Department of Education describes the way that some
students get messages early that they are "losers." is a
result, those students react with anger and host;l:iy. (For
more information, see the article "Improving Discipline
Through Unr:-,ging the School," What's Noteworthy on
Discipline, 19au.)

Some of the aliger and hostility --..11 be circumvented by
a strong group r class identity. Students who feel they are
oart of the group are ;ess likely to behave in antisocial
ways. Certainly a major mature in the socialization pro-
cess is identification with a particular group.

Teachers with the best-behaved classes, say Jere Brophy
and Joyce Putnam pi vent problems by practicing these
classroom management strategies:
lesson materials are always prepared and ready to use;
lessons are planned to proceed smoothly and at a brisk
pace,
seatwork is ropriately challenging and difficult;
back-up act, ities are planned for sudden schedule
ch .nges;
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routines, rule: and conduct are stressed early in the year
and
transitions between lessons or activities are brief
Edmund Emmer and Carolyn Evertson of the Texas

Research and Development Center for Teacher Education
found that elementary teachers could prevent problems by
teaching students how to behave in a classroom. Teachers
taught students how to get assistance, contact the teachers,
line up, turn in work, and act during seatwork or group
activities. Junior high teachers, they found, could prevent
problems by setting clear expectations for behavior, aca-
demic work, and classroom procedures.

In one study of secondary teachers, researchers found
that teachers trained in basic counseling skills could
greatly improve students' behavior. The teachers were
taught to listen effectively, pay attention to nonverbal
cues, and communicate that they understood students'
feelings and accepted them as valid.

In a long-term study, Brophy end colleagues at the
Institute for :research on Teaching found that problem
behaviors can be divided into three categories of
ownership.

Teacher-owned problems are problems which interfere
with the teacher's need for authority and control.
Aggressive, underachieving, defiant, or immature stu-
ocits become this kind of problem when teachers
believe they are actillg intent'onally to challenge the
tear' et 's authority. As a result, teachers are pessimistic
abolL helping these students change and often resort
most ,o pur'shment or threatening behaviors when
'eating with them.
Student-owned problems elicit much more sympathy
and help from teachers Examples of students who
exhibit these problems are students who are rejected by
their peers, are low achievers, or are perfectionists.
Teachers do not view these students as acting inten-
tionally, but rather, they see them as vict'ins of their own
behavior.
Teachers are most confident about handling problems
owned by both teacher and student. Such problems as
hyperactivity, withdrawal, distractibility, and imma-
turity do not threaten teacher authority, but affect
classroom management and control. Teachers believe
these students can learn to control thei- behavior and
that their sbehavior is an unintentional act.
Rest' .-eh documents both the pros and cons of behavior

modificatit_n techniques. On the positive side are reports
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in an ERIC Research Action Brief on classroom
discipline.

An experiment with high school students showed that
teacher praise and grades are not desirable rewards for
adolescents. But when the same students were offered
early release from school on Friday as a reward for
completing classwork, the percentage of time the stu-
dents misbehaved dropped from 34 to 8 percent.
Inappropriate behavior among high school sophomores
dropped from 75 to 15 percent of the time when the
students entt .ed "contracts" awarding them with free-
time activities in exchange for appropriate classroom
behavior.
Contracts awarding library visits or quiet visits with
friends in exchange for a minimum number of work
pages correctly completLd stimulated high school
seniors to raise their class grade avenge from a C- to a
B.

Readings
Characteristics of Schools with Good Discipline. Thomas J.

Lasley and William W. Warpon. Educational Leader-
ship, December, 1982, pp. 28-31.

Classroom Difcipliae. Research Action Brief prepared by
ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management,
No. 5, August, 1979.

Classroom Management in the Elementary Grades. J.E.
Brophy and J.G. Putnam. Institute for Research on
Teaching, Research Series No. 32, Michigan Stt.te
University, East Lansing, MI, 1978

Effective Classroom Strategies for Three Problem Behaviors:
Hostile-aggressive, Passive-aggressive, and With-
drawnIFailure Image. J. Medick. Occasional Paper
No. 30, Institute for Research on Teaching, Michigan
State University, East Lansing, MI (ERIC Document,
No. ED 186-408).

Exploring Alternatives to Punishment: Keys to Effective
Discipline. T.R. McDaniel. Phi Delta Kappan, March,
1980, pp. 455-458.

"Improving Discipline Through Unrigging the School."
Eugene R. Howard. What's Noteworthy on Discipline,
Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory,
Kansas City, MO, 1980.

reacher Effectiveness Training." Tom Gordon.
"The Gentle Art of Classroom Discipline " F.H. Jones.

National Elementary Principal, 1979 Volume Ns, pp.
26-32.
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An accepted axiom in education is that students
accomplish what is evpected of them. At least, it seems
reasonable t believe that students will set the goals no
higher than those set by their teachers. Th's h ,s serious
implications when we consider all the liffere ,t ways
teac.iers signal expectations to students. Some signals
come roni the ways stddcnts are grouped-a youngster
placed in the lowest matn or beading group knows he or
she is cons..:...ed slow and hat not as much will be
expected of him or her. How teachers move, 'ho they talk
to, how long they 'ait for responses, and a variety of other
classroom mechanisms also telegrar" teacher expecta-
tions. Expected behavior tends to be reinforced and self-
perpetuated. if the teacher exper student to perform
pooriy. he or she does, and the expectation is reinforced.
The ca...,e-effect relationship between expectations and
performance is a complex one and understaiding
expectations affect a classroom requires careful thought
and introspection on the part of the teacher.

Numerous studies have documented the direct relation-
ship between the teacher's expectations and the student's
achievement an isefformance. (See the Research Reports
section of this folio for brief Jest,r7tions of some of the
studies on expectations.)

Tips for Teachers
The research on expectations suggests that teachers can

behave in ways that alleviate problems associated with
inappropriate expectations. To cover these suggestions we
will address the following areas:

expectations in the classroom;
how exper ;ons develop;
student expectations;
expectations and achievement; and
expectations in the multi-ability cI%esroom.

Expectations In The Classroom
Teachers' expectations for students cover many aspects

of student behavior, from academic performance *,o social
maturity, creativity, and independent thinking. Expecta-
tions are communicated in a variety of wa' . but the
messages emeit,e: some students are winners and some are
losers. Low achievers soon realize Mey are less likely to be

called on, especia"u i: they look puzzled. These students
know they a called on Is becLase the teacher thinks
tLey won't ; the answers. They may seek other ways of
getting attention, or they may invisibly drift through
school. No wonder some students give up on school before
they finish even the elementary grades. The unsuccessful
student is painfully aware that teachers and other students
also know that he or she is unsuccessful. Imagine what the
school experience does to the student's self-esteem.

Even when teachers try to ue warm and encouraging to
low achievers, low expectations may still be communi-
cated. For example, the teacher may praise low achievers
for accomplishments tha, are insignificant. Praise for
trivia is of en interpreted by students as proof that the
teacher thinks they're "dumb," why else would they be
praised for a simp- task that everyone does routinely?

It's a vicious cycle; a teacher expects little from a
student and acts accordingly; the child reacts to the
message and fails; and everyone's expectations are rein-
forced. What's to be done? Solutions are not simple. An
important first step is for 'eachers to recognize the
pr3blem. Teachers can improve the:, expectations for all
students in the following ways:

Asses their view of each student's abiIity.
Disc, c. t,i J expectations might affect their actions.

ment interactions with student DGes the eacher
;an on the same few individuals? Are all stud its given
equal attention? It~.; there students who are overlooked
or forgotten?
Give all students opportunities for success. kt,search...t
Jere Brophy suggests low achiev s need to be encour-
aged with tasks that allow them to experience 80-100%
success. Success builds student confidence and self-
expectations.
Use praise carefully and appropriately; praise students
for specific accomplishments when deserved. Praia,
should never be automatic.
Giv, ention to all students. Feedback and response
ti. suu Id be the same for all students.
Give low achiever:, time to answer questions. If students
hesitate, rephiase the question or give a clue.

C) ;983 t., The tment Regional Educational L..horatory (McREL.). 4709 Belleview Ave , Kansas City, MO 64112 and
2600 S Parker Rd. ,re '53 Aurora, CO 80014. All rights reserved.

McREL is a public ion-prot it nrganintion, funded in pint by contracts and grants from the Natiorl Institute of Education (N1E)
The McREL staff members w contributed to this folio are: C.L. Hutchilr, Susan Everson, Lyn 11 .ran Hutchins, Susan Lynch,
Helen Chapman and Fnuicha cnhard. Oth.. ,;ontributors include: Linda Shalaway.
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How Expectations Develop
If low teacher expectations contribute to low student

achievement, then clearly the solution is for teachers to
raise their expectations. before that can happen, however,
it is important to understand how and why expectations
develop.

Far too often, teachers' expectations are based on the
opinions of others. In szhool, these opinions come from
subjective evaluations by a student's previous teacher,
"labels" given stude its while at cchool, the comments and
concerns of parents, students' standardized test scores, or
even the students themselves. Students who have learned
to believe that they are failures will easily convince the
teacher that they are unable to do well.

A powerful influence on a teacher's expectations is the
accepted practice of using a student's reading ability as the
overall indicator of academic ability. Which students are
considered the brighte,t? V .rich , dents are expected to
succeed at new tasks' Teachers assume that the students
who are the best reaners will be the best at any task.

According to azabeth Cohen of Stanford University,
classrooms are run 1,1 a war which creates and maintains a
status :re,3- based on studcnts' reading ability. Better
readers occupy the top slots in the status order; they are
assumed to be more competent at any task, even those not
involving reading. Ability grouping reinforces this status
order. Teachers and students understand and accept the
status order, and expectations and actions are colored
accordingly.

The phenomenor whereby having a high skill level in
one area gencializes to expectations for high skills :n
other, possibly unrelated, areas is called "status general-
ization Status generalization operates in the classroom,
but also in the areas of social power, sex, race, and even
athlett: prowess. For example, when status generalization
is op sting, it is more likely that a professional basketball
player would be assumed to be more proficient at racquet-
ball than a professional musician because the basketball
player had already "proven" him or herself in athletics.
The consequences of this example of status generalization
are that the musi.lan is much less likely to succeed as a
racquetball player than is the basketball player because he
or she is not expected to play well; the basketball player,
on the other hand, msy benefit as a racquetball playe- from
the high expectations 'hat generalize from his or her
athletic status in basketball, but it is also possible that he
or she may become overconfident, try less hard at racquet-
ball, and fail Most importantly, status generalization
creates drastic differences in the learning opportunities
available to high status (good reader) at d low status (poor
reader) students

Often, standardized test scores play a maior role in the
development of the teacher 's expectation, a student's
academic performance. What teachers u to realize,

ver, is that these test scores often are not good
1,1cators of a student's academic ability for several

;ons.
For example, much of what is tested isn't taught at the

grade level where it is tested. Further, much of what is
taught isn't tested at all; standardized tests are simply too

short to adequately cover a year's worth of content. In
addition, the very nature of standardized tests precludes
their use a predictor of performance in specific content
areas. test scores de a comparison of an individual's
performance on the test against the performance of other
students nationally; to insure that they measure the broad
range of achievement present in the nation's students, the
tests resort to a number of technical procedures :or
increasing the difficulty of each item. Problems are
arranged in an unusual manner (e.g., math problems in a
horizontal format) or irrelevant material is added that may
throw some students off the track of the right answer.
These complications are inserted to insure that there vt
be a wide variety of student answers to each it,,m,
however, they reduce the tests' usefulness as a predictor of
academic skill.

To alleviate the influence of expectations developed
from external sources, teachers can:

Refrain from making judgmehis about student ability
based on previous years' reports, grades, or unsubstanti-
ated information.
List students and indicate those they xpect to do well
and those they expect to do poorly. Look for patterns
evolving from race, ethni ity, or socioeconomic status.
Teach all the students in t ,e class. Teachers who help all
students succeed communicate expectations that al!
student, can learn.
Avoid using reading ability as the only predictor of
school success.
Group students by different methods for different activi-
ties: 1:1 Pge, height or alphabetically, as well as by
ability, (hough ability grouping is appropriate for some
learning tasks, avoid using ability groups exclusively.
Grouping students in many ways helps break up the
expectations set up by ability groups. Another alteina-
tive way of grouping stud, nts for learning tasks is by
using Student Team Learning, a program developed at
Johns Hopicin, T T.tiver:ity's Center for Social Organiza-
tion of Schools. Student Team Learning allows a teacher
to instruct students in heterogeneous ability groups
while testing t.;em in omogeneous ability groups. (To
find out more about Student Team Learning, see the
McREL, Quality Schools Program folio, Motivation.)

Students' Expectations
Like teachers, students have expectations for them-

selves and those around them. Student expectations tend
to mirror the expectations of others. Si, ent expectations
for themselves and their classmates present a powerful
classroom force.

In classroom settings qudents take their cues from
teachers. If a teacher expects students to do poorly, the
students expect as much from themselves, and so do their
classmates This mirroring effect illustrates how n .cher
expectations can be so powerful.).

Students form expect:. ti, for classmates as early as
kindergarten. Researchers noted that sap-lents in high-
ability groups made derogatory remarks about the draw-
ings of children in low-ability groups. Also in kinder-
garten, students perceive expectations others hold for
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them They use these perceptions in the process of
developing a self-image

To positively influence student expectations, effective
teachers:

Lea.a wha' students expect from them and from school
in general. Understanding student expectations can help
teachers t. derstand the teacher-student relationship.
Use questiornalres and interviews to discover what
students expect
Take seriously the power to influence students' expecta-
tions of themselves and their classmates. Offhand
remarks teachers make about one student to another can
be damaging
Understand that 1, sit expectations are formed
early in their school career

Expectations and Achievement
Low expectations cause teachers to provide fewer learn-

ing opportunities to certain students But what does this
mean in terms of specific teacher actions? What are the
actual reasons wh} low expectations lead to lower
achievement?

Teachers often al, oid calling on students they believe are
less able These students become less able precisely
because they are not called on; they are not made to think
and do not have the opportunity to exercise then intellec-
tual skills on difficult questions Even when less able
students do answer questions, they frequently get little or
no feedback on their respcnsesright or wrong. Teacher
feedback is especially important to low achievers. Accord-
ing to research, l8'7- of the time teachers tail to respond to
low achievers; .3% of the time they fail to respond to high
ash ers

Classroom observers have noted that some teachers
show little personal regard to students with less academic
ability. This behavior includes rudeness, lack of interest in
the lives of low ability students, and inattentiveness
their conversation.

Undoubtedly, many teachers discriminate uncon-
sciously and unintentionally. But that does not lessen the
negative effects of their behavior on students.

Effective teachers use the following strategies to com-
municate high expectations to students.

Make a conscious effort to call on all students.
Make sure students get the help they need, even those
who may not ask for it.
Allow adequate resporse time for each student (at least
five seconds after asking a .0.testion)
Delve for answers by rephrr q que 'ions, or by giving
clues Of more inform.
Give low achievers opportunity to practice their think-
ing skills on higher-level que^'ons.
Offer positive reactions to student answerseither affir-
mative or correctly(
Make prat: sp.. 'tic and sincere.
Look at .ttuden when they are speaking, and listen to
what they say.
Be sensitive to students' emotional needs.
Show aspect for students: model the courtesy they
expect in return
Show an interest in the lives and experiences of all
students
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Expectations in the Multi-Ability Classroom
Given the powerful influence of expectations, it would

seem that they could be used to advantage in facilitating
teaching and learning. And indeed, they can be. High
expectations correlate with high achiev *rent.

How can teachers raise their expectati, Is and those of
the students9

Perhaps the most promising approach is a strategy
known as the multi-ability classroom. Developed by Eliz-
abeth Cohen of Stanford University, this approach rejects
the idea that intelligence and competence can be judged
solely on the basis of reading ability. Instead, the approach
recognizes that many different skills contribute to an
individual's overall competence. Students learn that eery-
one has something to contribute to the group, and as they
learn this important lesson, their expectations changefor
themselves and for each other.

In the multi-ability classroom, it is important to demon-
strate both that low achievers have skills and abilities Lnd
that high achievers are not necessarily skilled in all areas.
Cohen found that the h.,n expectations a' 'vs held for
high readers often makes them become overly-confident.
As such, they tend to dominate their c14--,mates in all
activities. Multi-ability classroon s improve student skills,
including reading, by encouraging students to help each
other; as students' skills improve, their peers' expectations
of them rise.

The multi-ability classroom not only increases student
expectations and learning, it has other payoffs as well. Its
emphasis on cooperation and interaction improves racial
relations and attitudes. Attitudes about sex differences
change too.

Cohen suggests five steps for implementing the multi-
abiiity classroom. Teachers:

1) Choose an interesting task that involves multiple abilities
(for example, drawing, visualizing, n inaging, organizing,
etc ), leadership roles for all students, gfrivate evaluations,
feedback from peers (in small groups), and a de-emphasis
on grading and competition. The task might be an experi-
ment or observation in science, role-playing in language
arts, or simulations in social studies.

2) Prepare the task. Make sure that the multiple skills
identified are really essential to completing the task.

3) Prepare students for the task. Describe the task and stress
that what they will be doing is similar to how adults draw on
a number of different skills in the real world. Explain the
abilities and skills involved (you may want to chart them in
both pictures and words and plate the chart where all
students can see it) and explain that everyone will be good
in at least one or he needed skills. Also let students know
that they can ; each other for help in reading or writing.

4) MonEar the task in progress. Make sure all students are
participa ing and helping each other when necessary, and
that ne one is dominating the interaction.

5' Evaluate the completed task as a group effort. Avoid
'Ale evaluations that link performance with reading skill.

ha ...Its evaluate themselves on the different abilities.
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(For more detailed instructions for implementing the multi-
ability classroom, see, "The Effects of Classroom Status on
Learning. What Teachers Can Do," What's Noteworthy on
School Improvement and Technology, Winter, 1982, p 52 )

Research Reports
Expecte:Ions In The Classroom

In a review of research, Jere Brophy of the Institute of
Research on Teaching reports that:

Successful teachers-those whose students perform well
-have consistently high expectations for all their
students.
Teachers with high expectations set higher goals, pro-
vide greater focus, demand student accountability for
work, and offer equal attention and feedback to each
in "-lidual.
W. n teachers have low expectations for certain stu-
dents, they tend to ignore them during class recitations
or discussions They concentrate more on controlling
these students' behavior than on instructing them.
Several major studies have doc..:iii.nted teachers Own-

lung students lateled as low achiever:. Shunned students
receive rn eye contact, praise, or opportunity to answer in
class, and they have little interaction with the teacher in
general.

A year-long experiment in twenty Los Angeles County
school districts addressed the problem of shunning by
training teachers to pay equal attention to all students. The
teachers were taught to call frequently on low achievers,
praise them often, and work with them as much as they
worked with other students The result was that teachers'
expectations rose, and so did students' reading scores.

Expectations are often communicated threugh teachers'
use of praise Brophy reports:

Higher achieving students receive praise for academic
performance, while lower achievers receive praise for
good conduct
Ante students receive more praise and encouragement
than minority students, who receive more negative
comments
Also different is the type of praise offered high and low

achiev is According to Mary Budd 12., we, University of
Florida, low achievers receive more "nonpertinent
praise," than do high achievers and are often praised for
trivial things or when they respond incorrectly to a
question

Common, everyday school practices communicate high
expectations for some students and low expectations for
others, says Eugene Howard of the Colorado Department
of Education. For example, practices such as:

beling students as "accelerated" or "remedial",
ai,iiity grouping,
tracking, and
class rankings in high school

How Expectations Develop
Expectations are frequently associated with cultural,
gender, and racial differences, accc:ding to Jere Brophy.
A student's socioeconomic status (SES) also affects
teachers' expectations. Byron Brown and Daniel Saks of
the Institute for Research or. Teaching report that teach-

ers inteuct less with low SES students and assign them
more seatwork than other students
Teachers' expectations for themselves as teachers play a
large par' in determining their expectations for students.
Teache with the highest expectations, says rirophy, are
those who believe that instructing students in he curric-
ulum ;s their primary role. These successful teachers
expect all their students to learn and they act
accordingly.
Ultimately, expectations for student 'ility and perfor-
mance are often based nn a single factor: reading ability.
In extensive work at Stanford University, Elizabeth
Cohen has shown that students who have good reading
ability are assumed to be competent in any academic
area, whereas those with poor reading ability are
expected to do poorly on any task. Our entire education
system, says Cohen, is influenced by this notion of
reading ability as the sole indicator of intelligence.

Student Expectations
Jere Brophy and other researchers note that students'
expectations for themselves are a direct reflection of the
expectations others have for them.
Students' expectations for their classmates are to a large
extent dependent on their teachers' expectations for
these students. According to Elizabeth Cohen and other
researchers, students judged as low in ability by their
tea-hers are perceived that way by their classiaates.
Interestingly, students have some definite expectations
for their teachers. Donald Cruickshank of Ohio Sate
University reports that students expect heir teachers to
be: I) helpful, 2) fair, 3) patient. 4) firm, 3) encouraging,
6) friendly.

Expectations and Achievement
In reviewing a large body of research on eqt al oppor-

tunity in the classroom, Lyn Moran Hutchins o.' McREL
summarized three areas where teachers treat students
differently: response opportunities, feedback, and per-
sonal regr:d.

Response opportunities:
Teachers call mot., on high achievers than on those they
think are less able.
Students who may need help but are not aggressive
enough to ask are consistently ignored.
Teachers allow more time for higher achievers to answer
questions.
Fewer clues are provided by teachers when questioning
low achievers and they don't delve as deeply for answers
trom low achievers.
Low achievers are asked the easiest questions, thus
denying them practice in higher-level thinking.
Feedback:
Teachers are less likely to react to the responses of low-
achievers-neither einforcing appropriate responses nor
correcting inapprop 'ate ones.
Low achievers receive less praise and more criticism,
even when their answers are coire :t.
Teachers spend less tirre listening to low achievers.
Teachers have trouble rotating to the feelings and emo-
tions of their students, especially those they see as less
able.
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Personal regaro
Teachers fail to model behavior that shows courtesy and
respect to low statt-s childrer, even though they are
especially concerned that these same children behave
respectfully to them.
Teachers focus their attention on the experiences or
higher status students.
Fast learners are touched physically by teachers more
often than slow ones.
Low achievers are given the greatest share of commands
and dominating contacts.
Low achievers are serrated from the rest of the class by
placing them in a grow at the rear or side of the room.

Expectations in the Multi-Ability Classroom
Elizabeth Cohen and her co:leagues have identified a

variety of student skills tria: contribute to competence in
the classroom Both teacher and student expectations in
the classroom may be raisee. when these skill are consid-
ered essential to task completion and academic success,
for often poor readers (low status students) demonstrate
great facility in these skill areas. These include:

suggesting new ideas,
helping a group reach a decision,
visualizing problems or solutions,
creativity,
reasoning (for example, identifying features of objects
or concepts, categorizing, identifying relationships,
seeing patterns),
physical skills (strength, dexterity),
solving problems as they arise (working independently),

being persistent (tolerance for failure, incongruence),
and
being curious and inge.-:aus.
Cohen found that in a multi-ability classroom, low

status students gained status as tney demonstrated th.;...ir
skills and competencies in other areas. These same stu-
dents improved their reading ability by interacting more
with otner students. Learning increased for all students.

further, the student interaction encouraged by this
approach not only helps students learn to cooperate, it
helps them develop conceptual and oral language skills as
well.

Suggested Readings
Teacher Application Pamphlet: Designing Change for the

Classroom. Elizabeth G. Cohen. Final Report of the
Status Equalization Project: Changing Expectations in
the Integrated Classroom. Stanford University, 1980.
(To be published as a book by Teachers College Pless
in 1983.)

"Some Are More Equal Than Others." Lyn Moran. What's
Noteworthy on School Improvement, Summer, 1981.
The Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory,
Kansas City, MO.

Recent Research on Teaching. Jere Brophy. Institute for
Research on Teaching, Michigan State U.'versity, East
Lansing, "I.

"Teacher Behay.ar and Its Effects.' Jere Brophy. Journal of
Educational Psychology, Vol. 71, No 6 (1979), p. 735.

STUDENTS CAN MOTIVATE EACH OTHER:
STUDENT TEAM LEARNING

Student Team Learning is an unique prc,ram that
allows teachers to instruct groups of students from all
ability' levels candle le 'ting them in homogeneous ability
groups. The program was developed and tested at the
Center for the Social Organization of Schools at the
Johns Hop,.ins University

Student Team learning is highly motivational for
students, and.

!t has demonstrated effectiveness in raising student
achievement,
once teachers try it, they and their students like it and
use it met and over again,
it can be used at almost any grade, K-I2, with nearly
any subject for as long or as little as you want;

This description may not solve all the issue. that
come up when you try the program We suggest yr-ir
write to the Johns Hopkins Team Learning Noy -t
Center fo; Social Organization of Schools, The Johns
Hopkins University, 3505 N. Charles St , Baltimore,
MD 21218, for a copy of the teacher's manual
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it increases students' responsibility for their own
learning;
once established, it reduces teacher "teaching" time,
it increases peer-tutoring;
it solves the problem of organizational grouping
patterns that tend to place children of the same ethnic
background r'' the same achievement level together.
What more could you ask for?
In the following paragraphs we will briefly describe

how "Teams-Games-Tournaments," one of the compo-
nents of the program, works.*

Step I. Take your grade book and divide the class into
four groups: one-fourth in a "high group," one-ioorth in
a "low group," and the remaining students into medium-
high and medium-low groups. Ideally, you'd create four
groups of four each. Since most classes are larger than
that, you can double the number of groups by creating
two groups at each ability level.

Step 2: Now ?.ssign students from each of these groups
into teams. Each team gets one high student, one low
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student, and one from each of th_ two middle groups As
you make these assignments, juggle disi-ibution so each
team is representative of the race and sex composition of
the class If the number of students isn't divisible by
four, the remaining students can be organiled into 1 to 3
five-member teams

Step 3: Prepare your lesson and introduce it to the
children. Usually, but not always, teachers divide their
instruction into week-long units, introducing a new unit
each monday and holding the tournament on Friday. On
the first day, lay out the -ontent to be covered in as clear
a fashion as possible, tell them what you expect them to
know by Friday. Also tell them what resource materials
they need to learn the content-you may schedule a
lecture during the week, tell them what pages in their
text to cover and/or give them a list of resources they can
get from the media center or library

Step 4. During the period assigned to the subject ear-h
da). teams are on their own to cover the mak, ,at This is
where the peer-tutoring goes on because once they
understand the idea (and it probably will take one round
before it is completely clear) they all want their team to
do as well as possible and, consequently, will help each
other About the middle of the week, give each team
some sample items from the test and let them decide how
well they're doing That -yid function as a self-diagnos-
tic procedure for the stuck, is

Step 5 On Friday, or the as d, y of the unit, you assign
them to "Tournament Tables." Assignments to those
tables are made so that only high- ability students are
assigned to table 1, medium-high students to table 2,
medium-low students to table 3. and low-ability students
to table 4 (Double the number of tables if necessary.)
Thus, they are competing with students of approximately
equal ability and the RYW students as well as the high
students have an e/,tial chance of taking home winning
points to their tear i. The kids soon sense the fairness in
this situation

Step 6 Now they compete to see who can correctly
answer the largest nurnt er car questions over the content
You develop the questions just as you would any
objective test with rr.I. :tiple-choice items, etc Provide
each tournament table wi" a copy of the test and,
separately. an answer -key kept face-down on the tab'.
except when tt.'_y are checking an answer Each table
must also have a deck of raids numbered I through the
ni,mber of iteins tes( (You can rc-use these decks
over and Over The decks are shuffled. Each student
draws one card to d.:cide to stark_ the student with the
winning hand start. hv becommo the last teadei

Before starting. the cards are replaced in the deck and
shuffled Then the "first reader" draws th- top card The
number on the card determines the question on the test
he or she will try to answer The "first reader" reads the
question and gives his/her best answer. Before checking
to . whether the answer is correct, the player to the left
of the reader (the "first challenger ") has a chance to
challenge the answer. If this second player thinks another
answer is better, he or she simply says "I challenge, I
think the answer is.. The third and subsequent players
can challenge in turn. But they can only challenge with
an answer that has not been given Once tne .:hallenges
are through, the "second challenger" c' ecks the answer
sheet and reads the answer out loud. Whoever is right
gets to keep the card represe fling the question number.
If any challenger is wrong s/lie must put a card s/he has
previously won (if any) back in the deck. Thus, there is
little risk to the child who has won nothin. If no one is
right, the card is retu ed to the bottom of the deck.

For the next round he game moves to the left-the
first challenger becoming the first reader and the
second challenger becomin-, the first challenger The
game goes either until all questions have been
answered correctly or a pre-set time limit has been
reached

Step 7: Give each table a simple score sheet that they can
complete indicating the number of questions they each
got right. You can then calculate the scores for each of
the original teams. (An eat ier way is to have them carry
the cards they won back to their teams; they can then
quickly count the number of cards each won-but if you
take this easy way out, the cards will have to be
rearranged for later play.)

Usually these tournaments go on for several weeks
(after about six weeks new 'earns should be created to
avoid the development of cliques) and the excitement
grows just as it would in any competitive sport.

Special problems arise in calculating score:, when the
numbers on a team are uneven. The manual pr,,vides a
way of prorating raw scores for teams with two, three,
or five members. (See the table ) It also has a procedure
foi adjusting quiz scores to a standard point scale so
that quizzes of different lengths can be used from week
to week The manual has rules for other games and
slygestions for making y -,ur own materials Addi-
tionally. program material-, on a variety of subjects are
available fi im the publicl,er

Teachers and stud .nts alike are usually very excited
abouf "Stud, nt Tean Learning Upper elementary and
secondary teachers v ill especially find it helpful for
motivating students tl ev ;lave difficulty reaching
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What is motivation? Motivation is a thorny Issue for
many teachers, in part uecause it is an abstract concept
that is not easy to define operationally. Motivation is
generated by a person's needs, and is the force that guides
that person's actions. Because motivation is internally
generated, tez.whers must not underestimate the impor-
tance of each student's personal needs; the challenge for
teachers is tc, create an environment where students' needs
can be sat;sifed through learning Motivation may be
intrinsically tied to the art of learning, e.g., the real desire
to ,:now something. or It may be t;ed to other needs, e.g.,
the need to stay out of trouble or to receive praise Ideally,
the effective teacher finds ways to increase student'
motivation to learn.

This is not always a simple process, however, for the
motivation to learn is closely tied to i 'enomena like self-
esteem and is profoundly affected b' tra-school factors
such as physical hcalth, emotional well- being, and paren-
tal attitudes toward educate'

So what can teachers do to Increase student motivation?
First, accept the reality that motivation is an internal

phenomenon This means that nobody can motivate any-
one else. to do anything. You can provide students with
opportunities. incentives, and attractive and stimulating
tasks, you can match student Interests with learning
activities; but you cannot make students learn.

Second, it is important to realize that educational
research is debunking some myths about student moti-
vation, such as

thre an motivate students to learn;
students who are not involved in activities are unmoti-
vrted: and
'earning automatically improves with, increased
motivation.
Third, you need to know that the research has identified

some interrelated factors that influence student moti-
vation. These factors are: student success, classroom
environment. Instructional strategies, and rewards.

.&'4C0 0
°C) 94/
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Student success. One of the most critical tools for

Improving student motivation is increased success. A
teacher who presents a task that is too difficult or poorly
explained turns students off they take the position.
"What's the point? I can't do it anyway, why even try."

When teachers help students experience success, stu-
dents gain self-esteem and are more confident about
working toward additional successes. Effective teachers
help students succeed by using teaching practices that are
designed to increase academic success and by making sure
students are aware of and feel responsible for their
academic progress

It is Important to understand the ties between moti-
vation, experience of success, and student expectations:
children begin their sclilol careers eager and curious, but
as schooling progresses many students become sullen,
withdrawn. disruptive, or underachieving. Schools' rigid
achievement and reward structures make learning an
increasingly unrewarding experi ; for these students;
their self-image is threatened t, -hoot failure. These
students often use -coping" strategies to salvage self-
esteem. For exampie, a student who consistently fails tests
may resort to cheating in order to get better grades. A
student ;vho is unable to complzte as tigaments may
misbehave to bolster his or her self-esteem through peer
attention. Anotiler student who is constartiy reminded that
he or she is an academic failure may stop trying altogether
because the expectations being comumnicated are that t .;

or she can do no better. Thus, the cumulativ- ...fleet of past
failure may stand as its own roadblock to motivation. Even
if a teacher presents a task appropriate to a student's skis
the student may still avoid toe task ,,:s .-..;;se of the belief
that he or she will fail or because the coping strategies he
or she has learned in the past may be more rewarding than
completing the task. (Sometimes 'he principal '5 office is
more interesting than ::le cia:,-atoom.) Or, the coping
strategy may represent an easier way out When a teacher
is faced with such a stu&nt, only repeated, patient efforts
are likely to get the studen: back on track.

4) l913 by The Myl-contment Regional Educational Laborator) (McRELI, 4709 Belleview Ave , Kansas City, MO 14112 and
2600 S Parker Rd , Suite 353. Aurora. CO 80014 All rights reserved

McREL is a public, non-rroftt orip.ilz....son, funded in part by contract:, anc; grams from the National Ins.liute cf Educatioa (NIE)
The McF.EL staff members who contributed to this folio are C L. H 'tams, Susan Everson, Lyn Moran Autchms, Susan Lynch
Helen Chapman and Francha Menhard. Other contributors include: Lir.da Shalaway
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Classroom environment. A positive classroom
environment, one that promotes mutual resf.ect, warmth,
high standards, and high achievement, enhances student
motivation. Through their attitudes and behaviors, effec-
tive teachers show that they care about their students while
maintaining a busi,tesslikL approach toward learning. An
attitude of caring and respect must not be underestimated
zs a tool for Increasing motivation; many students will put
forth extra effort just because the teacher cares enough to
ask them to try.

Instructional strategies. Effective teachers use
instructional strategies that stimulate student motivation
Engaged time (amount of time students are actively
engaged in their work), classroom management, interac-
tive instruction, immediate and interactive feedback,
appropriately paced lessons and activities, and selection of
challenging materials are all related to increased student
motivation and, in turn, to academic achievement. Activi-
ties aiti lessons that are interesting, app:opriate to student
skills, and briskly-paced wiil keep students engaged
longer. (See the McREL Quality Schools Program folio,
Instruction, for more suggestions in this area.)

Rewards. The use of external rewards to influence
student motivation is a traditional but controversial prac-
tice. Some educators question, for example, whether
external rewards might be counterproductive to learning
by making it more difficult for students to perform
learning tasks without rew rds. They believe that simply
knowing a correct answer sh 'uld serve as an internal
reward. On the other side there are advocates who paint to
numerous examples of how rewards have helped students
becrime better-mottated learners; some students are moti-
vzter_i ,)y rewards like praise or "gold stars."

gesearch suggests that the most ettective approach to
influencing student motivation is a combination of internal
and external rewards (Lists of suggestions of both internal
and externai rewards are found in the Motivation Menus
section of thi:- felt°. )

'lips for Teachers
Student Success

Helping Students Succeed. There are a variety of
ways teatmers can structure the learning environment to
ensure student success at academic tasks.

Survey students to discover their individual interests,
concerns, and needs. Use this information when select-
ing their assignments. (A sample "Student Motivation
Information Form" is included in this folio.)
Analyze assignments to ascertain the specific skills
involved and then make sure that the students possess
those skills. Don't k ,verestimate the academic skills of
your lowest achievinE, students. They may have devel-
oped techniques for concealing their weaknesses, and
may be three or four grade levels behind their peers
that fou:teen-year-old may not even know the multi-
plication tables'
Preview a, sigh -tents with students tell them and snow
then exa '.tly what is expected cf them and what the end
iiroduct should look like. For example, give students
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copies of past then, or projects you liked that are
within their range of skills
Set forth clear and measurable objectives, demonstrate
how learning activities relate to the objectives, and
evaluate students' performance according to the
cibjectives.
Allow students to fail without criticism. Expect them to
make many trials; leave these trials undocumented
Record all student successes.
Match learning tasks with student skills and interests
Assign some tasks at which students are sure to succeed.
A student's self-concept is affected by teacher behavior,

expectations, and communication patterns. Teachers who
help Audents build positive self-images often use the
following strategies.

Actively listen to the students. In active listening, the
message receiver tries to understand what feelings lie
behind the speaker's words. The receiver then puts his or
her understanding of the message into his or L own
words and feeds it back to the speaker for verification.
The receiver is careful not to add a message 't his or her
own advice, opinion, evaluation, judgement, ques-
tion, analysis. or solu'ion but only what he or she
thinks the speaker's message means.
Hold high expectations for all students. Over and over
the research demonstrates that students tend to live up to
what is expected of them. We communicate our expecta-
tions by words and actions. Words and actions must be
consistent for the message to ring true. It is especially
important to know that teachers have ways they uncon-
sciously signal to students that they do not expect them
to succeed. (See the McREL Quality Schools Program
folio, Expectations, for more information on these
signaling raechanisms.) Also realize that ability group-
ing automatically tells some students (the ones in the
"low" group) you expect less of them. Research sug-
gests avoiding ability grouping whenever you can
Set high standards for yourself. Because students tend to

nehaviors they see, teachers must pi lice what
thy pre2ch. If teachers set deadlines for st,..tents, they
should meet their own. If teachers want respect. they
should treat others with respect.
Model a positive self-concept. Teachers who respect and
care 'or themselves find it easier to extend care, respect,
and acceptance to students, which encourages students
to be self-accepting.

Classroom Environment
Effective teachers create an atmosphere of trust and

mutual respect in their classrooms, as well as a work-
oriented climate. This combination of classroom cone
eons is motivatir 7 for students.

Teacher attitudes and be' /ion mean a lot. Positive
attitudes, infectious enthusiasm, words of encourage-
ment, and high expectations are all motivating. Teachers
who are warm, patient, tolerant, and interested in
students are able to influence students' class perfor-
mance as well as influencing them in other positive
ways.
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Encourage stuu,mts to share exreriences and learn about
each other. Ask students to discuss scmething they like
to do and d ) well: or to teach the rest of the class about a
hobby, skill, sport, musical instrumer,, or other special
interest they have
Create a "proud-of" bulletin board for posting indi-
vidual and group work, pictures, and drawings. Polaroid
pictures of student. next to their poems, stories, or
perfect homework can be quite reinforcing and
motivating.
Make sure your classroom is well-organized: students
know where to find materials, how they are expected to
behave, the procedures for beginning and ending class,
etc. A classroom that is orderly and managed well
provides a safe environment that motivates learners.
(See the McREL Quality Schools Program folio, Begin-
ning the School Year, for tips on setting up and teaching
the rules, routines, and standard operating procedures
that are the basis of a well-organized classroom )

Instructional SO a tegies
The instructional strategies teachers use to increase

student motivation art grouped in four categories: feed-
back, competition, student control of the Laming process,
and student resoonsibility for learning.
Feedback

Use immediate, task-specific feedback to help students
learn from their mistakes. When nc.nevaluative feedback
promptly follows an error, the erre- oecomes a means of
instruction rather than a signal of faiture.
Give positive as well as corrective feediack, especially
during class time, to eacourage students to continue to
volunteer answers ano to participate in class discussion.
Low achievers or students with a history of failure in
particular will benefit from this supportive type of
Interaction.
Make students aware of their progress. There are many
ways of accomplishing this, from wall chairs with stars
representing achievements, to allowing students to peri-
odically check their progress by looking up their records
on the school's computer system.
Try assigning tasks with built-in feedback. Feedback
that is built into the task Itself is highly motivating; this
s the type of feedback video game enthusiasts receive.
Not only is their score registered on the screen second by
second, but players can see immediately whether or not
their strategies are working. Teachers can build feed-
back into tasks via continuous monitoring of student
progress; for example having the entire class work the
same math problem at the blackboard. Computer
assisted instructio i is another activity that can provide
built-in feedback 1' it is well designed.

C ompen t )n

Friendly, well-org nIzed competition, where each stu-
ds t has a chance to succeed, can be highly motivating.
Ask students to compete against themselves. Each stu
dent can work to beat his or her previous score on a
particular activity or task. This is a fairly unthreatening
way 10 ti..2 competition to enhance motivation. The
teacher or student keeps a record of grades, correct
responses, speed, and so on to document improvement.
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Teams-Games-Tournaments is a fun, competitive, learn-
ing activity that involves having students learn in hetero-
geneous ability groups (teams) and compete in homoge-
neous ability groups, bringing their "points" home to
their team. See the box titled "Student Team Learning"
in this folio for information about this activity.

Student Control of the Learning Process
A feeling of control gives students more Investment in
learning. Very young students can take some control by
choosing which activity they will do first.
For many older students the sense of involvement and
control over what they will do is crucial. Teachers can
negotiate with tit.- -; older students about learning tasks;
often several activities will meet the same objective or
the student may have other ideas that can be used to
meet the objective. Allowing students to plan their own
learning tasks or to choose from several options gives
them a sense of control.
Student-teacher contracts, wherein the student agrees to
complete specific assignments and the teacher agrees to
award a specific grade contingent upon completion of
those assignments, are motivating for some students.

Student Responsibility for Learning
Students need to realize that they are responsible for
their own motivation to learn. Hold class discussions
about motivation to help students discover what moti-
vates them. (You might also use the "Student Moti-
vation Information Form" Included in this folio.)
Once students identify wt- t motivates them, help them
practice strategies to heighten their own motivation.

Rewards
Effective teachers learn to match rewards with the needs

and preferences of individual students. These teachers also
tie rewards to specific educational objectives and make
sure the rewards are appropriate. Teachers can:

Learn what is reinforcing. Through careful observation,
teachers can learn what is most reinforcing for indi-
vidual students; they match rewards with student n
and preferences.
Try "different" reinforcers. Instead of using stickers or
tokens or other tangibles, try such things as the oppor-
tunity to be first to go to lunch, to have extra library
privileges, or to perform special tasks for the teacher.
These incentives can bt tied closely to the goals of
education. (The Motivation Menus in this folio list
reinforcers that have been used successfully by educa-
tors working with McREL.)
Use praise carefully. Remember that praise is only
reinforcing to some students; also, praise may hook
stud its on external rewards and weaken their self-
motivation. Use of praise should be sincere, specific to
the student's accomplishment (general praise does not
tell them what they dia well), and adapted to the
student's preferences. Secondary teachers need to be
judicious in their use of public praise; many older
students are embarassed by being praised in front of
their peers but will respond positively to a note on their
paper or a private word as they leave class. (For more
information about the use of praise, see "Your Praise
Can Smother Learning," Noteworthy, Winter, 1982.)
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Try some school-wide motivational strategies. Ask the
principal and other teachers to help create a more
motivational school environment. For example, reward
students and teachers with special verbal recognition
have an administrator call nominated individuals to the
office for a verbal "pat on the back" or send home a
positive note

Research Reports
Student Suctesr

In an extensive survey of the research literature, Donald
Cruickshank of Ohio State University found that tenners
can help students succeed by.

Teaching clearly-offering precise statements of purpose,
explaining concepts with exampi.. ..,.,ping students
organize their work, and clearly stating expectations.
&log enthusiastic
Using a variety of teaching styles and materials, and
adjusting content to the learner.
Providing students with the best opportunity to learn the
material covered-through carefully organizing lessons.
teaching students how to study, etc.
Acting businesslike and work-oriented-supervising or
directing most student activities, always in a warni and
congenial manner.
Recognizing that pupil motivation is rclated to p_rsonal
needs.
Helping students get the most out of school-by attend-
ing to personal as well as academic growth and
development

Classroom Environment
Studies by researchers such as Jere Brophy, Donald

Cruickshank, and V ter Doyie consistently Describe fea-
tures in positive classroom environments:

Students dare to take risks.
Students share their talents and encourage each other to
learn more sk:lls
There is an overrid.ng sense of respect for self and
others
Members of the cit'ss care for and trust each other
Students know they are important

Instructional Strategies
Studies by Jere Brophy, Thomas Good, Carolyn Evert-

son, Jane Stallings, Walter Doyle, and many other class-
room researchers point to several consistently effective
strat .gies for keeping kids involved in th_ir school work
Among them are:

Briskly-paced lessons that account for students' ability
levels while keeping students alert and challenged.
Teacher-directed instruction or "active teaching"
rather than students working alone.
Variety and challenge in independent student
assignments.
Good questioning skills
immediate feedback on student work.
Team-learning approaches

Rewards
There is evidence to document the pios and cons of

external rewards. One private school has developed a
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whole system of external rewards where students receive
points for writing and time on task, (see "Denver's
Computerized School," Noteworthy, Winter, 1982 for
more information) they can later trade those points for free
time, money, outings, and video game tokens.

h a Research Action Brief, the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Educational Management reports impressive short-term
effects of external rewards; long-term effects are not
known. The Brief also repo; is that grades are not effective
rewards for many students.

Donald Cruickshank of Ohio State University reports
that irregular reinforcement (e.g., a reward after three
successful performances, then after five, then after two,
etc.) is more effective then reinforcement at regular
intervals. Cruickshank also reports that:

Novelty works well in rf'nforcen:ent.
Reinforcement that relates to actual needs is most
powerful. For example for a lonely child, the teacher's
recognition is more effective than candy or tokens.
Rewards must depend ori actual per;ormance, not on
what's promised.
Reinforcement should match the size of the task. The
smallest possible reward is the most etic, 'e.
Reinforcement is usually positive. Punishment typically
reinforces only negative behavior.
Teacher praise is a special form of external reward. Jere

Brophy and Joyce Putnam of t. - Institute for Research
Teaching caution that praise, even if intended as a reward,
may seem more like punishment to a child who is
embarrassed or threatened by special attention Their
research shows that praise is effective only if it is:

Sincere (spontaneous),
Adapted in a form and intensity to specific accomplish-
ments (no gushing over trivia),
Expressed publicly or privately according to the prefer-
ences of the individual, and
Specific in describing exactly what the student did.
Brophy and Putnam conclude that teacher praise, like

other external rewards, nets mixed results. Extrinsic rein-
forcers, they believe, are effective only if the learning task
is not mt-ningful.

Student Team Learning is particularly well thought -of as
an innovative instructional program See the Summer,
1981, green Noteworthy for the full article entitled Kids
Who Team Teach, pages 14-15. For further material, we
suggest writing to the Johns Hopkins Team Learning
Project Center for Social Organization of Schools, The
Johns Hopkins University, 3505 N. Charles Street, Bal-
timore, Md 21218, for a copy of the teacher's manual.
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Readings
A 'Par -Man' Theory of Mon vation: Tactical Implications

for Classroom Instruction " Richard E Bowman, Jr
Educational' Teihnob,gv, September, 1982, pp 14-16.

"Agency and Achievemcy. Self-Management and Self-
Regard John W Thomas, Review of Educational
Research, Summer, 1930, Vol. 5, No 2, pp. 213-240.

"Allocated Academic Learning Time Revisited, or Beyond
Time on Task." lane Stallings Educational
Researcher, December, 1980, pp. 11-16.

Classroom Discipline. Research Action Brief prepared by
ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management,
No 5, August, 1979

Teaching is Tough Donald R. CI-nick:I:lank and Associates.
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, NJ , 1980.

"Who's in Charge Here9" What's Noteworthy on Discipline,
Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory, Kan-
sas City, MO.

Resource Materials
"Student Team Learning." Center for Social Organization

of Schools, The Johns Hopkins University, 3505 N.
Charles St , Baltimore, MD 21218.

"Successful Motivation Strategies - Participant's Man-
ual." Teacher's Institute of Continuing Education,
4621 N 16th St., Suite F-608, Phoenix, AZ 85106.

What' Noteworthy on School Improvement, Summer, 1981.
Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory, Kan-
sas City, MO.

What's Noteworthy on School Improvement and Technology,
Winter, 1982. Mid-continent Regional Educational
Laboratory, Kansas City, MO.

FINDING OUT WHAT MOTIVATES
YOUR STUDENTS

Knowing what students are interested in, what satis-
fies them, what rewards they value, and what they are
curious about, can help teachers plan learning tasks
which relate to student needs. In some cases the
learning task may be directly related to a student's
desire for a specific skill or information.

Raymond J. Wlodkowski of the University of
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, has developed a way teachers

can elicit from each individual student concrete infor-
mation which can be used to boost his or her motivation
to learn. His Student Motivation Information Form
focuses on four basic areas of student preferences and
characteristics: 1) interests, concerns, and desires; 2)
satisfactions, accomplishments, and strengths; 3) val-
ued _ewards: and 4) items of curiosity, wonder, and
exploration.

ST1DENT MOTIVATION INFORMATION FORM

Date

I The best movie I se recently seen IS

2 I m SCR proud that I

i A reward I like to get is

4 A beautiful thing I once saw was _

My two fayonte TV programs arc

6 Onc thing I do Se!) well is

7 My fayorite 'taboo] sublet., is

K What seems mysterious to me is

9 When I read for fun I like to read stories about _

10 One of my better accomplishments has been _

I I It 1 Nad tro &Mats I d Tend ti on

12 I wonder about

13 When I haye free timc I like ro _

14 1 kr iv. that !can

15 I enjoy _

16 Something I want to do more often ts

17 If I ouId go ..nvwherc I would go to

IX Onc of the things I like best aho I myself is

Student Name

19 A good thing my teacher ^ )uld do for me

20 The question I want answered is

2 I My favorite game is

22 In svhoclwork my best talent is

23 Something I really want is

24 What really makes me think is

25 An imjnotant goal for me is to

26 I know a lot about

27 If I did better at school I wish my teacher would

214 If I could get the chance I would like to try

29 Sometimes I worry about

30 I feel satisfied when!

31 I spend most of my money on _

32 When I got older I want to

33 Something I want to know more about is _ _
34 The I like to do with my friend",

35 Idle it when my parents give me

Copyright F, 197a ny Payrrond J Wlodkowski Univers ty of Wisconsin Milwaukee
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MOTIVATION MENU

Here's food for thought McREL held "_,shoo/ improvement workshops" in several of the
states it serves. One of the nicest outcomes was this "menu" of motivational ideas

teachers have successfidly used with their students, classes, and schools.
Bon Appetit'

Column A
RecognitionlRevvardStrokes

Teaching Others
Oral Comments
Smiley Faces
Attention
Grades
Teacher Exciten
Tokens
Kn -wledge of Results
Child Input
Tone of Voice Acceptance (Peers.

Teachers, etc )
Money
Trips
Happy-Grams
Stickers
Peer-Tutoring
Pat on the Back
Q,-,,cial Jobs
t, Class-Lunch With Teacher
Trips to Media Center
Lunch Invitations
Complimentary Comments
Happy Notes to Parents
Posting Names of Improved Students

on Bulletin Board
Notes on Report Cards
Secret Friends
Daily Helpers
Immediate Reinforcement
Tangible Rewards
Specific Praise
Individual Evaluation
One-to-One Counseling
Daily Newspaper as a Prize
Citizenship Assembly
Smiles
Laughter
Friendly Greeting
Please/Thank-You
Skating Parties
Free Gym Period for Winning Class
Treats for Contest W nners
Warm Fuzz. les
Stars
Warmth
Caring
Special Table in Lunchroom

Special Birthday Cards Signed by
Staff

School Stationery
Send to Office for Good Behavior
"Birthdays" Party Honoring

Birthdays and Inviting Parents
Good Citizenship Pictures Posted in

Hall
Field Trip to Concert/Play
Pictures Displayed with Biographies
Art Work Displayed in Local

Businesses
Friday Afternoon Club
Field Day "Olympics," Silly

Olympics, Special Events. Nol,
Competitive Ga ies, Gymnastics
Night

Student Advisement Groups
All Papers Seat Home Once a Week
Student Council Bulletin Board with

Student Pictures
MIC (Much Improved Child) Award
Good Behavior CouponsRaffle
Speakers
Lunch Out
Board Worl,
Certificates
Phone Call Home
Academic & Service Award

Assemblies
Lunch with Teacher
Earn Free Time
Trip to Amusement nark
Display of Class Work
Taking Work to Show Principal
Class Picnic
Pennies en Desk for Attendarce
Classroom "Money" for Points
Free After-school Movies
Good Attendance -20 min. Free Time
Picnic for Class with Best Passing in

Hall for a Month
Ice Cream Social for Good Behavior
Cookies for Week of Good Behavior
Slide-Show of School Activities
Talent Show (Parents, Teachers,

Students)
Appreciation Day
Art Show
Hobby Display
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Surprise Movie
Ribbons for Cleanest Rooms
Family Night Grade Level Dinner

and Program
"Captain's Table"
Anonymous Nomination of Anyone I

Saw Doing Something GoodPeer
Prize

Hugs
First in Line
Responsibility Award for Time on

Task
Chance to Visit Another Room
Teachers Attend Student Activities
Teachers Sit Among Students
Names in School or Community

Newspaper
Monthly "Perfect Attendance"

Movies
Much Improved Student Award
Award Assemblies
Graduation Pictures Posted in Halls
"I Got Caught Being Good" T-shirt

Awards

Column B
J'pecial Projects

Sing for Elderly
Clean-up
Making Books
Participation in Political Events
Song Fests
School Newspaper
Special Lunch or Dinner with

Decorations
Potlucks
Theme of the Month
Slogan for the Year
School T-shirts
"Helping Projects"
Canned Food Drive
School Store
Birthday Charts
Make a Movie
Music Program
School Carnival
School-wide breakfast
"Cook-outs" with Parents/Teachers



. Sales

School Mascot on All Trash
Containers

Class Officers in Each Room
Attendance Charts
Student or Teacher Profiles
Student Doing the Teaching
Mentors from the Community
Adopt-a-Grandparent
Career Fairs

Column C
Dat,s & Spec ial Ltents

Senior Citii.ens Day
Friendship Day
Crazy Hat Day or Special Hat Day
T-shirt Day
Backward Day
Dress-up Day and Hobo Day
Family Fun Night
School Colors Day
Cut- Off - Principal's -Tie (or Scarf)

Day
Flag Day (Classes Make State Flags,

etc )
Ethnic Pride Day
Quiet Day with "Mum" Ball
Art/Music Talent Days
Picnic forClass with Best Passing inJeans Day
Cowboy Day
Everybody-Wear-Red Day
Everyone-Compliment-Someone Day

(e g , Give 3 Compliments, Learn
to Accept Compliments, etc )

Everyone-Do-Something-Nice Day
Helicopter on Playground
Wear School T-shirt on Fridays
Wear-a-Flower Day
Halloween (Teachers in Costume,

too) & Costume Parade
Appreciation Day
Safety Program
Bus Driver & Aide Appreciation Day
Dress -alike Day
50's Day
Clash Day or Mismatch Day
Storybook Character Day
Circus Day
Security Blanket Day
Special Guest Day
Parent Day (Lunch)
Staff Recognition Day
Run Races or All-Star Ballgames

with Teachers or Principal
Foreign Food Festival
Elizabethan Festival
Decorating Lockers at Christmas
Ficld Trips
Secret Stocking Pals at Christmas

Column D
Special Expression /Understanding

Role-Playing
Planting a Garden
Farming
Animals/Fish
Plays
Speakers
Make 2 Movie
Field Trips
Wall Charts
Bulletin Board Model
"Hands-On" Workshops
Art
Music or Music Program
Tape Record Readings
Videotaping
Buddy System for New Students
Daily Helpers
Poetry
Touch
Secret Pal
"You Look Nice"
Opportunities for Decision-making
"Open Lunch" for Upperclass

Persons
"Open Campus" for Upperclass

Persons
Senior Class Lounge
Working with Partners
Centers of Interests (e.g., Painting)
Writing Letters
Work in Community (e.g., Sing for

Elderly, Record Oral Histories)
Storytelling
Personal Experiences
Cross-age Tutoring
Making Books
Soothing Music in the Halls
Music in the Lunchroom Once a

Week
Appreciation Day

Column E
Contest s 'Comport tonlGotths

Drawing
Math Contests
Spelling Bee
Games
Earn Free Time
Tournament
Faculty Sports Contest
Interschool Competitior,
Points
Spelling Week
Bingo
Film tt et Students in After Lunch

or for Best Behaved Class
Popcorn Party for Best Class
Design School Flag, Insignia,

Newsletter, Mascot
Cookies/Picnic for Well-behaved

Class
PTA Membership Competition
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Canned Food Drive
Weekly Ground Clean-up
Good Behavior Coupon/Raffle
Weekly Behavior Rewards
Children Run Races with Staff
Talent Show (e.g., Parents and

Teachers or Students)
T-shirt Sales
Functioning Class Officers in Each

Room
Jeopardy
Spelling Monopoly
Student of the Month
Boys Against Girls
Individual Competition
Time-test Winner for Breaking Own

Record
Challenge
Candy Bar Question
Intramurals
"Whiz-a-matic Machine" Quiz

Showteams of students develop
test items from their own current
events reading

Column F
Everybody Can Participate

Song Fests
Art Fests
Field Days
Non-Competitive Games, Skiing,

Skating
Grade-level Lunches by Principal
"Birthdays" Party Honoring

Birthdays and Invite Parents
Board Wc,rk
School-wide Breakfast
Free After-school Movies
Popcorn Party
Review Teams for Tests
Mini-courses
Book club
Birthday Club
Read-a-thon

Column G
Show Off Work

Publishing
Harder Tests
Bulletin B( 3rd Display
Taking Home Book to Share
Showcase Projects
Bulletin Board Model
Wall Charts
Talk With Principal
Display of Class Work
Academic & Service Award

Assemblies



Certificates
Make a Movie
Slide-show of School Activities
Art Show
"Talent Show" of Children's Projects
Show to Others
Show to Principal
Reading to Younger Students

Column H
Suspend the Rules

Free Time
Special Privileges
Write on Handsto Show Last Year's

Teacher
Mascot Travels from Room to Room
Sit-Where-You-Want in Lunchroom

Day
Outside Play Time
Lunch Out
Phone Call Home
Earn Free Time
Trip to Amusement Park
lake Work to Principal
Special Excursion
Skating Parties
Shirt-tail Day
Hat Day
Gum in Class
Crib Notes for Tests

Column I
Teachers

"Every 'Teach' is a Peach" Award
Wine & Cheese Party -Faculty
Raft TripFaculty
Teacher Cook-out

Teacher Classroom Exchange Day
Celebrate Teachers' Birthdays
Teachers Dress Up on Halloween
Staff Recognition Day
Faculty Breakfasts
Hobby Display
Teacher of the Month
Teacher Appreciation Day
Administrative Support for Teachers

Enforcing Rules

Column J
Parents

Parent Volunteer Program
Parent Luncheon
Phone Call Home
Happy Note to Parents
Parent-Teacher Cook Out
"Birthdays" Party
Grade-Level Family Night Dinner

and Program
Parent/Teacher /Student Conferences
Ask Mom/Dad for Information
Parent-child Obstacle Course

Column K
"Extra" and Fun

A Surprise
Films
Holidays
Newness
Outside Trips
Free Time
School Assemblies
Ce"cert
P ding Corners
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Change Classrooms (e.g., on April 1)
School Sing-A-Long
Outside Play Time
Plays
Field Trips
Special Guest Day
Parent Day Luncheon
Staff Recognition Day
Lunch with Teacher
Trip to Amusement Park
Class Picnic
Special Excursions
Skating Parties
Sim ing Carnival
Computer Time for Time on Task
Lunchtime Dances

Column L
Room Arrangements

Guilt Corner
Pads
Warm Lighting
Pleasant Room
Individual Desks
Decor
Learning Centers
Subject Area Labs
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Instruction is at the heart of teaching. All else
supports the critical interaction that characterizes the
relationship between teacher and student. What is it that
characterizes effective instruction? At the heart I:. a series
of phases or steps. Researchers have describe(' these
phases using "models." (For descriptions of several
instructional models, see "Teachers Do Make a Dif-
ference," What's Noteworthy on School Improvement and
Technoh y, pp. 47-51)

There is a commonality to all these models -- certain
steps that must he included no matter what you do. These
steps are detailed below.

Phase 1: Planning
Instruction begins long before the teacher steps up in

front of the class to teach a lesson. Planning comes first.
Teachers have time to become reflective and weigh alter-
natives in making decisions. This is a time to choose a
general topic for teaching, choose a major objective within
the general topic, and then match a more specific instruc-
tional objective for specific stLdents.

Planning is often called the key to professionalism in
teaching In planning, teachers use their professional
expertise to match ideas, activities, and materials with
student interests and abilities. The result is an effective
lesson that is tailor-made for its audience.

The research indicates a direct link between careful
planning and academically successful students. A plan of
action gives confidence and security It reduces confusion,
wasted time, and other factors associated with decreased
learning

Further, time management studies show that the more
time spent in planning, the less time required for complet-
ing a project Thus, planning can help teachers use
precious classr000m time more efficiently
Planning Tips for Teachers

There are four essential steps in planning for
instruction

1) Assess the student's current level of skills and knowl-
edge. Iii .ther words, find out what each student now
knows. Some form of a "pretest" can be useful for this
purpose. Also assess each student's strengths and
weaknesses.

2) Use assessment information to decide what skills or
knowledge the s't..tents should learn next. aid how the
material should be presented. Every effort shoule be made
to sequence the skills in some sort of hierarchy if a
student needs to know how to do "x" before "y" can be
accomplished, then "x" must be next. In other words, what
comes next?

3) Use planning as another stage at which materials can be
organized to increase the probability of mastery. For exam-
ple, identifying "chunks", parts or conceptual segments
that can be learned separately, before they are integrate; or
reorganized into larger chunks.

4) Decide what standards will be used to indicate successful
learning. What rate of success will be required to demon-
strate mastery?

Effective teachers also:
plan for interruptions and unexpected events. A game
plan for emergencies helps teachers maintain order and
minimize disruptions;
use daily and weekly plans that fit neatly into larger unit
and yearly plans;
set aside a 'gu:ar time for planning.

Phase 2: Teaching the Lesson
Experimental stud:es cited by Barak Rosenshine and

others clearly demonstrate that certain teaching functions
and strategies lead to increased student achievement.
Researchers working with different teachers in other
settings reached the same conclusions about effective and
less effective instruction.

(c) 1983 by The Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL). 4709 Belleview Ave , Kansas City, MO 64112 and
2600 S Parker Rd , Suite 353 urora, CO 80014 All rights reseived

McREL is a public, non-pro, rganization, funded in part by contracts and grants from the National Institute of Education (NIE)
The McREL staff members w :oritributed to this folio are. C L. Hutchins, Susan Everson, Susan Lynch, Robert Ewy, Robert
Marzano, Helen Chapman and Barbara Kessler. Other contributors include: Linda Shalaway.
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One of the most important findings to emerge is that
students need to master content to the point of "overlearn-
ing "Over learning" ensures that students become confi-
dent with the material and less hesitant when applying it to
new situations "Overlearmng" also helps students retain
the material learned. "Over learning" should be a goal for
each step of the teaching process.

The research also stresses the need to sustain a high
success rate in student responses as the student reaches the
point of mastery. Teachers accomplish this by presenting
material in small steps, directing practice by asking
questions, allowing sufficient time for practice, "ce'er-
learning," and frequent review. Researchers recommend a
success rate of above 60 percent for new material and 95
percent during practice (See the McREL Quality Schools
Program Folio, Tune Management, for more information
on success rates)

Effective teachers also give imm,...diate, specific, aca-
demic feedback to students Immediate feedback rein-
forces correct answers and signals errors, giving students a
chance to correct errors before they become embedded
Tips for Teachers on Instruction:

There are four basic stages appropriate to teaching the
lesson

a) Taal. FCC us Get the students set to work; do it the most
interesting way possible. Then tell the student(s) the
purpose of the lesson, make sure the students know what
the desired outcome is. Examples of acceptable and
unacceptable finished work are exhibited In other words,
do the students know what they're supposed to learn
(Some teachers develop hand signals, such as thumbs up,
their students can use to signal the teacher that they
understand what they are supposed to be doing; this
technique along with other "every pupil response tech-
niques" can be used at several points in the teaching
cycle.)

b) Lessen Presentation. The teacher presents the new
concept or skills to the students. During the lesson the
teacher and students interact constantly. The material is
treated in various ways Skills are modeled, information is
provided in several differert odes or styles (e.g , orally
and in writing), strategies for accomplishing the task (such
as strategies for menmizing) are explained, methods for
checking accuracy are also presented. Be sure that all the
skills needed to accomplish the task are present (see the
McREL Quality Schcols Program folio, Expectations, for
more information on teaching to "multiple abilities").

c) Students then engage in guided practice; during this
process teachers monitor and give continual, content
specific feedback to students (Remember when math
Instructors got everyone up at the board at the same time
so they could simultaneously monitor everyone's work?)
Success is ci,ecked or monitored. If they are not success-
ful, alternative methods are tried. Enough time is provided
for each child to be successful.

d) Independent Practice. Once the teacher believes that the
student(s) understands what has been taught, time is

allowed for the student to work alone. High rates of
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success should be characteristic of this phase of instruc-
tion This practice is both "massed" and "spaced." In
other words, the student experiences an intensive period of
practice immediately following instruction. Additional
practice and reviews occur at regular intervals: the next
day before the next class session begins (this has been
found particularly helpful in mathematics), once :. week,
ad at appropriate intervals thereafter.

The research suggests the following additional strat-
egies teachers can use in teaching the lesson:

proceed in small steps at a brisk pace;
give detailed instructions and explanations;
provide many examples;
ask many questions and provide ample practice,
check for understanding;
provide feedback and corrections, especially in the early
stages of learning new material;
divide Independent assignments into understandable
steps;
monitor frequently during independent activities;
allow practice until students achieve a high success rate
and become quick, confident, and firm in their answers.

Phase 3: Assessment, Transfer, Reteach and
Review

Teacher assessment of student learning brings the
Instructional process full circle. Assessment reveals what
st'idents have learned and retained. If a student adequately
masters the material, it's time to move on. If not, the
teacher must reteach the lesson usir-_, new strategies or
methods It is important not to reteach in just the same
way the lesson was first taught; if reteaching is necessary,
obviously, the first approach wasn't completely
successful.

One part of the assessment step is to be sure that the
student no only can remember the knowledge or perform
the skill but that he or she can transfer that knowledge to
other situations. Mastery learning advocates say that
learning hasn't occurred until what has been learned can
be transferred or applied to other situations. Although the
assessment step provides the check that a teacher needs to
be sure the skill or knowledge can be remembered and
transferred, the action necessary to be sure transfer occurs
must happen earlier in the teaching cycle. That is, the
transfer or application of knowledge isn't something
learned at the end of the learning cycle, it must be built
into the earlier phases. For example, transfer is more likely
to occur when plans have been made to teach concepts
rather than facts. Thus, developing an understanding of
"balance of power" will be more important for transfer to
other situations than simply learning the names of the
leaders of the various branches of the federal government.
The reason concept learning is more likely to transfer than
factual learning is because conceptual learning requires
breaking a process or idea down into component parts and
understanding how these parts work together So, what
you decide to ha /E, the student learn in the planning phase
will affect later transfer. How the material is introduced
and the instructional set" is carried out also will affect
transfer. For example, if the concept can be related to the
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learner's existim rame of reference it is more likely to
transfer Practicali), this requires making the learning as
relevant to the student's personal life as possible The
better one learns the concept initially also affects transfer
Thus, helping the student to discover sequences or ele-
ments they can use to structure initial learning increases
the probability of transfer. The concept of overlearnng,
mentioned earlier, also plays a role here during the
independent practice phase of instruction, identified
above, studeats need to master the material to the point
that they are sufficiently confident that they will apply it to
new situations

Periodic review is one of the instructional functions that
is described in the studies of effective teaching Research
suggests that this function should be part of each lesson
although it occurs later, days or even weeks after the
teacher Introduces new material.

Teachers can assess student learning with tests, student
games based on the lesson content, individual student
work, or group discussion and review Whatever the
means, the end result is the same: students get a chance to
use their skills and knowledge so that teachers can
determine just how much has been learned
Assessment and Review Tips for Teachers

use 4 1, arietN of means for assessing mastery, don 't limit
your repertc ire to paper and pencil tests;
create opportunities for your students to demonstrate
their mastery of an objective by applying their knowl-
edge or skill to a new situation,
schedule regular weekly and monthly reviews to check
for student understanding;
make sure all students participate in reviews, don't
assess mastery on the basis of a few volunteer re, ponces
to review questions;
if the objectives have not been mastered, reteach the
lesson esing alternative strategies and/or materials

RESEARCH REPORTS
The research on instruction provides a base from which

teachers can make decisions which will promote academic
success for all of their students.

Planning
In studies of teacher planning at the Institute for

Researcn on Teaching, Christopher Clark found that.
teachers reported spending about 13 hours per week in
formal planning;
planning revolves around students and activities, seldom
around learning objective, as teacher educators suggest
it should,
planning is more explicit and involves a longer lead time
in team teaching situations than in self-contained
classrooms;
planning not only helps teachers organize instruction, it
gives them direction, security, and confidence;
teachers undergo a tour-step process when deciding
whether or not to use an activity in their classrooms.
First they try to understand the activity; next they
imagine using it in their classroom, then they think of
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ways to avoid foreseen problems by modifying the
activity; and final!), they create a mental image of the
revised version.
Another planning task stressed in the research is assess-

ing students' prior learning Benjamin Bloom reports that
the extent to which students have learned the basic
prerequisites to the lesson being taught accounts for about
50 percent of the variation in student achievement during
that lesson

Teaching the Lesson
Most of the effective teaching research focuses on

active teaching, that is, presenting a lesson or activity to
students.

Barak Rosenshine, University of Illinois, has reviewed
the major studies of effective teaching and identified the
features of successful instruction common to each. He has
organized these features around six "instructional func-
tions." In chronological order they are:

daily review;
presentation of new content or skills;
guided student practice to check for understanding,
feedback correctives, reteaching,
independent practice;
periodic reviews.
Rosenshine says that these are the functions succt..stul

teachers perform which are consistently related to higher
student achievement and higher academic engaged time.

The instructional functions listed above and research
findings listed below are based on seven major experimen-
tal studies: 1) Texas First Grade Reading Group Study
(Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy), 2) Missouri Mathe
matics Effectiveness Study (Good and Grouws), 3) Texas
Elementary School Study (Evertson, Emmer - al ), 4)
Texas Junior High School Study (Evertson, Eni et al.),
5) Organizing and Instructing High Schooi Classes
(Fitzpatrick), 6) Exemplary Centers for Research Instruc-
tion (Reid), and 7) Direct Instruction Follow-Through
Program (Becker).
Daily Review

daily review and checking of previous work assures that
students have the necessary prerequisite skills to move
on to the next lesson;
less effective teachers review and check homework only
50 percent of the time, compared to 80 pet-cent for
effective teachers.

Presenting New Content and Skills
effective teachers spend more time demonstrating con-
cepts and skills than less effective teac:ers;
problems occur when teachers give insufficient direc-
tions and explanations, assume cf.,!dren understand the
material without checking, and introduce more complex
material before earlier conten' has been mastered.

Feedback, Correctives, and Reteaching
effective teachers teach new material in small steps to
lessen student errors am' fosiinderstanding

Guided Student Practice
effective instructors offer teacher-led practice until stu-
dents are confident with the new material;
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a high frequency of teacher-directed questions is impor-
tant Effective elementary teachers ask about 24 ques-
tions in a 50-minute mathematics period, compared to
about nine from less-effectne teachers,
effective teachers spend more time than others in guided
practice, asking questions, correcting errors, and repeat-
ing new material,
elementary student- n, -,.c1 a great deal of practice;
many opportunities for students to respond are impor-
tant at any revel (for example, frequent quizzes in
college):
a high student success rate is also important. High
success rates are correlated with achievement grains;
effective teachers facilitate practice to the point of
"overlearning";
frequent assessments of whether all students w.derstand
the content are necessary;
in small group instruction, calling on students in ordered
turns works best (wh-n learning basic material);
student group response (in unison) allows a high fre-
quency of responses in a minimum amount of time This
worms best in small groups, where the teacher can
monitor individual responses;
effective teachers respond to quick student answers by
simply asking a new question and thus maintaining
lesson momentum;
correct but hesitant student answers require some pro-
cess feedback, such as explaining again the steps used to
get the correct answer;
incorrect ans,vers due to carelessness simply require a
correction before proceeding;
incorrect answers due to lack of knowledge indicate a
need to 1) probe for answers by providing clues, or 2)
reteach the material.

Independent Practice
independent practice is necessary for students 1) to begin
putting separate skills together to accomplish one task,
and 2) to become "automatic" in their responses;
independent practict., allows students to learn to the point
of "overlearning," when their responses become rapid
and firm. This is the point at which new material is
retained;
most independent practice occurs during seatwork or
homework It can also occur in cooperative groups
where students drill each other

Periodic Review is discussed in separate section labeled
"assessment

Assessment
In his review of research on effective teaching. Barak

Rosenshine reports that.
Periodic reviews--tricrol-ly and weeklyreveal areas
where s'wdents are weak and allow for reteaching in
these areas;
Reviews also reveal if lesson pace has been too rapid (if
students consistently have trouble learning the material);
Periodic reviews allow students to retain material better
because they master it to the point of "overlearning."

Instructional Models
Instructional models are based on the findings of

various studies and the work of several researchers
When studying effective methods for teaching basic

skills, Barak Rosenshine found that:
Students taught with structured approaches do better
learning basic skills than those using individualized or
discovery learning approaches,
Students who receive direct instruction from the teacher
achieve more than those who are expected to learn on
their own or from each other.
Additionally, when studying instruction, Jere Brophy,

Institute for Research on Teaching, found that.
most forms of "open education" and "individualized
instruction" involve unrealistic expectations about how
well young students can manage their own learning.
Young students frequently don't understand what they
are supposed to do or learn in school;
teacher lectures and demonstrations are important, as
are recitation, drill, and practice;
if cognitive achievement is the goal, interactive, teacher
directed instruction is clearly superior. But other instruc-
tional approaches may be more appropriate for growth in
non-ccgnitive areas.
"Active teaching" is a term Thomas Good of the

University of Missouri uses to describe effective instruc-
tion In studies associating "active teaching" with
increased learning, Good found that:

structured programs produce greater student achieve-
ment than open programs;
higher achievement gains are associated with orderly
classrooms, persistent attention to academic tasks,
teachers' active involvement with students, and a well-
organized learning environment;
lower achievement gains are related to students socializ-
ing and misbehaving, students choosing their own activ-
ities and seating arrangements;
.eachers who work with individual students for e .tended
periods of time or on clerical tasks while students work
have lower student achievement in their class;
an increase in "active teaching" is associated with
higher achievement across subjects and grade levels;
lower-ability students and those who are anxious or
dependent need more structure than others.
On the other side of the coin, there is evidence to

suggest that "direct instruction" is not best in all situa-
tions. Researcher Jane Stallings found that:

Students from highly structured classrooms take respon-
,ibility for their failures, but attribute their success to
the teacher or other forces. Students from more flexible
classrooms take responsibility for their successes but not
their failures
Students in "open" classrooms are absent less, indicat-
ing a more positive attitude toward school.
Independent behavior and cooperation are more likely
found in situations where students select their own
seating and grouping arrangements part of the time,
choose from a variety of activities, and have access to an
array of audio-vi tual and explanatory materials
Further.
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Jane Stallings found that student time spent working in
small or large groups is positively related to
achie-iement,
Fixed groupings of students by ability produces some
unfavorable results. Eugene Howard of the Colorado
Department of 'Education reports that ability grouping.
I) decreases achievement in low or average-ability
groups, 2) reinforces favorable self-concepts in high
groups and unfavorable self-concepts in lower groups,
3) deprives lower achievers of the stimulation of work-
ing with high achievers, and 4) carries a stigma more
debilitating than the one of being a poor achiever in a
heterogeneous group,
Elizabeth Cohen of Stanford University also found
evidence of the deleterious effects of ability grouping.
Ability grouping, she reports, reinforces the negative
self-images and low expectations held fo: lower-aetiev-
mg students,
Team learning approaches, where students compete in
multi-ability groups, is clearly associated with increased
achievement (See the McREL Quality Schools Program
folio, Motivation, for more information on team
learning )

Summary
Instruction is what teaching is all about. There are

obvious differences among teachers based on personal
style, preferences, and experience. But there is a vast body
of knowledge demonstrating that all teachers should incor-
porate certain principles and techniques into their instruc-
tion to increase student learning and their own teaching
effectiveness
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ON THEIR OWN
Teachers recognize the value of students being

"on their own" or working independently. There are
several strategies teachers can use to increase indepen-
dent learning

At the primary level teachers should discuss the idea
of working alone with children, giving them examples
of independent working procedures, describing the
teacher's role when they are working alone, identifying
problems that may arise, seeking alternative solutions
to solving the problem in advance, evaluating the
usefulness of these alternatives, setting up routines for
early finishers, debriefing students on their success at
solving problems that arise during independent learn-
ing. providing reinforcement for independence, demon-
strating the use of d' layed response, and reviewing the
procedure

At the intermediate level, it is best to preface
independent learning with an assessment of students'
previous experience at working alone. (Refer to "Sur-
vey of Student Knowledge of Independent Learning" in
Summer, 1981. Noteworthy) If a majority of students
show limited knowledge of independent learning, take
the time to teach the student role, the teacher role, and
it orl, boundaries You may also want to distinguish

between the following different types of independent
work: 1) guided study, 2) cooperative planning, and 3)
individual pursuit.

At the secondary level, a "learning contract" to help
clarify your students' understanding can be used. Use
the following checklist io be sure the "contract" is as
comprehen.Ave and helpful as possible:

1) Clarify what is to be learned

2) Spell out how the skills/knowledge acquired will be
demonstrated.

3) Identify the resources needed.

4) Set up the major steps/tasks to be completed.

5) List the checkpoints to measure progress

6) Establish deadlines for completion of the contract
whole and sub-parts.

7) Poiat out the next activity to be done.
We trust that with your guidance and their success,

they'll look forward to "going it alone" again. (See On
Their Own in Summer, 1Q81, Noteworthy, for further
hints and explanation )
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A Powerful Strategy for

Improving Staff Development and

Inservice Education

Why Coaching?
Staff development activities frequently are handled like a

visit to the doctor After an injection or a few pills in the
form of a one-day inservice on a hot topic, the patient is
expected to improve Enthusiasm runs high, everyone has a

good time and there is hope that things will get better
Unfortunately, the initial enthusiasm and commitment dissi-
pate rapidly as the teachers re-enter the classroom, face the
daily routine and have little time or support for thinking
about or practi:ing new kills or techniques

Clinical supervision is an improvement on this the
traditional inservice rpproach The principal regularly
works in tne classroom. observes the teacher's efforts to
improve., models the desired behavior and gives feedback
and support. Principals are only human, however, and they
have the same pressures of getting through the day and
meeting all the responsibilities they had before, with no
time for their new assignment

An alternative (or a compatible, additional) strategy to

clinical supervision is "peer coaching ". teachers meet in
small groups and observe each others' classrooms to get
feedback about their own teaching behaviors, experiment
with new improved techniques and get the support they
need

Coaching, as a strategy for staff development, emerges
from recent studies oil the effectiveness of inservice educa-
tion. Bruce Joyce, Judith Warren Little, Tom Bird, Beverly
Showers and others have stressed the idea that people
develop mastery and application of new skills best when
they -ire placed in coaching situations

Figure I shows how coaching enhances other adult
learning strategies For example, if only the traditional
lecture approach is used, very low classroom application
results Even when demonstrations are added, relatively
little long term impact results. Only the addition of coach-
dig to the other techniques produces high levels of knowl-
edge mastery, skill acquisition and classroom application

1983 by 1 he Mid - continent Regional Educational Laboratory (MLREL), 4709 lelleview Ave , Kansas City, MO 64112 and 260()
S Parker Rd , Suite 353 Aurora, CO 8(X)14 All rights reserved

MLRL is a public, non-profit organization, funded in part by contracts and grants from the Natignal Institute of Education (NIE)
1h.: Mc RI 1. stall members who contributed to thi., folio are C L Hutchins, Susan Everson. Robert Ewy, Robert Mariano. Helen
( hapman ai.d Barbara Kessler Other contributors include Larry Mello
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Figure 1
TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS*

The degree of proliciemy attained in knowledge. skill, and application is determined by the FIVE STEPS of the TRAINING
DESIGN

TRAINING STEPS
Knowledge

Mastery

TRAINING STAGES
Skill

Acquisition

THEORY
(Lecture)**

4-

DEMONSTRATION
+

PRACTICE & FEEDBACK
+

CURRICULUM ADAPTATION
+

COACHING
4-

PERIODIC REVIEW

Middle /High

High

High

High

High

High

Low

Low /Middle

High

High

High

High

Classroom
Application

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low/Middle

High

High

Key Very Low = 5e/c

Low = 10%
Middle = 409
High = ti0(4

* from Bruce Joyce
** Note the rows ate cumulative. the strength of coaching rests on the total effect of theory, demonstration, practice,

curriculum and coaching.

What is coaching?
What is meant by coaching, what is it At a common-

sense level coaching involves what a good athletic coach
does, it:

Allows the student/learners to set their own goals (a good
coach would never force a student into basketball if his/
her real interest were in track).
Breaks complex skills do-in into small units that can be
learned (a basketball coach will have a student practice
one skill, such as dribbling, at a time),
Provides an expert model of the integrated behaviors
involved;
Allows for ample guided practice when the coach checks
the behaviors and provides corrective feedback (athletic
departments have learned the value of videotape for
providing clear feedback to students),
Encourages independent practice to build skill integration,
automatic response. speed and accuracy;
Praises and rewards students when they win. reassures and

supports them when they don't (there are even sports
psychologists row who help individuals and groups with
their emotional responses to a variety of athletic
situations)

Coaching for teacheis (or for students) is not much
different

What are the elements of coaching?
Coaching consists of two elements. (1) an organizational

arrangement consisting of a support group, and (2) peer
observation.

Before we describe the elements, keep in mind the
general atmosphere that must exist if coaching is going
to work.

There must be a general perceptiGn on the part of the
people involved that they are good but can always get
better: they can always improve what they are doing. This
general orientatit n has been found to characterize effective
schools.

The teachers and principals involved must have a
reasonable level of trust developed. They are confident that
no one is going to distort the situation into a punishing one.
As Tom Bird says. "There is a way of talking and acting
which sel sates the question of practice and its conse-
quences from the question of people and their competence,
and which separates habits from self-esteem. Then, the
practices and habits can be put on the table and dissected
while the person who uses them remains intact.-

There must be an interpersonal climate in the building
that conveys the sense that people care about each other and
are willin to help each other.

If these preconditions don't exist, they must be the initial
focus of an improvement effort. Coaching can be used to
build such conditions if it is approached slowly, voluntarily,
and in a non-threatening manner. It can't be started out in its
full blown form if these conditions don't exist.
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I The Support Groups
The support group consists of three or four coaching

teams Each coaching team consists of two or three teachers
who observe each other Although a two-person team is
satisfactory, sometimes three people are better because a
third person added to the group reduces the effects of
personality conflicts Thus. the support group consists of
from 6-12 people (nine or less would be best) organized into
three teams

The purpose of the support group is to provide profes-
sional stimulation. practical help based on the expertise of
other teachers and personal support to those who are trying
to improve their teaching

Support groups meet on a regular basis, for example,
every two to four weeks. In between support group
meetings. members of the coaching teams meet and carry
out their peer observations.) Suggested topics for support
group meetings would be as follows:

Develop a mutually agreeable agenda, including a
delineation of issues and concerns to be discussed. how
much time will be spent on each problem and the
priority that will be given to each
Review progress from the last meeting, including feed-
back from team members who were observed since the
last meeting (It is best if the person who was observed
initiates this discussion and describes what he or she
tried and learned, that person cart involve the peer
observer if desirable ) During this part of the meeting
and throughout the entire process it is important that no
judgments be expressed by others or advice given teat is
not solicited.
Identify new teaching behaviors and activities on which
individual participants or coaching teams will work
before the next support group meeting. Problems
should be stated as behaviorally as possible (e.g., "I
want to reduce the number of oral outbursts from one of
my children) The person identifyirg a problem
should be asked to clarify it by answering questions
about how the problem occurs, when it occurs, what he
or she is trying to accomplish, what has already been
tried, etc Other teachers should be asked what they
have done that worked in similar situatio, Avoid
advice-giving. just describe what worked for you (In
McREL's Effective Schools Program, the new "prob-
lems" usually are assignments to try out new teaching
strategies For example, teachers may be asked to
observe each others' classroom regarding student
engaged time, new discipline methods, or an innovation
like team games In these situations the support group
discussion might focus on the particular assignment,
what it calls for and how best to carry it out The team
might also decide to seek ideas for improvement from
sources beyond the experience of the group. In this case
individuals might agree to identify ideas, programs or
other resources that can be brow} ht back to the group.
There are many places teachers can turn to for help. a
local or state teacher center, the state National D'ffusion
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Network Facilitator, the nearest regional laboratory
such as McREL, a college or university, ERIC, or a
host of professional publications such as Educational
Leadership )
Finally, the meeting should have closure. Actions that
have been decoded upon should be summarized Pnd
thos.e who have agreed to do something before the next
meeting should commit themselves to taking action

The work of the Support Group will be more effective if a
facilitator and recorder are selected to organize and conduct
the meeting. The facilitator is like a chairperson or modera-
tor; he or she makes sure the meetings begin on time, that
the agenda is developed with everyone's involvement, that
everyone contri:xnes, that no judgments are made and that
the meeting is adjourned on time. The recorder uses
newsprint to keep a record of the proceedings so that the
next meeting can begin where the last left off and so that the
agenda and action items are clear to everyone.

From time to time the group should also discuss the
coaching process itself The focus should be on the value of
the process ("What helped you the most9"), particular
strategies that worked well ("What things did the "coach"
do that were most helpful ") and things that could be
improvedthis might be better handled by the coaches
describing their experiences as coaches rather than teachers
talking about their concerns as observers. Agreement to
continue the process and institutionalize it should be an
important purpose of this discussion.

2. The Coaching Teams
Tt work of the coaching teams consists of the

following.
Discussion and Planning(Pre-observational Meeting)

Once the improvement focus which the team or individuals
in the team are going to work on has been decided,
members of the coaching team must develop a clear
understanding of what specific behaviors or actions must
take place to implement the desired changes They must be
sure the two or three team members understand the desired
outcome or purpose of the activity and the specific steps that
must take place to ensure that it is implemented. The
situation will be different if each team member is working
on their own, individual plans than if the team is working on
something together.

At the heart of the discussion must be a clear delineation
of the actions that the observer is supposed to record. The
actions should be defined as behaviorally as possible.
Developing an observation checklist is a good way to do
this, depending on the specific innovation involved. For
example, if one were trying to implement "Student Team
Learning"* in the classroom some of the items on the
checklist are described in the accompanying box.

* See McREL's Noteworthy, Summer, 1981, for a discus-
sion of "Student Team Learning"
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SUGGESTED CHECKLIST FOR OBSERVING
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STUDENT

TEAM LEARVI NG

The teacher explains the acti and checks students'
understanding

The teacher assigns the students to learning teams of 3-5

in size so that each team contains students of different
levels of attained skill or performance in the subject
area Each team, therefore, is composed of a high
performer, a low performer and one to three students
with mid-range performance

The teacher clearly explains the assignment both orally
and in writing. S/he checks for understanding S/he

provides the students with a model of the desired
performance and a list of resc.irce materials that should

be used or consulted to develop mastery of the
materials

The teacher follows up with the groups during the
period of independent work by providing them with a
diagnostic tool to ascertain how they are doing, and
coaching them about their interpersonal-group
productivity

The teacher regroups the students into competitive
teams following the study period (usually 3-4 days after
the assignment has been given). The competitive teams

are homogeneously constructed. That is, the competi-
tive teams are formed so that the highest performers will

compete among themselves in groups of 3-5; the lowest
performers will compete among themselves, etc.

During the competitive "testing" students will be
provided with appropriate materials. e g , a deck of
cards for randomly distributing the order in which
questions are asked, a set of objective questions, and an
answer key

The teacher explains the competitive process, checking
for understanding.

The teacher provides one or two rounds of guided
practice.

The teacher lets the groups independently compete,
walking around and providing assistance during the
process as necessary.

The teacher properly scores each team's work.
announces the outcome, and supports students by
helping then linderstand that work, not luck, was the
reason for success and that Student Team Learning
increased the Opportunities for everyone to be
stis.cessful

Having such a checklist has two obvious advantages It
provides the person learning the activity with a clear
understanding of what is expected arid it provides the coach
or observer with a clear, objective list of things to watch for.

Observation. Once everyone is ready, the teacher sched-
uled to conduct the observation does so. (If three teachers
are involved, Teacher A observes Teacher B, who observes
Teacher C, who observes Teacher A.) Students are prepared
for the observation. For example, you might tell the
students "Mrs. Smith, Mr. Ortega and I are working
together to develop some activities that we think might help
you learn more effectively. Mr Ortega will be in the room
tomorrow observing us as we try out a new way to develop
group or team learning; he will be helping me decide how
well it works. Please don't pay any attention to him. He will
just be sitting in a chair up here in the corner making some
notes. He won't participate in our work."

During the observation the observer should look only for
the behaviors or activities that were agreed upon. The
observer is nc in the room to evaluate or pass judgment on
the teacher. He or she should simply check to see what
happens and record what is observable: You did this ...
and then they did this...."

If a detailed checklist has not been developed for the
"coach" or observer to use to document what transpires in
the classroom, a detailed log or script of what transpires
should be kept. If complex student-teacher interactions are
involved a tape recorder or, perhaps, even a videotape
recorder might be used.

The use of a log or script helps avoid misunderstandings.
It enables the coach to say things like: "After you corrected
Johnny I watched him closely for the next few seconds.
What he did was...." This approach avoids making a value
judgment such as: You really weren't successful with
Johnny because...."

A check sheet or other instrument (such as McREL's
Academic Efficiency Instrument) helps keep the feedback
session objective as well. For example, it might enable the
coach to say: "I measured your students' engaged rates' as
you asked me to and here are the data I collected for 20
minutes." The more specific the teacher has been about
what s/he wants the observer to watch for and record, the
less threatening it is for both parties.

Feedback. As soon as possible after the observation
period has ended the observer (coach) and teacher should
meet to discuss what happened. This can be done with the
third member of the team present or notmost prefer just a
one-on-one between the observer and teacher. (It would be
best if the principal did not attend this session unless s/he
has been involved in the observation or unless the observed
teacher wants the principal there.)

During the feedback session the discussion should bc, as
objective as possible. It is usually best if the person being
observed leads the discussion so the coach isn't in the
position of pressing his/her view on the teacher. For
example, the session might begin by having the coach ask
the teacher: "Why don't you tell me how you think it
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went what went right or what went wrong and I'll share
with you infomation that supports your own thoughts as

well as things I might have seen that you didn't see
Usually the person observed has a pretty good idea of how
things went and can save a lot of time and awkward.iess by
pointing out what he or she already knows. Then, the coach
can say, "Why don't we Just go down the checklist" (or
whatever instrument was used) "and ask me for information
about what I saw

Thus. the observed teacher might go through the check-
list and ask informational (rather than judgmental) ques-
tions e4. , "What did you see when I was checking for
understanding') Cluld you see any students who had prob-
lems I didn't address or did you see any of the students give
signs (e g , non-verbal signs) that they didn't understand
even after I re-explained things to them?" If the person
observed keeps pressing for information it will make it
easier for the coach Then, at the end of the discussion the
coach should be asked if there were other observations
made that would be relevant

One of the absolute essentials in coaching is to be sure the

relationship between the coach and the teacher is as profes-
sional as possible

Never talk to a third person about what was specifically
observed

Don't let a member of the team draw the others into
personal problems

At the next support group meeting the facilitator should
ask the person observed what happened, what was learned,
etc The facilitator should never ask the coach to comment
Only the person who was observed can bring the coach into
the discussion. and, if he or she does not, the coach should
not volunteer anything that was seen during the observation

How do you implement the coaching
process?

Attending to the process used to implement a coaching
system is almost as important as the coaching activity itself
Without proper concern for the implementation process the
effort to improve the staff development program probably
won't succeed

Here are some suggestions for setting up teams
The budding principal should endorse and encourage
the forming of the coaching teams and support groups
Coaching teams should form naturally from small
groups of people who like and respect each other (The
principal may need to 'nitrate some suggestions for
membership to be sure all those who want to participate
are included )
People who don't want to participate shouldn't be
forced to participate although they should be encour-
aged to sit in on a team if the team is comfortable
having them do so

Specific expectations about the number of observations
and coaching follow-up sessions should be established
at the beginning.

Specific times should be set aside for the observation
and follow-up sessions.
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At a broader level, you may want to think about the
implementation process by drawing a parallel to the steps
suggested by figure 1; i e , providing a theory onentation
and demonstration of coaching with a practice and feedback
stage. Thus, a sequence for implementing a coaching
process would be to:

Provide an orientation to the process and the theory by
discussing the idea at a staff meeting; this artcicle could
be distributed as background reading.
Demonstrate the process through role playing or by
showing McREL's videotape on coaching.
Give the staff an initial opportunity to practice coaching
using a simple procedure such as McREL's process for
measuring academic efficiency. Under such an arrange-
ment the initial support group session would be used to
introduce the process. Everyone would practice making
observations and the follow-up support group sessions
would focus on a discussion of the nature and value of
what occurred.
Modify the process for conducting peer observations to
satisfy the unique nature of your school and staff; and
Follow up with coaching sessions on the coaching
process.

Another model for approaching the implementation pro-
cess is provided by the "Concerns-Based Adoption Model"
(CBAM), developed at the University of Texas. It provides
an empiricolly valid model of how implementation works.
Basically it suggests that while implementing a new behav-
ior or set of skills people go through very predictable stages.
At each stage implementors express different kinds of
concerns and have different information needs. The seven
stages of concerns are:

If you think about how teachers would approach the
implementation of coaching to improve staff development,
you can easily imagine how their concerns would follow in
the order suggested by Figure 2. First they'd want to know
what it was and what it's supposed to do. But, soon, they'd
worry about whether they would be embarrassed by teach-
ing in front of their peers, whether it was really a subterfuge
for personnel evaluation, whether they could work well
with members of their peer team, etc. During this period it
would be very important for the principal to provide support
and information that is directly related to these concerns and
not push too rapidly into the observations.

Once teachers have moved beyond the personal level of
concern they would want much more information about the
innovation. Once teachers have tned the coaching innova-
tion and are using it at the "mechanical level", they will
Nant to know if it is producing the promised results.

The CBAM stages of concern are a great help to the
person responsible for leading the implementation/change
process. The model tells him or her how to assess process
along. For example, by asking participants what their
concerns are and by listening carefully a leader can usually
identify the stage of concern. It is essential that the leader
focus on tht level of concern. If the leader ignores the
messages and moves ahead, the implementation process
may be disrupted.
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Figure 2

STAGES OF CONCERN
ABOUT THE INNOVATION*

0 AWARENESS: Little concern about or involve-
ment with the innovation indicated.

1 INFORMATIONAL: A general awareness of the
innovation and interest in learning more detail
about it is indicated The person seems to be
unworried about her/himself in relation to the inno-
vation S/he is interested in substant.ve aspects of
the innovation in a selfless manner such as general
characteristics, effects, and requirements for use

2 PERSONAL: Individual Is uncertain about the
demands of the innovation, her/his inadequacy to
meet those demands, and her/his role with the
innovation This includes analysts of her/his role in
relation to the reward structure of the organization,
decision making, and consideration of potential
conflicts with existing structures or personal com-
mitment Financial or status implications of the
program for self and colleagues may also be
reflected

3 MANAGEMENT: Attention is focused on the
processes and tasks of using the innovation and the
best use of information and resources Issues
related to efficiency, organizing, managing, sched-
uling, and time demands are utmost

4 CONSEQUENCE: Attention focuses on impact of
the innovation on students in her/his immediate
sphere of influence. The focus is on relevance of the
innovation for students, evaluation of student out-
comes, including performance and competencies,
and changes needa: to increase student outcomes.

5 COLLABORATION: The focus is on coordination
and cooperation with others regarding use of the
Irmo /anon.

6 REFOCUSING: The focus is on exploration of
more universal benefits from the innovation,
including the possibility of major changes or
replacement with a more powerful alternative. The
individual has definite ideas about alternatives to
the proposed or existing form of the innovation

* Original concept from Hall, G E , Wallace,
R.0 , Jr , & Dosseti, W A "A development con-
ceptualization of the adoption process within edu-
cational institutions Austin: Research and Devel-
opment Center for Teacher Education, The
University of Texas, 1973.

The Role of the Principal
The principal is a key actor in creating the conditions and

incentives that will support the development of a coaching
system for staff development For example, he or sh° must
take responsibility for ',:eating the conditions mentioned at
the beginning of this article (the belief that everyone can
nnt:tove, a high level of trust, and an interpersonal climate
of caring and support).

In addition, s/he must work to actively create a sense of
collegiality in the building. This term has been used by
Judith Little to describe the characteristic she found in
successful schools. By the term collegiality she means an
environment in which the norm or expectation is that the
staff will work cooperatively to exchange information and
support one another to improve instruction. For example,
informal conversations occur in the staff lounge or else-
where that focus on school improvement. Staff meetings
devote time to improvement rather than to housekeeping
matters and "administrivia." Teachers visit each other's
classroom and the principal spends a significant amount of
his or her time interacting with teachers about instructional
matters

Flow does the principal do this? (See Figure 3 for a more
complete statement of the steps listed below).

First, the principal must announce his or her expectation
that collegiality and coaching is a part of the school's
values. He or she must explain what is meant by the terms,
exainples of how they already exist and how veryonc can
contribute to building collegiality.

Second, the principal must model the procc..ses; this
might be done by inviting discussion of some or his/he:own
activities, encouraging suggestions for impro'ement and,
perhaps, by inviting another principal to act as a coach to
him or her.

Third, the principal must sanction or reward the desired
behavioi by giving teachers credit and recognition for their
efforts and spreading news of what's happening.

Fotf:th, the principal must defend those who are taking
the risks to spread the sought-after practices He or she can
provide the rhetoric that defends the approach, publicize it
with the central office and secure its approval

In addition, the principal is responsible for arranging for
the logistics of coaching: setting aside the time for the
support meeting., facilitating the time for the team observa-
tions and generally being available to troubleshoot the
process and provide assistance when requested.

It will probably be best if the !Principal does not actively
participate in the support group meeting or the team
meetings unless his or her help is specifically requested. In
the initiation of the process, particularly the demonstration
stage, he or she might be more visible. It will be best, in the
long run, if the principal works to create a self-sustaining
coaching system among the teachers themselves. Whatever
else the principal must avoid making judgments about
re,.cher performance as part of the coaching process.
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FIGURE 3

MANAGEMENT TACTICS OR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES

R ANGE OF
INSTRUCTIONAL
L EADERSHIP
PRACTICES

PRACTICE THAT PERMIT
TEACHERS' NORMS OF
COLLEGIALITY AND
EXPERIMENTATION

PRACTICES THAT STRENGTHEN
OR STIMULATE TEACHERS'
NORMS OR COLLEGIALITY AND
EXPERIMENTATION

Announcing
expectations

Desci.be, explain it
to teachers .vho ask

Add it to a list of
"things we've got
going this year"
during the first fac-
ulty meeting

Announce that
some teachers
have been

explonng sc,ine
welkested ideas
ai'd win be trying
them out with
your (pnncipal)
encouragement

Announce that you
and some teachers
have formed a small
team to test some
worthy ideas will
keep everybody
posted on the trials
and tribulations, and
that the effort can
be expected to
require a chunk of
principal's time

Announce that a
practice is sound
enough that all are
expected to use it

Modeling cr
enacting

(plan for obser-
vations or assist
with it)

Arrange time, mate-
rials, and assistance
for teachers to plan

Arrange for consul-
tant observation/
conference with
teachers

Review teacher's
plans

Join consultant in
observation and
conference

Plan with teach-
ers a sequence, of

implementation

Conduct regular
meetings with
teachers to hear
how it's going

Plan with teachers
for course units, les-
sons, and materials

Conduct regular
cissroom observa-
tions of at least 50
minutes using clini-
cal supervision
cycle

Plan with teachers
to refine, adapt,
etc., in the face of
difficulty

Cover classes so
teachers can observe
one another

Sanctioning
(rewarding it)

Provide teachers

access to matenals,
assistance, time,
university credit

Spread news of pro-
gress in informal
contacts with other
teachers, admin-
istrators, school
board members, etc
(fame)

Defending or
Protecting

Leave disinterested
teachers a graceful
way out in early
stages

Offer an altered
teacher/principal
relationship
stressing

collaboration

Offer specific feed-
back on progress
based in discussion
and observation

Invite teachers to act
as consultants out-
side the school

Read enough and
talk enough to be
able to lay out the
rationale for the
approach

Find ways to
support other
teachers who dis-
play initiative

Accumulate "practi-
cal" instances of
how the approach
looks in the class-
room and what the
effects are

Arrange for teach-
ers' involvement to
satisfy other district
requirements

E
s

c
a
1

a
t
i
n

g

d
e
m
a
n
d
S

Escalating effects
Adapted from Judith Warren Little's School Success and Staff Development.

Center for Action Research, 1981
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A Description of
The Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory's

Effective School Program
(ESP)

OVERVIEW
The Effective Schools Program (ESP) is a systematic, staff

development program designed to foster self-sus ained
improvement e"orts at the school building level. The ESP is
research based It synthesizes research firdings on effective
teaching and instruction, on effective schools, on effective
building leadership and organization, and on curriculum and
assessment Fdually important, the staff development pro-
cesses used are rased upon research findings in the areas of
planned change and adult learning

Goals and Objectires
The goals of' the ESP are

to provide successful learnim,, opportunities to all students
who attend school; and

to develop and/or enhance a school improvement process
which is continuous cooperative and self-renewing.

To accomplish these goals, ESP bases activities on objec-
tives designed to help participants

gain knowli Jge about the effective schools and teaching
research,

master a.. gnostic procedures to compare their school with
the characteristics of an effective school, as described in the
research;

select alternative strategies to improve performance in areas
of need indicated by the analysis of diagnostic procedures,
implement the relevant strategies,

develop an assessment system to doe. -.gent improvements in

student achievement and other rr., -nance outcomes result-
ing from ESP acti

THE ESP APPROACHTHE "HOW"
Orientation. Initially, McREL staff menioers meet with

key decision-makers in the district. At this ime, a variety of
strategies to share information can be used as fir- . ceps,

presentations, meetings, and written documents are e,..imples.

The purpose of the orientation process is to build commitment
and ownership to ESP and to provide a professional perspec-
tive in which educators with varying levels of knowledge and
expertise can work toward a common goal. This professional
perspective differs from a strictly consultive arrangement
because each playerMcREL's staff members, central office
administrators, board members, building level principals and
teachersare expected to bring expertise and information to
the effort, lather than an external consultant dispersing all of
the necessary information. This sets a framework for the next
phase which is Program Planning.

Program Planning. Once the framework has been set,

McREL staff and school district representatives plan the future
collaboration jointly. The meeting schedule, participant selec-
tion, materials development, and assessment activities are
examples of the topics which this planning team addresse'
The key issue of joint planning is the melding of the McREL-
ESP requirements with the individual needs of each district.
Thus, negotiation becomes a natural part of planning team
discussions

It is important to note there are some ESP requirements
McREL staff will press for in order not to damage the success
of the effort. These requirements include.

Team size from one building should be fewer than nine 4-5
teachers and the principal are best. Leadership teams and
large committe':s are not the same. Leaders must work
together to manage problems, make decisions, supervise
change, and assess success. Too large a group cannot develop

the unity needed to carry out these leadership functions

A maximum of fifty participants can attend each leadership
team training session. That would mean, for example, 9-10
building level teams of 4-5 each. The interactive nature of
activities and the need for group discussion demands the total

group remain a manageable size.

Central office support is essential A single school building
staff wanting to participate without the support of its central
administration has little chance of carrying out the changes
which are necessary to produce results. Questions of curricu-

am, testing, grading, and evaluation are examples of
critically important program topics which are not specific to
individual buildings

Leadership development training days must be spaced four to

six weeks apart. The wealth of information is overwhelming
to the pai ticipants if introduced all at once Participants use
time between sessions to reflect, use activity suggestions,
asses:, needs and observe instruction

Leadership team members must administer the diagnostic
instruments that are part of the Effective School Program.
Diagnosis is an integral part of all aspects of the program

The membership on the leadership team must remain con-
stant Team member; must attend all the sessions unless an
emergency interferes in which case, no substitutions are
suggested. The unity of the team is, again, the issue.

McREL staff returns the diagnostic instrument profile to the
leadership team. The team members decide if they want to
share the information and if so, how they will do so. Central
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office administrators and the building teams do not automati-
cally have access to the diagnostic information of the team

Leadership Development. The core of the ESP is the
development of building leadership teams. The team develops
or enhances its leadership skills so it can guide site-specific
efforts to implement the research on instructionally effective
schools and classrooms The ESP approach to this leadership
includes

Info' mation Presentations. These activities are used
to establish a common understanding of the literature
base for effective schools and teaching, curriculum and
assessme.it, building level leadership and organization,
and school change Common knowledge about the
conk- 't is essential for any decision-making team. Using

video tapes and other prepared materials team members

will develop the capacity to conduct their own presenta-
tion at the school level

Demonstrations. The McREL-ESP staff models van-
ous leadership behaviors for the teams Problem-solv-
ing. decision-making, supervising, "coaching" and
team building are included Additionally, the McREL
presenter demonstrates the use of instructional methods.

observation techniques, and other strategies for imple-
menting improvements that the team may choose to use
with their own staff

Materials Support. McREL provides materials and
resources which support the leadership teams as they
plan and make decisions about implementation
strategies

Feedback. Just as teachers need feedback ("coaching")
while trying to enhance their instructional skills, the
leadership team members need feedback as they carry
on their work. The McREL-ESP staff members provide
a sounding board, by planning with, talking with, and
giving feedback to leadership team members

Planning, Traditionally many educators have viewed
planning as an activity to complete for someone else.
Teachers plan for principals, who plan for the central
office administrators, who plan for the board of educa-
tion or state department staff. Planning by the leader-
ship teams is an activity they carry out for themselves.
The plan is a guide for their own work as building
leaders It is important to note they alone do not develop
a school-wick, school improvement plan Instead, they
may include as part of their rlan an objective to develop
a school-wide plan. The first activity under such an
objective would be to get the rest of the building staff
involved in the process. If any positive movement is
going to occur, the leadership team must lead the
building in that direction.

Facilitation and Team Building. A school's sense of
collegiality can be created or ennanced by the actions of
the leadership team. McREL staff members present
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miggestions and disseminate resources for the teams to

use with their full faculties to build a team approach to
change and growth In the long range the most impor-
tant outcome of the ESP will be a new sense of
collaboration and coopration among staff members.

The key issues in the McREL-ESP leadership team develop-

ment, then, are the provision of high-quality, substantive
information based on research skill development in the use of
specialized diagnostic instruments, and the provision of real is

tic suggestions for implementation of that information in the
real-life environments of schools and classrooms. Further, the
McREL-ESP staff believe that the leadership team members
are able to make decisions and carry out plans when appropri-

ate information has been shared Ths important belief
positively influences the relationship between the McREL staff
and the ESP participants, i.e., a relationship among profes-
sionals working collaboratively for the improvement of educa-
i:on opportunities for all students in a school building.

The Long-Term Relationship. Ideally, the Laboratory's
relationship with ESP participants continues from one to five
years. During the first year, which is basically an assessment,
planning, and leadership development year, the Laboratory
staff members guide the process and are directive m choosing

the topics and activities which are addressed by the leadership
teams. Following that first year, the McREL role changes and

the McREL staff members become resource/support personnel

who are responsive to directions and requests from the school

teams. For example, in this role the staff member visits
schools, to meet with leadership teams in review sessions,
provides feedback of plans and activity reports, connects
teams from different districts who want to talk with one
another about mutual concerns, and disseminates research and

resource materials which are pertinent to the plans and
activities of each leadership team

The key issue of the long-term relationship is the establish-
ment of a continuous feedback and rcsou ce support system.
That system provides the leadership teams with a mechanism
through which evaluation, renewal and revision activities can
be developed Those activities are critical elements in success-
ful long-term improvement efforts Without evaluation,
renewal and revision, the impact of school improvement
activities is short-term and superficial at best.

It possible McREL encourages the development of this
long-term relationship by helping to build the capacity of a
nearby state education agency, university or service agency to
provide the necessary follow-up If this approach is possible it
needs to be built in from the beg.nning of the program

PARTICIPANTS (THE "WHO")
The development of the building level leadership teams is a

critical element of the ESP Each leadership team represents a

school building and is composed of teachers and the principal
from that building. Teachers typically are drawn from the
building's various grade, content, and specialist areas.
Through the McREL-ESP, team members become leaders in
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fostering school collegialit}, can-} mg oat the tasks of ident,ty-
ing school goals and priorities, designing a leadership team
plan, selecting acts ties leading to increased effectiveness,
and assessing their own progress in implementing cha..ges

Specific intormation regarding ESP team participation
includes,

I The principal must Atm s he a team member, attending
every session, participating lull}

2 Teams should never be larger than nine eight teachers and
the principal Ne.-mally, elementary schools have four
member tear's and secondary schools have six to eight
number teams

3 The teams remain constant through the first development
}ear of the program New members or substitutions are not
added

4 Team members should represent the make-up of the school
xith tw grade levels and subject areas In other words, a
music or art teacher can represent the fine arts area
Guidance counselors usually make excellent team
members

5 The selection process will vary from building to building
Some school principals ask for teachers to volunteer, some

I..sk specific teachers to participate, and in several schools
the faulty voted on representatives Nominated learn
members ought to be free to reject an invitation to
participate The important thing to remember is that

participants need to be respected by their peers.

6. An orientation session for teachers before team selections is
often helpful to the selection process

McREL staff members can work with a maximum of fifty
people in each workshop session Usually teams represent one

school district, alti,ough small districts do ecx;perate for joint
workshop sessions

Observers (central office staff, parents, etc ) may attend the
workshop sessions if the district decision-makers want to
include them The total of fifty per session in. hde.s observers.

Each district must designate a contact person to coordinate
the ESP locally That person should have decision-making
power and must attend all sessions, both planning and
workshop sessions

THE CONTENT (THE "WHAT")
There are live general areas which make up the topics of the

team workshops They are

Teaching and Instruction. In this area topics are addressed

which enable participants to assess their own behavior in light
of the charicteristics of effective cla,,srooms as defined in the
research. By becoming familiar with the research nn the
management of time, the organization of instruction, and the
expectations communicated by teacher actions, team members

realize the significant impact of teaching and instruction on
student learning Other concepts included in this area are task
analysis, instructional strategies, instructional models, class-
room management, student management, reinforcement,
motivation, and diagnosis of student needs

Building Level Leadership and Organization. This area
draws upon the research that describes characteristics associ-
ated with school effectiveness at the building level, e g
building leadership, school culture, school organization, build-
ing goals, collegiality and parent involvement.

Curriculum/Assessment Relationship. Key concepts in
this area include test content analysis, test result analysis,
curriculum alignment, textbook content analysis, test-taking
skills and high rder thinking skills. Team members exam-
ine what tests measure and what test content is taught in their
buildings They also acquire skills to determine exactly what
they want to teach to students, what materials should be used
to accomplish this, when teaching should take place, and how

to accurately measure whether students have learned what was
intended

Facilitation and Change. In this area, team members gain

an understanding of their role as leaders in the planned change
effort in their schools. They learn about barriers to school
change, effective listening, conditions for creating change,
cooperation, and collegiality By becoming "coaches" for
each other, team members model for staff members the
behaviors necessary for implementing successful improve.
nients in their buildings. The objective is to have team
members realize that effective communication and collabora-
tion are essential to school improvement.

Planning. After each leadership team has used instrumenta-

tion to gather assessment information related to their building,
they uevelop a leadership plan. The plan specifically addresses

the team's leadership role in an improvement effort by
describing manageable steps to the improvement which the
team facilitates in their school. The team members describe
where they (and the school) are now al.,' where they want to
be one year from now. The activities which the team plans are
systematically designed to provide a base for leadership
decisions regarding the changes which need to occur during
that year The key issue here is that the team writes a plan for
its own work, not a plan for the entire school faculty If the
team believes a building-wide, school improvement plait it
important, team members design activine,. to include the
entire faculty in the development of that plan
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DYSC Something New from the Mid-Continent Regional Educational Laboratory:

"Describing Your School's Characteristics"

DYSC is a diagnostic self - assessment for schools. It is based on the belief that the more
educators know about themselves and their performance, the better able they are to
make decisions about how to improve.

DYSC is a measure of administrators' and teachers' perceptions about what happens in a school.
These perceptions are quantified and displayed as a profile to make them easier to inspect
The process of assigning numbers to perceptions does not make perceptions more
Accurate or a better reflection of reality, but does provide a starting point for deciding
where to begin a school's improvement effort.

DYSC was developed from rev arch on effective schools. It is descriptive rather than prescriptive.
Generally, the characteristics ask.ssed were true of schools which were effective in
teaching all students.

DYSC is machine scorahle. Order the number of questionnaires needed, administer them to a
faculty and return them to McREL. We will send out the results within tO days from
the time we receive them. The results are accompanied by detailed explanations of the
findings. DYSC cost $25 per school. For this price you will receive:

One Teacher's Version, DYSC for each faculty member for up to 30 teachers. Schools
requiring more than 30 questionnaires may purchase additional forms for $.50 each.

One Administrator's Version DYSC for the school principal. Schools requiring more
than one, may purchase additional forms for $1.00 each.

Instructions for administering DYSC (I page handout)
Graphic display of school results
Item Results (9 page printout)
Interpreting Results for DYSC (6 page handout)

If you have any questions, please contact: Bob Ewy, Program Associate, 303-337-0990 or Susan
Everson. Director of Field Services, 816-756-2401.
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PREFACE

This is an update of a report first commissioned in 1984 by
cne Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL) as one
response to new challenges facing rural school districts.

Among those challenges are increasing demands upon all
high schuols to offer expanded curricular opportunities,
especially in those disciplines directly associated with a

renewed emphasis on Educational ey dllence.

Such disciplines typically include foreign languages,
mathematics and the sciences, as well as disciplines often
associated with enrichment, such as art and music.

Through its rural education program, McREL encourages
findng creative solstions to problems unique to rural schools in
its service region: Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota, South Dakota and Wyoming.

While the information included here was prepared

s,oeclically for school policy m-kers in these states, schools
throughout the nation face similar challenges. Thus the
lnfor7tation contained this report may be usefu' to rural
schools located elswhere, as well.

Milan Wall
Lincoln, Nebraska
November 20, 1985
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I4TRODUCTION

This report focuses on three topics of potential interest to
rura ' school policy makers:

I. Technological delivery systems currently availableor in field test stages which rural schools might use toexpand or enrich curricula for high school students facingnew graduation or college entrance requirements.
2. Profiles of 20 projects, each employ7ng moderninformational or telecommunications

technologies to expandaccess or quality for instructional offerings.

3. Information
tecnnology-oriented delivery systemsalready available throughout the YnREL service area whichmight be employed by rural schools in response to problemsof curricular breadth or depth.

While information is contained here on such h4ghly advanced
tecnnoiogies as direct satellite

communications and interactive
videodisc, the focus of tie report is i tnose deli/ery system,
that schoo's michi emploi 'mmediato'

Current availability 4as one of several oper?ting
assumptions inch guided tne preparation cf these materials.
Among others:

* Resource sharing among schools -- such as sharing ofteachers or costs of equipment and or.erat;ons -- is aprobable model for rural scnools.

* Schools will respond more favorably to those technologieswnich are not only currently available but also subject totrial without tremendous expense.

* Delivery models shoulj take into account some combinationof technologies and face-to-face supervision or direction.
* Different schools will respond to different models asholding the most potential for their respective situations,and tnus no one model will solve all scnools' problems.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES AVAILABLE TO RURAL SCHOOLS

A variety of information technologies have been adapted

recently for use as carriers of educational materials. Ranging

in sophistication from a network of telephone lines to a network

of computers linked by transponders on SATCOM I, they offer

intriquinO possiollities for rural schools.

Few such technologies can be seen as offering "stand-alone"

Ce7,,ery capa:,7ty, however. Educators need to reme,:er that

books remain tne major carrier of information, even in a

technological age. :n fact, most examples of successfLl uses of

technologies ccutlre several modes of delivery into a coordinated

Or packagec approac'.

Luc-2 T G, ecor'ars-:7-c

confecercir- imies the cabaciity of navinc a cOr'fer-

ence Or tw:-w?: Corversatl:)r user; telephone or audio te:nno-

'CoeS. Nar, c'f the teeo".cre networks ncv, in pace use a

four-0.re ceocatec s_ stem -easec from a te7eoncre co-oey to

tlr,K mar: 'ocatichs in tne state t:' a single comm,unicet-cn

syste-. :`ter :,--s zecicatec retwK can be cz-necte: :: a

variety c= other 'ocat)ons, both within and outside 04 :-e state,

b use of a te'ecor'erencirg oricge, which allows the user to set

u:' 'on; clsta,.ce conference calls just as a lone-distance opera-

tor wc,;l:.

Expenses for auc-o te7ecorferercino irlcude the re-tal

of the '-es, as we as b.,rcnase c' inexbens-,Ye speaxer phones

or conferenclro mlcrcohores. A telecorferenc-nc bridge can be



purchased for about $30,000.

41:eotape Lessons

Distribution of videotape lessons to learners at remote
sites is a cost - effective method of upgraaing curriculum offer-
ings. The tapes themselves offer no opportunity for two-way

communication between student and instructor, but the increased
Duality of instruction and the ability of students to stop and
replay sections of lessons counter-balance this shortclming.

Tne tapes themselves mar be ore-produced, which a'lows cor
high standards of content and presentation but also increases
dereloomentAl costs and adds time for production. Or they may be
'candid" tapes of classes taught in a regular classroom setting.
"Candid' programs are much less expensiie to produce, ana the
instrJctional dJality is as good as the instructor whose class is
being recor:ed. such tapes a^e rarely saved, cut ratner are
erased so new lessons can be recorded over o.evlous lessons.

major expenses are the production facilit'es (ooviouslj less
for 'candid" lessons) and distribution costs of getting the tapes
to tie learners in a time-j manner.

Ihterartivo Teleiision

Real-time two-way visual contact between instructor and
student is possible with technology on the market today.

Carriers of the television signal can be microwaves, cable
television systems, satellites, or low-power or sideband signals
carried on a regular broadcast signal.

Most systems involve schools that are fairly close geograph-
ically. A teacher in one school also has television students in

BEST COPY
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neighboring schools. The teacher can see and often hear remote
students via interactive TV. Microwave and cable signals can
accomplish this with relative ease, while satellite-linked
schools need uplink facilities from each location to achieve the
same goal.

ITFS incorporates an audio return in most cases, but does
not nancily accomodate two-way visual interaction without
development of another complete system duplicating the service
area of the first.

All such systems increase costs significantly over use of
exist-rg aud'c networks cr videotape playbacK.

Interactive V:deo

Blendino microcorputers with a v-deo storage un't al:ows the
:earning seduehoe to be cortroec by stuCent performance. Either
viceodisos or vioectapes can :DP contro"'ed oy the Cor,7.uter .7rDc-
r a -. VitecOlsos have tre aoantace o: total storace capac-ty,
since they car store 54,000 frames cf video on eacn side o'- a

laser optic d-sc vvr 7,:n is not suo:ect tc wear. Video tapes are
ess expersive to, prodoe anc the ecuipment is more reaCil

avai:ap:e, but ircvicua: bits o` incormation cannot be accessed
as easily or ac:Jratel\,.

Schools mat be ab:e to taKe advantage of compucers they
a1reacv cwr to comoire v,4tr a vide: system. Since lessons are
driven t:, tne comp,,ter prodra, ct,ons of the disc or tape that

-become outcatec can be c,:ioped. ne co!rputer progra- can be
upcateo as neecec, and changes in th program can be forwarded to
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participating schools through a telephone modem or other computer
ik.

The branching capabilities that exist in such systems can
contribute to very efficient use of student and equipment time,
since information that is not necessary for a given student can
be bypassed by the program.

Costs 'Mr equipment are dropping rapidly, and student

stations may soon approach the affordability range for most
schools. Aiailability of programming remains a problem, due to
ign developmental costs and the confusion of competing

tecnno7ogy standards.

Computer let4orks to

Cotner indviqual microcomputs or terminals to a mainframe
..:router can be 1 7 neo in a variety of Nays. Most ;requelt'f, a

mainframe is surrounded by a swarm of terminals connected to its
memory by wires. A series of microcomputers can serie as-term-
inals 'or a larger comptuer, with the advantage of on-des<

storage capacity. Not all of the calculations or uses require
tne mainframe to be connected, cut it can still be used for
storage of the student's work.

Statewide systems can be li ked via microwave systems, or
even the dedicated lines of a telephone network could be used.
Most frequently, however, the link is accomplished tnrough reg-

ulartelepone lines and a modem. Satellites can also carry the
signals from one computer to another.

Costs of establishing new systems is high, as is use of some
already available networks. But innovations in the field promise



to drop costs into the range of affordability for many schools.

Software availability remains a problem.



Category A: Audio Teleconferencing Multi-point telephone

Telenet (Kansas)
Teleconferencing (Wyoming)

transmission of voice only.

Supervised Correspondence Study (Nebraska) Page 8

ETN Teleconferencing (North D -kota)
10

11

9

11

TECHNOLOGIES IN CURRENT USE

Telecommunication Center (South Dakota) 12

Category 3: lideotape Lessons -- Video playback of lessonmateral delivered on site.

Spanish Language Project (Missouri)
13SURGE, ERG (Colorado)
14

Category C: 'Iteractive Television -- Real time interactive
televssior lessons with audio and/or video feedback.

Low Power Instructional TV (Minnesu a)
15Two-Way A-7 via Cable (Illinois)
16Two-Way A-V via Microwave (Iowa)
17Accelerated Learning of Spanish (Utah)
18TI-IN (Texas)
19Satellite System (Alaska)
20

:atagori 3: :nteractive Video -- Interface bet,leencc-10J:er and videodisc or tape player.

Legal Education (Nebraska)
21Writ'ng Project (California)
22

Category E: Computer Networks -- Linkage of microcomputers orterminals using a variety of carriers.

School Technology Project (Kentucky)
23TEL-CATCH (New York)
24National Information Utilities (Maryland) 25Electronic University (California) 26CADET (Alberta)
27
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PROJECT

TELE-LANGUAGE for High School Students
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

DESCRIPTION

Foreign language instruction delivered to rural high schoolsvia locally supervised independent study with scheduled
te'ephone conference calls between teacher and high school
class.

IMPLICITIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

UNL initiated this project in response to new foreign
language requirements for high school accreditation. Theproject adds teleconferencing to already developed and
tested independent study courses in Spanish, French, German
and Latin. Courses in other areas, such as TELE-PHYSICS,
dre also being testec.

COSI,S
r.

Schools Day tJition cf $48 per semester, plus a site fee cc
$300 per course per semester and a conference phone rental
of $25 per semester. Books and handling fees total
approximately $24 per semester. Program costs are estimatec
to total slightly more than half of the comparable costs toce'ver a conventional course, aSSurr'rpg a forelon langJage
teacher could to rired.

COMMENT

First year resoorse to this program crew approximately 200
enrc'iment.s in 20 districts. :nitia' feedback ihcicates the
c-rriculum is too rigorous for the de'ivery schedule, so
,..justments are being made to accomocate student response.

Every -other -week telecon'erenoes are being replaced by every
week calls, and tne length of the cal ls is being left to the
teacher's discretion, rather than a fixed time limit.
UNL's program enrolls high scnool students nationwioe, anr
to is teleconferencing supplepent may soon be of'ered in
other states.

CONTAC- DERSON

Monty McMahon, :dlrector cf InCependert
Division o' Cont,nuing Studies
Nebraska Center for Continulng Ecucatnn
33rc and Holcrege Streets
University of Net7raska-Lincci-
Lincoln, NE 65853
(402) 472-1926
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PROjE:7

Kansas Regents :cntinuing Education Ne,:work
`E-ENE-7

DESCR:RTION

AJdic Conferenc'ng system using four-wire dedicatedtelepnone network and telebridge to link many widespreadsites for various instructional programs. Recently addedslow -scan TV for onP-way visual transmission. Thirty-fivenetwork locations plus 23 a. ilable via teleoridge.

IMPLISA7:3NS '-'0R RURAL SCHOOLS

L:w ::st system delivering interactive instruction towde7y scattered students, with emphasis on two-wayaspect cf sjstem. "Tnis is for discussion, not lecture,"says <r1. Since their "non - prime" corresponds to publics:nool day, good chance to rent existing system for
c:mparatively modest expense. Daytime charges for longd.stance service may be higher, but possibilities forneg.ut.ation remain.

COSTS

=x.st--; dedicated lines were acdu-reo at fa-r:y low cost in13.77, an: te1eorld;e pJrcnased oefore re:ent price hike.Rerta' D": system during non-prime hours helps defrayexcercPs. Remalnder of funding from student fees (S10-15for prneed materials), and membership fees from Regentsinstit-t-ons (S17,000 per scnool). Network can be leasedfpr 51::/hour plus $6.50 /hour /site.

COMMENT

Strong faculty and student su000rt for program. Mini-corses for honors students naie attracted A'aska Deoartmentof Ed,:ation, and 50 Alaskan students are ,,,oning indiscuss4pns with pre-eminent sc.entists from across tne U.S.Regular or remedial courses could oe offered in tne samemanner for curriculJm enrichment.

CONTACT PERSON

Jan Krum, Director
Regents Network
Umoerger 312
Kansas State University
Manhattan, KS 6650G
(913) 532-5995

9
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PROJECT

Wyoming Teleconferencing System
University of Wyoming

DESCRIPTION

Twenty-four port teleconferencing bridge installer in 1984by the University of Wyoming and used in tnree collede courseofferings with videotapes and print components. InstructorhooKs u: to three sites anc introduces the viceo lesson.After tie video lesson is playec locally at each site, theinstructor returns to the audio net and conducts a seminar,University field reps monitor the local sites.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COSTS

With its vast expanse, Wyoming constitutes a good fieldtrial location fo experimentation of this type. In thecurrent offering, local sites are 200 to 350 riles away fromLarar:e. The project could be :_-roanted into advanced place-ment _retit nr tc tne 36 n-cn
correspo-cence coursesno avalable through tne Jniversit.

Capital costs o' $40,C00 for tne te7econ'erenc7ng bridgeinclude $27,000 for central egu'brert, rest 'or conferencephones. State arc loca' agenc7es pay $10 per nour Der oo,-tfor ¶ y'stem use, clus
cnarges :acout SIC per hcr fOr200 miles). Hlzr schccl titicr is 520 per I/' CarnetieUnit, plus bcoKs of $15 to $20.

COMMENT

Tne University may be rear., to expert its use c" the systemant is 7nterestec in high sc!ioc': use. Since any of the 24sites may be uses for oricination, local or regionalresource sharing is possible. Enrollment so far is about20 students per course.

KerVon Gri"in, r:ire-tor c' Ex:encec ieSUniversity c' Wyomlng
Box 3302, jn-versit Station
Laramie, is( 8207:
(307) 766-3152
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PROJECT

Educational Teleconferencing Network
North Dakota School of Medicine

DESCRIPTION

ETN is an audio teleconferencing network with dedicated
lines into 50 sites, most of them medical facilities. The
system is available from 8 a.m. to 5 P.m. Monday, Wednesday
and Friday and from 3 a.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday.
Sites are within 30 to 40 miles of any resident.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COSTS

Schools close to one of the sites may be able to use the
network, out convenience would be a major discouraging
factor. Local coorc'nators serve each sitt.

A ', ine charge o= S75 :Der hour guys a:cess to al 1 50 sites.

COMMENT

Local sites once included many public libraries, but they
were dropped for lack of use. Since the network is not
fully used, perhaps North Dakota scnools could investigate
butting lines into rural scnools interested in use of the
system.

CONTACT

Karen Thom's, ETN Coordinator
(7.01) 777-3205



PROJECT

South Dakota State Telecommunication. Center

DESCRIPTION

ATT Quorum Teleconference Bridge with 24 lines utilizes
state telephone network, a mixture of TIE and WATS lines,to set up teleconferences for state supported groups.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COSTS

Since their costs are very low for any state agency,support for a rural schools project by the State Departmentof Education would insure low cost two-way audio networK
for students in South Dakota.
They are not now using the state network or conferencing
capabilities for instructional purposes, and since the
bulk of the time is devoted to administrative functions,daytime space is limited. However, use of conglomerate
telephone lines means that lines can be added as needed.No use of or interest in any visual capability at* thistime.

C-,arges for cor=e,ence cals inCute S5 to originate tre
conference cal, and 12 cents per minute per site.

COwM=NT

Medical Center uses Darome bridge an con'erencir,:
equipment.

CON AC DERSON

,:im Stein
Room 125
Foss Building
State Capitol Comp'ex
Pierre, SD
(605) 773-3121



PROJECT

Miss:uri Spanisn Language Project

DESCRIPTION

A 30 nalf-hour vioeo series in conversational Spanish,
acauired from Midmi-Dade Community College, has been meshed
with a university of Missouri independent study high school
course for delivery in two rural high scnool districts.

:PLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

:337

The :40 schools using these materials last year had quite
different feelings about their experiences (one very positive,
one -egative), but both superintendents saio they liked the model.
Loca' supervision is an important element, as is rapid turnaround
on students' papers from tne distant teacner. Both those
superintendents suggested a soeaKer phone nook-up would be helpful

7J,t-cri is S33 ner student, pl.,s nooks of about S40. Each
scnc: contributed $3000 to ac:Jire the i-ceo series, added
to a- identical amount from tne ',;nvers-:y of Missouri. The
University oelieves additional schools could be added for
about $2000, enough to h lifetime rights and to pay for
both iiceo and audiotapes.

OCmYENT

Good orogram materials must be combined with solid local
supe-vision, which was lacking in first :ear's trial. Only
one school is involved this year, but the Program could expand
thro,.gnout tne state.

OONTACT

Roge- Young
Director of Independent Study
University of Missouri-Columbia
(314 882-6431

13
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PROJECT

SURGE, ERG
Colorado State University

EESCRIPTION

SURGE uses videotapes of "live" classes distributed across
the state within two days of the class. Professors visit
the remote sites to maintain contact with students, who can
call with questions. (WATS lines available and most
instructors have answering machines and return calls
promptly.) Tapes are erased and reused. ERG courses
are pre-produced in the studio, and do not involve a

"candid classroom" setting, More reliance on inserted
viceo material.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COSTS

Videotapes of live classes limit production costs, and
ado topicality to material. Since many schools have
playback equipment, and new vioeotape recorders/players
have steecily decreased in cost, such a program may be
within reach of most districts. Bicycling videotapes
Cepencs or re'' fable distribution system, which, ma ..

present prolers in some areas during bad weather.

Both programs are self-suoporting. Major SURGE costs
-nclsIce studert camera operators, ecuipment, maintenance'
rep,a1r, matera's purchase, and sh.poing. Tu4tion richer
than for on-campus courses.

COMME%T

Users of tnis system are very positive about the cost-
effective way .n which they can provide courses to
stLcerts ..,hate to come to campus because of nark cr
trave' 1,77tatlons. Both SURGE and ERG stucerts
na.i, high concretion rates (as woLld be expected of
professiora's. and high achievement in courses.

CONTACT PEPS0t,

Marcia Earkirer, Director
SURGE
Division cf Continuing Stud-es
Colorado :tate Uhiversit
Fort Sol..rs, CO 80523
3O.-',' 49.-5:S: or 5288



PROJECT

Two-Way Audio-Visual Instruction via Low Power TV
Eagle Bend High Scnool, Minnesota

DESCRIPTION

Two-way audio-visual simultaneous connection among fiverural high schools via low-power television. Teacher at anyof the schools can relate to students at any or all of the
other sites. Teachers, who volunteer for TV assignment, get
in-service trai.ling.

:MPL:CATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

C'3 TS

Program initiated to expand foreign language programming inrural schools; now includes language, advanced matn, English
composition, arts, ousiness shorthand, career education.
Witn nearly five years experience, tne project has
considerable experience, but cost is a major problem.

Total investment is estimated at $500,000, altnough cost of
equipment has dropped considerably in five years. Operatingcosts per student last year mere $60O, and an average of 18
students mere enro'led in ea:n course. Tne program has had
considerable grant support.

COmMENT

A model program witn apparent high degree of academic
success, but very high capital costs. Future expansion of
the system is being considered. The project includes serviceto five schools and a new mode of transmission (fibre optics)could provide an opportunity for two iitner sites. The
possibility of expanded community use is there and could
prove beneficial.

CONTACT

Russ Martinson, Superintendent
Eagle Bend High School
Box 299
Eagle Bend, MN 56446
(218) 738-6442

15
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PROJECT

Carroll Instructional Television Consortium
Illinois

DESCRIPTION

Simultaneous two-way video and audio communication on cable
TV. Four schools in NW Illinois connected with cable
network.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COSTS

A good example of sharing resources for a common goal.
Small schools can pool students in television classrooms
to make instruction cost-effective. Equipment costs
are substantially less then salary expenses for each
school to pay a teacher for the ten years projected
equipment life.

Each school district responsible )r its share of the
expenses of teachers' salaries. Jne-time equip.ment costs
including cameras, receivers, extra cable, etc., was $18,745.
Cable rental guaranteed at $1600 per year for the first
five years.

COMMENT

caculty ears of controlling remote stucents and concern
that tne public could watch their classes were laic to
rest. Cooperation among participating schools and
teachers in like cisciplines, adult education possin411ties,
and educational advartades of student use of equipment
have been "exra benefits."

CONTACT PERSON

Joel McFaccen
Superintendent of Schools
Lanark, :L

(815) 493-6301
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PROJECT

Two Way Instructional Television (TWIT)
Morning Sun, IA

DESCRIPTION

Four Iowa schools are linked through microwave to an inter-active television system. Each school has a tower and dish,and one classroom equipped with a color camera, a live micro-phone, two viewing monitors for the students, and a consoletelevision for the instructor to view the other classes.
IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COSTS

The TWIT system was developed to provice course offerings inschools that dic not have enough students to justify theexpense of full-time staff for advanced or specializedcourses. Offerings at this time include psychology,sociology, ore-calculus, and four levels of Spanish.Enrollment figures range from 15 to 18 in beginning levelcourses to a maximum of 10 students in advanced courses.Microwave allows two-way communication for less money thansome other systems, but requires relatively short distancesof under 30 miles to operate effectively.

Funding came from a $200,000 Title :7 ESEA grant. Costsvary w'tn tne terrain and microwave
:apabilities, butTelecom Engineering estimates the costs Per school willvary from $25,00C to $60,000. Maintenance costs areminimal, and the life of the equipment is usuallyfigurerd at ten years.

COMMENT

Participants are entnusiastic adout TWIT, and have found ita gooa solution to their similar pr:clems. Cooperation isessential, and tne four schools even run on an identicalschedule to facilitate scheduling TWIT students and instructors.Interest remains in adding a comouter link, which would utilizea special modem to allow communication even while class isbeing taught, although no time line has been set.

CONTACT PERSON

Francis R. Davis
Superintendent of Schools
Morning Sun Community Schools
Morning Sun, IA 52640
(319) 868-7701



PROJECT

Accelerated Learning of Spanish by Satellite
Utah Department of Education

DESCRIPTION

Highly intensive, accelerated Spanish language program forjunior and senior high students. Uses daily live satellitebroadcasts, plus supervised on-site review and computernetworking, with voice synthesizers. Twenty-nine schoolsenroll 800 students in the course.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COST

Though still experimental, this project has attracted userschool cistricts in Utah, Colorado, Nevada and Arkansas andoemonstrates the outreach capability of a highly ambitiousand costly combination of technologies. The project willprobably undertake a nontraditional language, such asJapanese, as tne next activity.

Cost estimated at $1:00 per class of 20 students. Asclasses are added at one site, the average per c'ass costdrops considerat'y. All hardware extra.

COMMENT

As with many others, trls project got of the ground withgrant suoocrt, Inducing 5450,000 in equipment donated by:BY anC underwriting from the Bonneville Corp. Total costfor start-uo: 51.5 million. Though reveopment has beenrushed, student evaluations indicate good performance onstandardized tests.

CONTACT PERSONS

Ken Neal, Prcject Director
Coorcinator of Information Technologies
Utah Department of Education
(801) 533-5573

Christine Olson, Curriculum Director
Utah Department of Education
(801) 533-6040

18
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PRO,:ECT

TI-IN
Texas Satellite Project

DESCRIPTION

Two-channel full-time privately operated satellitedistribution system delivering courses for h4gh schooljuniors and seniors, plus in-service for teac -ers. Classestaught live by teachers for 55 minute periods, as requiredby Texas law, to 77 school s in Texas, plus schools inArkansas and California.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COSTS

This is another in a new crop of satellite distributionsystems aimed at smaller schools but with a new twist: thedistribution system is owned and operated by a private, for -
profit corporation. Its existence indicates tnat the long-range :cs:-effectiveness of large systems may De defensible,and it supports the value of delivery systems combiningstudent learning wit staff development.

Opera .g costs are ca'culate:! at $210 per student persemester lour. -)istr7::s pay S2r)00 to gain access to in-ser.ice programs for the entire year. Courses labeledstJdert enrichment are delivered free, as are other in-service programs, for school hoard memoers and other schoole7ployees.

COMMENT

Systeis such as th7s one deserve watching because of thenistor': inability of for-profit organizations to sustainSuccess in this market. If local scnoo's find the cost ofthese systems attractive, and if the courses offered resolvelocal proolems, then tnere is no reason that schools outsideTexas should not take advantage of them.

CONTACT PERSON

Pat TinslE.y, President
71-IN
123 East Nasas Road 1, Suite 201
.Webster, TX 77593
(713) 554-5545
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PROJECT

learn/Alaska

DESCRIPTION

Satellite system, one channel on SATCOM II. with four uplinkstations. Dishes all ov'r Alaska receive the signal andtransmit the 18 hours of programming each day to localsystems.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COSTS

The syster, serves a total population of 500,000 in an a' aas large as western Europe. Half ere .rban; half 120^ small ommonities scattered throughout tue state. eyrelied on programming
purchased from the "lower 48" for thefirst year, but now they are trying to produce programmingtailored to the state's special needs. Programs canoriginate from any of the four up-links, at Fairbanks,Juneau, Anchorage, and Kotzebue.

Audio conferencing through bridging ecuipment at Anchoragecan connect up t.o PC lines, and is used for committee work,including dialint in participants from as far away asRale-ign, NC.

Funded by a S500,0Y, endowment from tne state legislaturein 1980, the sysI is run joint'y by the C:aska Departmentof Education anc c Uniersity of Alaska InstructionalTelecommunications Consort'om ;UA::).

COMMENT

7aar-,14.aska repDre:c,ts d singe solution to tne sameproblen, in a roughly comparable area. IndividualizationcoLlo be enhanced by taping off tne air for reinforcementor remeciatior. Alaska covers give time zones, :0 someproblems are even greater tarl tncse in the Miowest.

CONTACT PERSON

Don Rinker
Director of Telecommunications
Northwest Arctic School District
Kotzeb,e, AK

Tom %'an, F.''eckl1r
Mecia Coordinator
Prince 'W11,am Cnmmunty Ccflege
Valdez, AK
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PROJECT

Interactive Videodisc for Legal Education

DESCRIPTION

Interactive, highly branched computer mar....ged videodiscshowing trial techniques, used as a transition devicebetween sequential courses in basic evidence and trialadvocacy. Usizs two-screen system: one for disc displayingcourtroom scenario and action, and ore for computer withtext and prompts.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COSTS

Interactive system using self-contained and self-pacedcomouter managed and assisted instruction. Technologyprices are coming down to a point of real affordabilityfor smaller schools ($1500 per station according to Nebr.Videodisc Production Group;. Disc replication costs arebecoming attractive, considering life of each aisc.Changes are easily made in program, so outdated portionsof video on disc can be skipped.

$90,CO: grant for development of disc let two people workpart time during the schoo' year, and long hours during thesummer Hardware cost totaled $12,000, but are lower now.They are now reprogramming to use the IBM-PC or Sony 2000.making costs more in $4000 per station range. A Law Schoolalready owning mlcros could have tnE system for under 52000.
COMMENT

Lack c standardization in viaeoaisc technology meanslimited courseware is now available. One big push could tipa pro:ect into standardization by default. Coursewareaevelooed by teachers or schools for tarcardiced systemcould De profitable for developers. Disc production costbrings price into $300 range, so cost per use gets lower.
CONTACT PrRSON

Roger Kirst
212 Law
Uni ersity of Nebraska-Lincoln
LincL'n, Nebraska 68508
(402) 472-1249



PROJECT

Paragraph Principles
Indian Valley Colleges
Norato, California

DESCRIPTION

An interactive videotape course in writing paragraphs,developed by staff and produced by an instructor in TVproduction, with aid from work-study students.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

CCSTS

Technology of interactive videotape production isfairly ihoxpensive compared to other technologies.Uses Appe II+ micro for CAI, teaching principles ofwriting, with visual ,,resentation of a variety ofexamples. The applications portion, during which
students write paragraphs for instructor critique,occupies second four weeks of the course.

EJiting was done with two Sony 2860 recorders anc a
Convergence ECS-90 editing controller. Productionf ilities were available at Indian Valley Colleges.

A "smell grant" pa': for f 1 l.r, tape and some of tne timespent on the project, so the budget was limited. Videotapepayers and computers to manage tne interactive
system would be the macor hardware expenses.

COMMENT

Pecordinc api'ity of ;ideotape over videodisc su ;gests aracvantage for videotape technology. "Homegrown" coursewarecan be both application-specific
and economical for sharing.

CONTACT PERSON

Helayne Walcman
Department cf Secondary

Education/Educational TecnrolocySan Francisco Sate University
1600 Holloway A enue
San Francisco, CA 94132
(415; 469-120:



PRO.:ECT

Kentucky Scnools Technology Project

DESCRIPTION

Interactive computer network linked by existing state-wide microwave system. Multi-drop from microwave with600 voice-grade circuts. Centralized computer usinghardware and software developed by Computer CurriculumCorporation (CCC) of Palo Alto, CA (800 227-8324).Project aimed at middle school
students, including remedial.In 1984 -85, 1,782 students were enrolled in 21 schools.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COST:

Software includes math, reading, and is highly branchedand diagnostic. Ten minutes per student per day seemseffective. May add computer
interactive videotape.Kentucky system could be replicated witn oedicated lines,;Seventeen South Carolina schools are linked with modems.)Also has "Dial-a-Drill" for homework or practice fromterminal outside of school.

C,hce -7:rowave system was already il place, costs arenrit aval'aole for that portion 07 project. "We'll pay'Dr the 711..iti-plea in a couple of years," according to.1-zerscn.

all the time, so corpter costs fa'rly high.Dre system consisting of computer with 64 terminalswill De in the $200,000 range, and includes allhardware and Der petual liscese for software. Mostef'icient operating cost. $2.35; $23.90 for one year gain intasic skills.

COMMET

"Software is powerful, not pretty," says Anderson.CCC ,gas gotten "good renews" from schools sing thesystem.

Comparative effectiveness of using terminals vs. micros's presently being evaluated witn 1300 students on thetwo systems.

CONTACT PERSON

Cnarles M. Anderson
western Kentucky University
(502) 745-2153
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PROJECT

TEL-CATCH
jnited Cerebral Palsey Association of Western NeN York

DESCRIPTION

Interactive televisioc,, utilizing computer-generatedmateria). Modem connects user's .eyboard to centralcomputer which manages both learning and the sixsideband or superband channels carried on local cablesystems. Interactive system of video and computer isavailable 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COSTS

Interactive computer-managed instruction (CMI) aai-ablewltn technology already in place, 'e, cable. Originallyintended for home-bound handicapped, now used by pre-schoolers to senior citizens and non-handicappeC.

Would depend or franchise agreement negotiateo by localcale licensees. Six channels may not be possib'e orexlszinc systems. Deperdence on mainframe computer to man-age system also boosts costs.

COMMENT

:7cruces GE: -aterial, so servi:e to acult learners atsame level as been implementec. Initial irstru:ticrfor each user 7s oy a visiting teacner.

CON -7A:- DERSON

Mc .y Picnarcson
Director c' Interactive Television
u7itec Ceretral Palsey Asscc-aticr of Western New Yo-hoN7871S,V17E, New York
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PROJECT

National Information Utilities (NIU) Corp.

DESCRIPTION

Satellilte linked compute. network designed to provide
varied informational services and programming to member
schools. Uses FM sideband to deliver information, and
has a very sopoisticated verification procedure which
helps insure accuracy of information transmitted.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

Maryla-ld is tne testing ground for the system at this time.
:f the project is successful, the state wants to ediup 100schools witn the tecnnology by the end of 1985.
Computer networking of some variety may prove to be a very
cost-effective way of sha-ing information, particularly in
schools interested in CA:.

COSTS .,

Origirator jack R. Taub estimates that it would cost local
schoo' systems about $750 per student des< to buy the
comoutar nard,vare and to pay for teacher training. Use
of the data banK would cost about 50 cents an hour.
Use of subcarrier channels, wh4ch are buried within
broadcast channels, is a less expensive alternative to
using telephone lines.

The state of Virginia has applied for a $186,752 grant to
test tne technology in an application for more than 2000
specia' education home-bound students.

COMMENT

Costs are liKely to De ngh un'ess an inexpensive delivery
syste7 can be found. access to satellite transmissions
should not be a problem. It's probably too soon to draw
ronc%slons about now potential effectiveness.

CONTACT PE;SON

Jack :. Taub
National information Uti7ities Corporation
8150 Leesburg Pike
Vienna, VA 22180
(703) 734-7000



PROJECT

TeleLearning's Electronic University Network

DESCRIPTION

A commercial telecommunications service providing easy-to-
use electronic mail connection between student and teacher.Requires student and teacher each to have access to
microcomputer and modem. Software iritiates phtine calls tonearest packet switching node; hook-up and transmissions
handled automatically.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

Provides turnkey operation for instructional users with
access to IBM, Apple and Commodore computers. Students
could communicate with teachers anywhere in the UnitedStates. Most rural schools would have to pay a telephone
tol 1 charge to get from school site to the nearest node.

COSTS " w.

Student enrol7ment package (with modem) runs S170 to $230reta71; lnstr,,;:tor package (..-tho'ut modem) is $200. Schoolpass 115 Per enrollment for system use plus communicatlors
costs areraglng $1.53 per student-teacher interaction.

COMv,ENT

First nion school course use cf tne system schedule:, for
january 1985 tnrouch the University of Nebraska-Linco7n
Ihoecencer,t St...o) Hlgn School.

CONTA7.7

or Gorccn, Ona;rman
e-,eLearrlr,c cvstpT,
505 Beach Street
San --ranc,sco, CA
(415; 92B-280C

Inc.



PROJECT

CADET
Computer Assisted Distance Education Telecommunication

DESCRIPTION

Computer networking allowing multiple-user access, includingdownloading, back-up, monitoring, packet switching forsecure transmission, adapting mainframe to different micros,anc providing larger memory capacity.

Using micros as self-contained uni's with access to main-frame minimizes use of the mainframe, cutting connect costs,since telephone lines are used.

:MPLICATIONS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

COS'S

Reducing on-line charges and telephone bills makes linkingwith mainframe com,Jters possible from greater distances andin greater numbers. Software includes protocol communictionprogram such as Visiterm (VisiCorp, Inc.) and a text editorsuch as Magic Window (Artsi, Inc.), plus a modem to "call"the mainframe.

Cost-effective way of transmitting programs to distantcenters from central control site or scnool. Both CAIar,C CM: capabilities present.

Costs include any micros not already in place, a mainframewith time enough to deal with access demands of memberschools, and --airly minimal connect charges and telephoneline charges. May be an inexpensive alternative toinstalling an entire system.

COMMFN-

Tnere may be some limits to compatability of equipment nowowned by target schools. Need additional information on anylimitations, and how to adapt to them.

CONTACT PERSON

Joseph Kirman and Jack Goldberg
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Aloerta CANADA
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SUMMARY

Rural school policy makers have access to an increasing

variety of technologies to expand high school curricula through

cooperative arrangements with other high schools, colleges and

universities, and state departments of education.

Fortunately, a growing number of models exist which

demonstrate now various technologies are being used -- right

now -- by school districts facing such challenges. S'hce the

models run the gamut from low-cost, readily available technol-

ogies through high-cost, high-risk delivery systems, their exist-

ence constitutes a valuable starting place for any school

district interested in surveying current practice for possible

adaptation to its local environment.

Fortunately, many such models exist within the McREL region

or n other states in tne Midwest and Great Plains, so examples
from 4hich rural high schools might learn are not far away.

Rural school districts interested in applying technological

means to solving current educational problems need to keep in

mind, however, these three cautions:

First, the most exotic technologies are not
necessarily the most practical for immediate use.

Second, resource sharing is essential.

Third, the major roadblocks are usually political, not
technological.

Appeal vs. Practicality

Educators naturally are attracted to such appealing

technologies as videodisc-microcomputer interfaces and satellite
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conferencing. The videodisc, especially, interests educators
because it represents the cutting edge of educational

technologies and a meshing of video, programmed instruction and
text. The potential instructional power is obvious.

Unfortunately, perhaps, the most exotic technologies are
not necessarily those most in reach of rural schools. What
technologies are most readily available? They tend to be the

technologies that are older, most affordable, and esiest to
implement:

* audio and video lessons played back in the local school
* telephone conferencing systems or networks

* indeperdent study by correspondence, combined withlocal supervision end perhaps on-site visits by theinstructor

*
some compination of these delivery systems

There are, however, a growng number cf exampes of ru-a'
school districts linking their high schools tnrougn interactive
T'v systems (IT =S, cable, or microwave). Some systems offer two-
way audio and idec transmissions, with TV classroom ecuioment
that is becom-rg affordable for most districts. The distri.oution
system itsel', however, can be cute expensive, thoLg'- consortia
may find the cost per district -- amortized over several years --
a defensible expenditure when compared with the costs of highly
labor- andior gavel - expensive strategies.

Resource Sear

Resource snaring among districts and with other educational

agencies is a'sc becoming more common, as the growing number of
exampes illustrates.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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There is little, if any, argument that resource sharing is
an essential element to successful use of delivery systems

available to rural schools. The opportunities extend throughout
states and, with advancing technologies, even across state

boundaries.

A simple example is the independent study program offered by
a college or university. Within the McREL region, several state
universities offer high school and college independc,it study
courses for enrollment by college students. Two of the nation's

largest high school independent study programs are located within

the region, and both of them are using technologies to expand
their outreach capability and to increase effectiveness of their
r-ograms.

Schools interested in use of certain technologies -- inter-
active television is the premier example -- will have to employ

resource sharing to make affordable their access to distribution
equipment. And they will need to share teachers and other

resource persons to protect themselves from investing new

resources in technologies and then also expending d-strict funds
for more personnel. A good science teacher can, through

technology, teach science courses in several high schools without
the time or expense of travel.

State departments of education and colleges and universities
often are the managers of instructional

televisor systems, audio

teleconferencing bridges and computer networks -- all offering

means to enable resource sharing. Those institutions themselves
may be interesting in joining in a Cooperative approach to
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benefit themselves as well as the local districts involved.

In any resource sharing arrangement, however, it is

important to establish a structure which:

* r.larifies roles and expectations of the partnership as awhole and of each of the partners individually.

* establishes an ongoing communications mecl-anism whicn
forces the partners to share information regularly.

* provides for periodic evaluation and assessment -- even ifrelatively informal -- to make sure that effectiveness isassessed and that alterations based on common oata are
acceptable.

Barriers to Chance

Finally, it is important to remember that most of the
b.barriers to change will be politiCal and not technological.

Questions about wrat technologies might Pe employed, now

trey micrt be emcloyed, and at what cost are questions that :an

be answered by the tecnri:1 experts. The policy makers will have

to deal with such questions as:

* wno pays how much
* who leads and w!-,o 'ollows
* who offers what courses anc weer
* who is in charge and who is not

Fortunately, there are also growing numbers c' examtles

lnoioating that trese kings of questions also can be answered

satisfactorily. Many of the model projects tnrive because of the

willingness of partners to agree on the political issues as well

as the technological cres.

Ar U:-ate

In the year since tre first issue of this report was

prepared, a number of new projects have emerged that



demonstrate the exciting potential for significant advancg!ment in

uses of technologies when large numbers of school districts are

involved. Those projects -- and many others .'epo-ted here and in

other similar documents -- suggest that we may be headei toward a

period of renewed development of technological potential on a

large scale,

There is a so something to oe said for proje s planned on a

smaller scale, where upfroot commitments are counted in cooper-

ation more than currency. Clearly, charges in practice can be

made in both large and -mall projects. Where rural schools are

involved, the smaller projects may do as well in the long run.

If there were some rules for implementation of new

technologies, they would surely encompass d number o' principles

borrowed f,om the pages of entrepreneurial success stories.

Successful entrepreneurial organizations, for zxample, learn

duickiv to:

a. Generate and screen new ideas
b. Develop and test new concepts
c. Analyze new opportunities
d. Implement innovations successfully

Successful innovators protect their risks -- and the risks

of their stockholders Jr constituents -- by planning innovations

that promise:

a. big potential impact
b. small cost for implementation
c. short tiroe for completion
q. high visibility if successful

Small organizations, especially, often have a better chance

of adapting to changes. Organizations led by professional

managers also enjoy mire flexibility in response to environmental

change and often are key to establishing readiness to realign
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strategies in lire with new opportunities.

Any organization will succeed in making major changes if it

positions itself for su-cess with these additional measures:

* Make an institutional commitment, from the policy level

throughout the management team, and decide what expectations will

accompany that commitment.

* Get the natural leaders involved, early and ambitiously,

so that their affiliation will establish a model for others.

* MOVE from established organizational expertise and

strength, rather than trying to dzvelop new expertise essential

to tne change strategy.

11.

* Don't engage in multiple inrovation -- innovate a step at

a tine, rather than trying to transform the organization into

something entire ci;ferert overnight.

* Anticipate some failure, and be prepared to overrome it,

ratner than lettirg 4t overcome you.
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EVALUATION SUMMARY
URBAN EDUCATION ?RI-NETWORK MEETING

ET, PAUL, MINNESOTA
MA? 19 - 21, 1985

Participants were asked to rate the quality and usefulness of the following
general aspects of the meeting and the following specific meeting sessions on
a 1 to 5 scale (5 = Excellent; 1 = Poor). A summary of the responses (N = 18)
follows.

Ovnall Organization 4.83

Presentations 4.50

Facilities 4.89

Information Sharing/Networking 4.11

Overview of Laboratory Programs 3.81

Network Member Updates 3.81
th,

'Higher Order Thinking Skills 4.71
for Retarded and Low Achieving
Performers' (Feuerstein)

' Fun With Science Magic' 4.67
(McCarthy)

'Issues in the Teaching 4.82
of Thinking' (Brandt)

' Conditions L the Classroom
That Will Encourage Higher
Order Thinking' (Costa)

' Reading and Thinking in the
Content Areas' (Estes)

' California's Assessment of

the Critical Thinking Skills
in History and Social Science'
(Kneedler)

' School and State Applications

of Higher Order Thinking Skills'
(Randall, Bennett, Luckey)

' What's New in St. Paul Public
Schools?' (McGuire)

'Technology and Higher Order
Thinking skills' (Valdez)

Network Business Meeting 154

4.94

3.94

3.65

3 53

3.87

3.93

4.29
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COMMENTS:

The facilities were superior!

(Estes) was evangelistic. A preacher and performer. Not my cup of teal

Overall, one of our best. shows.

The conference was extremely well organized. The presentations on higher
order thinking skills were excellent and on-target for addressing a high
priority need of urban schools. The Tri-Network concept worked exceedinglywell. I am enthusiastically optimistic that the urban education network will
continue to serve as an important force for our respective institutions in
improving the quality of learning in urban schools.

Network Member Updates:
- More! More!
- Need more time.
- Too hurried.

- We did not hear all of them. We need more time for this activity.

Information on thinking skills was timely and well -dcx.e by presenters
overshadowing other good portions of the program --as well as usual
' networking' that takts place at our meetings. Overall --our best meeting in
years, excluding Snowmass.

Not enough time available for information sharing/networking.

It 4s a terrific, useful, interesting meeting. Well planned and organized.
I . ssed the opportunity to get together in small interest groups for
interctive discussion of some common interests or problems.

Overall - -a very good meeting. Thanks for making it possible..

Good conference!



APPENDIX D.

Survey of State Leadership Groups
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Information Requeats:

Respondent's Name:

Position:

Assessment of Past Activities:

Do the types of activities described on the briefing sheets appear to be
appropriate to the past educational needs in the State?

Were any of them inappropriate or off-target with State nee4s?

Over the past five years were there other major educational needs in the State
that a research and development organization like/licREL should have been
involvea with but wasn't?

I
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Future Needs:

What are the major needs for education in the North Dakota over the next 3-5
years?

1. CUrriculum:

2. Teaching:

3. Administration:

4. Governance:

5. Finance:

6. Accreditation/Certification:

7. Other:

Which of the needs identified above would appropriately call for the
involvement of a Regional Laboratory whose major focus is on the creation and
use of knowledge related to school improvement and whose activities include:
research, development, dissemination, training, and technical assistance?

If you could select only one or two things for McREL to focus on, what would
they be?



oo. oli t .1- ,
2600 South Parker Road Building 5.Surte 353. Aurora, Colorado 80014 .(303) 337 0990

Tt:s is how McREL has served . . .

COLORADO

o In cooperation with the Colorado Education Association, McREL

developed an innovative approach to meeting the inservice needs of
teachers in remote, rure areas. It combined a programmed course of
instruction mandged by a trained local teacher with a
teleconferencing system that couples each instructional site to a
professor at a state university. McREL has entered into a formal
understanding with Colorado State University to authorize them to
expand and continue the program.

o McREL conducted a study of the causes of attrition ..mong female
Hispanic students at a state university. The study revealed that
greater attachments to home and less peer support contribute to
attrition.

o McREL assisted Colorado State University in establishing a National
Center on Rural Education; as part of that effort McREL has
contributed to the publication of a series of journals intended for
people interested in rural education.

o McREL secured funding for Colorado's Cotopaxi and Westcliffe school
districts to implement a program to make effective instructional use
of the four-day week. In addition, McREL staff have served as the
evaluators for this project for the past three years. This included
systematic collection of obsrvation data and data analysis. This
was one of four National Sites participating in the Follow-Through
Research Project.

o McREL worked with the University of Colorado's Bilingual Education
and Service Center to implement a three-year program for qualifying
children of migrant and seasonal farm workers to complete a high
school equivalency program.

o McREL provided Denver Public Schools with training for teachers to
deal with expectations toward culturally different students. Also,
McREL provided assistance to the DPS Task Force for Desegregation.
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o Helped Mapleton collect data about their schools (SSI) from parents,
students, teachers, administrators and staff. We consulted about
data collection, ompleted the data analysis and helped tabulate
results.

o Conducted program evaluation of the South Platte BOCES.

o Technical assistance to Colorado BOCES.

o Masters Seminars for NEA.

o Technical and Leadership Workshop, Woodland Park.

o Tkaining for State Board and Vocational Education personnel.

o Technical Assistance to the Chicano Researchers Association.

o Co-sponsors annual Rural Education Conference at CSU and works with
National Office, Rural Education Association.

o Workshop at Mountain Bell, in Adopt-A-School Project.

o Organized Colorado Alliance, large school districts BOCES, included
university people, state department and rural network.

o Three Colorado Districts are users of CSMP.

c Worked with staff of the Mountain View Education Center at the
University of Colorado to develop an alternative science curriculum
for rural high schools.



McREL has also conducted . . .

o Effective Schools Progra- (ESP) state policy meeting with 25
national researchers, Denver.

o Overview for Community Involvement I "service Day for 400, including
public school staff, administrators and school board members,
Frisco.

o Presentation to 100 participants of the Colorado Association of
Vocational Administrators, Colorado Springs.

o Strategic Planning meeting with 300 community members including
administration, staff, and school board members of the Englewood
Public Schools.

o Strategic Planning with 50 administrators and the Planning Committee
Members, Wheat Ridge.

o Inquiry approach Planning with 10 administrators, Leadville.

o Helped organize and support a Science Curriculum Development cluster
involving 6 schools, CSU and the N.E. Coldcado BOCES.

o Masters Seminars in models of Teaching and the Change Process for 32
teachers in Mapleton.

o Summer Institutes at Vail, Estes Park, ShJwmass.

o Leadership and change characteristics for Fort Morgan BOCES
administrators.

o Workshops and training in Cherry Creek, Durango, and Mapleton on
Higher Order Thinking Skills.

o Computer Fair for 5,000, Mapleton.

o Sponsored Language Research for students, University of Colorado.

o Presentation to Colorado Adult Continuing Education Council.

o Workshop for Colorado School Boards on Strategic Planning.

o Developed Model for the Title II Basic Skills Project and trained 20
school staff.

o Effective School Program training for Department of Public
Instruction.

o Workshop on Equity Issues for administrative staff in Boulder
Valley.
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KANSAS

Briefing Information:

The Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL) serves seven
mid-western and Rocky Mountain States (CO, KS, MO, NE, ND, SD, WY). McREL's
primary funding agent is the National Institute of Education, part of the
Department of Education. Our central focus is school improvement with
services to state education agencies, local school districts, professional
organizations, and institutions of higher education. McREL's activities
include: research, development, dissemination, training and technical
assistance.

Activities of the Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory in Kansas
over the past five years include these:

Rural Education

McREL co-sponsors with the Kansas State University Center for Rural and
Small Schools, an annual rural education conference which is held at KSU.

McREL has helped form and facilitate a small school cluster involving
Kansas State University and 8 school districts. Cluster activities include
leadership training for administrators on teacher evaluation, the formation ofa consortium for staff development on micro-computers and using the resources
of the small school for rural community development. Two additional clusters
involving the Kansas State Department of Education are in the development
stage.

As a way of broadening the knowledge base of rural education, McREL is
supporting Kansas State University in conducting a small follow-up study of
rural school graduates to determine the quality of the products resulting fromsmall high schools.

School Improvement

The history of the development of McREL's Effective Schools Program is
strongly linked to the state of Kansas. McREL conducted a study of school
practices in three states (Soutn Dakota, Wyoming and Kansas) which indicated
that classroom management of time-for-learning varies considerably from
classroom to classroom. The study led McREL to develop a broad "school
improvement program" (now titled Effective Schools Program). The program
helps increase student achievement by increasing the percentage of time
students are successfully engaged in learning.

the Effective Schools Program has been provided to several school
districts in Kansas; and staff have presented information about the program in
numerous other districts. Specific school improvement activities include:
1) workshops conducted for teachers and administrators in Spring Hill,
Emporia, Nickerson, Independence, Olathe, Piper, Tonganoxie, and Burlington
Schools; 2) strategic planning sessions for school improvement have been
conducted for superintendents, principals and teachers in Lindsborg,
Hutchinson, Wichita/Salina, and Leavenworth schools and for the State Board of
Education; 3) school improvement programs were conducted in 24 Wichita Public
Schools and °the,. districts; 4) the effective schools research results were
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presented to a Principal's Academy at Pittsburg State College; and, 5) theSchool of Education faculty at Emporia State College are observing the
Effective Schools Program as it is being conducted in Emporia School District
(the purpose is to adapt the program to be incorporated into their pre-service
teacher training program).

Evaluation of the program by participants was very positive. McREL alsoconducted a study of reasons for teachers leaving the teaching profession.
Results indicated that negative school climate and poor discipline are as
contributory to "teacher flight' as poor salaries. This finding has been
incorporated into the school improvement program by adding a focus on
adminibtrative leadership and support to teachers.

State Policy Activities Conducted With or For the Kansas Department ofEducation:

In Kansas, McREL was part of a collaborative effort (with the SDE, PTA,School board, and professi,nal associations) to provide the annual Education
Week Conferences, dealing with the use of research to improve schools.

Two workshops on micro-computers were co-sponsored by the Kansas State
Department of Education and McREL.

Several strategic planning activities have been conducted. MOREL hasworked with the State Education Agency to develop a state-wide strategic
School Improvement Plan. In cooperation with the Governor's Jffice, the StateDepartment of Education and community colleges, MtPX,L has conducted state-wide
strategic planning for more than 2,000 *.?acherc!, superintendents and
principals.

McREL also assisted the State Department of Education in `he conduct of aspecial Chapter 1 study.

Other Relevant Information:

Several Kansas individuals have been supported by McREL's regional
internship progra-.

Kansas is represented on MtREL's governing board by Dr. Merle R. Bolton,Dr. Edward D. Greenwood and Dr. Al Morris.

McREL has worked with several Kansas institutions of higher education to
prepare and submit Title III proposals: Fort Scott Community College, Pratt
Community College, Cloud Community College, Labette Community College, and
Mid-America Nazarene College.

McREL staff has assisted the University of Kansas in a state-wide
"Dean's" grant project to inform faculty of smaller, private teacher training
institutions of competencies necessary for teachers to educate handicapped
children in regular classroom settings.

Regional Forums to update educators on research and development were
conducted for three years in four locations each year.

McREL also supported state-wide technical initiatives in education.



Relevant Information Fran Other States:

McREL conducts similar work to that described above in its six other
states. Selected projects from these other states that might be of interest
in Kansas include:

o The development of local and state agencies, including school boards,
in strategic planning processes that examine the needs for
improvements geared to the changing society.

o The state-wide implementation of the Effective Schools Program through
regional service 4gencies.

o A policy examination of the viability of regional service agencies.

o A staff development program dealing with *mainstreaming."

o Technical assistance to study groups and commissions responding to
the National Commission Report.
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MISSOURI

Briefing Information:

The Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL) serves sevenmid-western and Rocky Mountain States (CO, KS, MO, 14E, ND, SD, WY). McREL'sprimary funding agent is the National Institute of Education, part of theDepartment of Education. Our central focus is school improvement withservice to state education agencies, local schc:s1 districts, professional
organizations, and institutions of higher education. McREL's activitiesinclude: research, development, dissemination, training and technicalassistant,.

Activities of the Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory in
Missouri over the past five years in 11.le these:

Rural Education

McREL assisted in the creePkon and facilitation of three micro-computer
consortia involving 17 districts, the University of Missouri, and the Missouri
Department of Element'ry and Secondary Education. Over 700 teachers and 125state agency staff have received training on the micro-computer. A computerwriting project involving 30 teachers from six schools was conducted by _aeUniversity of Missouri to enhance the teaching of written composition in smallschools.

rAs
Der_art,... of E:vmtntGry anc

Educution with ongoing consultant help to ex,:o^re ways in which the
micro-computer can facilitate routine data collection and A-Ilysis. McREL hasassisted the University of Missouri in conducting a pilot project in the
offering of foreign language via electronic technology where teachers are notavailable on-site. This activity resulted from a long-range planning activityconducted with four scaool districts in cooperation with the University of

School Improvement

In Missouri, approximately 15,000 parents and educators were trained in
McREL's "parents-involved-in-learning" program. The program focused on
parental pa.ticipation in academic activities rather than school governance.
This program has been adapted for use on an Indian reservation NorthDakota.

There been extensive school improvement inv7;lvement in the KansasCity School District. McREL's Teacher Corps program addressed specific
inservice needs of teachers and principals in the Kansas City School District.
ApproxiMately 200 educators in the Kansas City School District were trained inthe Effective Schools Program. McREL assisted the Kansas City district staffto implement long range planning for the improvement of student achievement.
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State Policy Activities Conducted With or Fcr the Missouri Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education:

McREL has worked with the Missouri State Department of Education to
develop and provide training for principals and teachers in eight districts to
improve basic skills achievement in Missouri schools.

McREL conducted staff training of regional supervisors for the Missouri
State Department of Elementary and Secondary Education in early childhood
literature.

McREL staff is assisting the Missouri State Department in an ongoing
staff development program for the ten area superintendents on developing
quality criteria that can be incorporated in the school classification
procedures.

Other Relevant Information:

Several Missouri individuals have been supported by MoREL'y regional
internship program.

Miss iri is represented on McREL's governing board by D. Jam s R.
Oglesby and Dr. Robert C. Shaw.

McREL has been involved with several higher education projects in
Missouri. Assistance was provided to Avila College, Kansas City, Missouri, in
the design of an assessment and evaluation program for their basic skills and

7-tie II:, 1-.(1t.2- or. M-J,EL asriste:'
Cz.11, !..:zsc-,Lr:., In Lir,c.lernclit.r.g col:c-year aCEIVA.Lle ID a
title III Higher Education IAP program. State Fair Community College,
Mineral Area Community College, and East Central Community College were
assisted in the writing and submitting of Title III Higher Education
Proposals.

Ti..ere are 28 districts in Missouri which have adopt0 the Comprehensive
School Mathematics Program. McREL also donated the entire CSNP library to the
University of Missoari.

Strategic Planning was done collaboratively with the Secretary's Chapter
One Initiative in the study of exemplary projects.

McREL conducteL. an Exemplary High School Conference in Kansas City
featuring 24 school districts from 11 states.

Workshops were conducted in Higher Cider Thinking Skills and Strategic
Planning in St. Louis for the Parkway School District.

McREL completed the research portion of a Secretary's Initiative study in
Missouri; identified characteristics associated with effective Chnter 1
reading programs.

McREL also co- sponsored a conference, "Educational Excellence: New
Demands--New Solutions" with tuc Missouri State Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education and Harris Stowe College, St. Louis, Missouri.
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Relevant Information From Other States:

McREL conducts similar work to that described above in its six other
states: Selected projects from these other states that might be of interest
in Missouri include:

o The deve3opment of local and state agencies, including school boards,
in strategic planning processes that examine the needs for improve-
ment geared to the changing society.

o The state-wide implementation of the Effective Schools Program
through regional service agencies.

o A policy examinatin of the viability of regional service agencies.

o A staff development program dealing with "Mainstreaming".

o Technical assistance to study groups and commissions responding to
the National Commission Report.



NEBRASKA

Briefing Information:

The Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL), serves seven
mid-western and Rocky Mountain States (CO, KS, MO, NE, ND, SD, WY). McREL's
primary funding agent is the National Institute of Education, part of the
Department of Education. Our central focus is school improvement with
services to state education agencies, local school districts, professional
organizations, and institutions of higher education. McREL's activities
include: research, development, dissemination, training and technical
assistance.

Activities of the Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory in
Nebraska over the past five years include these:

Rural Education

th,

McREL co-sponsored for two years the University of Nebraska's summer
workshop for rural educators. The sessions were aimed at providing
professional development for rural teachers and administrators in topics
unique to their needs. McREL also co-sponsored a Rural Education Seminar with
Kearney State College. It was designed to assist in developing the Center
for Rural Education and Small Schools.

McREL assisted in the development and facilitation of two cluster
activities, each of which involves four districts, Kearney State College and
the State Department of Education. One cluster, Project Innovative
Curriculum," is a cooperative curriculum development effort involving 108
Teachers and Administrators with assistance being provided by a core of
consultaLts from the college and the State Department. Curriculum is being
developed for all content areas and all grade levels.

The second cluster is a joint planning effort which will serve as the
basis for making better use of the financial and human resources of the four
districts to enrich and expand the instructional G:ferings to students
attending those schools.

McREL conducted a study in Nebraska and commissioned a report, °Informa-
tion Technologies: Alternative Delivery Systems for Rural Schools. Copies
have been distributed at state-wide meetings. McREL staff serves on the
advisory committee of the Kearney State Rural Education Center and has been
asked'to assist with the Sharing Task Force of L8994.

Scht al Improvement

In Nebraska, NcREL's detailed study of the ways schools use tests to
evaluate student progress revealed that standardised achievement tests are not
used frequently to improve instruction. Most schools do not have a compre-
hensive evaluation program. Data from this study has been used by a state-
wide Nebraska °T:ik Force on Quality Education° to identify directions for the
State Board of Education to take to improve schools.
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Other school improvement efforts in Nebraska include providing school
improvement sessions, plus follow-up with schools, and for Nebraska's
"Classroom Update," a series of regional conferences in the state was held.

McREL also designed a program to train field staff of the State
Department of Education and 13 Educational Service Units (ESU) to implementthe McREL Effective Schools Program (ESP) across the state. Nebraska staffdevelopment perzonnel are now delivering the ESP in over thirty school
districts with on-site support from McREL staff.

Training has been conducted in McREL's Effective Schools Program for 300teachers and principals in Omaha.

McREL has been working with the Deans at Kearney State and the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln to plan a strategy for faculty development.

McREL has provided technical assistance for UNL faculty on time
management and engagement.

State Policy Activities Conducted With or For the Nebraska State Departmentof Education.

McREL has teen involved in several activities for the State Department ofEducation. A state-wide conference on minimum competency testing was
sponsored by McREL. The results of the conference assisted the State
Legislature in making decisions regarding state-wide minimum competencytesting. McREL made presentations to the Governor's Task Force on Quality
Education.

Mci_LI, has conducted Strategic Planning sessions in Westside and Millard.
Strategic Planning sessions are also planned for the State Board of Education.

Other Relevant Information:

Several Nebraska individuals have been supported by McREL's regional
internship program.

Nebraska is represented on McREL's governing board by Mr. John Prasch andMrs. Virginia Vieregg.

McREL staff made a presentation to 70 teachers and administrator, on
Higher Order Thinking Skills in Gering as well as a workshop on the same topicin Lincoln.

Seven Nebraska school districts use McREL's Comprehensive School
Mathematics Program.

General School Improvement presentations have been made at conferences
and conventions such as the Nebraska School Administrators Associations.



Relevant Information From Other States

McREL conducts similar work to that described above in its six other
states. Selected projects from these other states that might be of interest
in Nebraska include:

o The development of local and state agencies, including school boards,
in strategic planning processes that examine the needs for improvement
geared to the changing society.

o The state-wide implementation of the Effective Schools Program
through regional service agencies.

o A policy examination of the viability of regional service agencies.

o A staff development program dealing with "Mainstreaming."

o Technical assistance to study groups and commissions responding to the
National Commisrdon Report.
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NORTH DAKOTA

Briefing Information:

The Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL), serves seven
mid-western and Rocky Mountain States (CO, KS, MO, NE, ND, SD, WY). McREL's
primary funding agent is the National Institute of Education, part of the
Department of Education. Our central focus is school improvement with
services to state education agencies, local school districts, professional
organizations, and institutions of higher education. McREL's activities
include: research, development, dissemination, taining and technical
assistance.

Activities of the Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory inNorth Dakota over the past five years include these:

Rural Education

McRFL has conducted mainstreaming workshops which focus on teachers'
needs as they try to integrate a child with special needs into the regular
classroom. The program has been adopted for use by the Rural Teachers'
Network. Seven case studies on small, rub al schools have also been conductedby McREL in onjunction with the University of North Dakota. The results of
these studies was published as a special issue of North Dakota Journal of
Educatior..

A follow-up activity to the rural school study involves the University
of North Dakota, the office of the County Superintendent and 16 districts in
Walsh and Pembina Counties in planning for the establishment of cooperative
programs to address study recommendations.

McREL supported/assisted with a study of the County Superintendency
which has resulted in proposed legislation to phase out the office and
replace it with a network of area service agencies.

As a part of the rural education ffort, McREL has supported a National
Conference on Adolescents at the University of North Dakota. McRT taff
have also worked with pilot sites to explore :-he Rural Ezhool/Comm ty
Development Partnership Concept, as well as taught courses for the Aural
Teachers' Networks. Additionally, McREL has provided assistance to the
University of North Dakota to conduct a mathematics and science institute for
teachers and .tudents from small, rural schools. McREL assisted the
Department of Public Instruction in securing a grant to further explore
school/community development.

State Policy Activities Conducted With or For the horth Dakota Department ofPublic Instruction

At the request of the Chief State School Officer, Man has conducted
two state-wide public attitude sucveys toward education. McREL also assistedthe Department of Public Instruction in designing a computer educationpolicy.
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Other Relevant Information:

7

Several North Dakota individuals have been supported b./ McREL's regionalinternship program.

Nebraska is represented on McREL's governing board by Dr. Vito Perrone,
University of North Dakota. Previous board members included Mr. Dan Jerome,
Administrator, Turtle Mountain Community Schools and Mr. Steven Swiontek,
Assistant Personnel Director, Gate City Savings and Loan.

McREL donated to the North Dakota Humanities Council the "Humanities
Experience: The Subject is You" (a traveling exhibition sponsored by McREL.
It has been visited by more than 3,000 students and 300 teachers in and
around Bismarck.

McREL staff have made major presentations at state superintendent's
leadership conferences.

McREL has worked with State Vocational Education personnel.

McREL has designed a Chapter One Parent, Training Program and conducted
community and par-nt training at Turtle Mountain.

McREL conducted evaluation for "Each Student Is Special Project" and
conducted training sessions for teachers and administrators of participating
schools.

Relevant Information From Other States

McREL conducts similar work to that described above in its six other
states. Selected projects from these other states that might be of interest
in North Dakota include:

o The development of local and state agencies, Including school boards,
in strategic planning processes that examine the needs for
improvement geared to the changing society.

o The state-wide implementation of the Effective Schools Program
through regional service agencies.

o A policy examination of the viability of regional service agencies.

o A staff development program dealing with "Mainstreaming'.

o Technical assistance to study groups and commissions responding to
the National Commission Report.
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Briefing Information:

The Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory series seven mid-western
and Rocky Moutain States (MO, NE, IS, SD, ND, WY, CO). It is funded by the
National Institute of Education, part of the Department of Education. Itsservices include: research, development, dissemination, training. andtechnical assistance.

Activities of the Mid-continent Regional Educational Activities in SouthDakota over the past five years include these:

Rural Education:

McREL is working with South Dakota State University, six smallschools, and the State Department of Elementary and Secondary Education toexplore alternative organizational and instructional strategies for smallschools. The project has piloted strategies for staff development, resourceexchange and community development. Studies on rural education have alsobeen condtcted in conjunztion with the staff of the University of SouthDakota. The results of these efforts have been disseminated to ruralprojects in other states served by McREL.

As part part of thi., rural education effort, McREL has held orparticipated in several state-wide conferences and workshops on the needs ofrural schools including a workshop at Black Hills State College.

School Improvement:

McREL conducted a study of educational practices in a sample ofSouth Dakota Schools during 1979-80. That study led to the development ofMcREL's Effective Schools Program which has been widely used. The programwas piloted in eleven South Dakota districts including Rapid City, DouglasCounty, Shannon County, Centerville, Lennox, Mitchell, and Fort Pierre. Alater version of the program has been used extensively in Sioux Falls forthe past two years. Follow-up work has also occured in Rapid City. Theprogram is now in its final developmental stage and is being implementedstatewide in Nebrask.. and Iowa. The manuals and materials from the programwill be available for widespread use duing the 1985-86 school year. Theprogram improves time-on-task and achievement on standardized tests.

Elements of the program have been used in workshops on conferencesheld in cooperation with the South Dakota School Administrators Association.

State Policy Activites Conducted with or for the Department of Elementaryand Secondary Education pESE).

At the request of a f-rmer chief state school officer McREL
conducted a study of public knowledge of and reaction to South Dakota'sstate-wide property tax relief initiative --the "Dakota proposition." Thestudy demonstrated that over the past deca4e public expenditures for "basicskills" instruction have declined in real dollars; increases have tended tocome in areas beyond the control of local boards of education such as inthe provision of special education prograas, student transportation andenerty costs. The results of the study were used by many local
superintendents and school boards to increase public understanding about theimpact of the initiative o education.



McREL has participated in DESE examinations of its technology
policies and in the potential for using technology to reach rural schools.

MOREL wrote and supported DESE's initial "State Capacity BuildingProjact" funded by NIE. The evaluation work for this project was
subcontracted by McREL to the University of South Dakota.

McREL used elements of its "Effective Schools Preogram" to support tDESE's Title II (Chapter II) school improvement effort.

Future and Ongoing work:

McREL is currently designing a state-wide administrator training
program for DESE; the intention is to involve the school administratorsassociation and the University of South Dakota in the planning process.

McREL is currently planning a school improvement initiative with oneof South Dakota's regional cooperatives.

Other relevant information:

Several individuals have been supported by McREL regional internshipprogram.

South Dakota is represented on McREL's governing board by Dr. JaniceEbersdorfer, USD and Dr. James Han:?n, DESE.

Relevant Information from other States:

McREL conducts similar work to that described above in its six otherstates: Selected projects from these other states thAt might be ofinterest in South Dakota include:

o The development of local and state agencies, includingschool boards, in strategic planning processes that examine the needs forimprovements geared to the changing society.

o The state-wide implementation of the Effective SchoolsProgram through regional service agencies.

0

agencies.
A policy examination of the viability of regional service

o A staff development program dealing with "mainstreaming."

o Technical assistance to study groups and commissionsresponding to the National Commission Report.
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2600 South Parker Road Building 5. Suit, 353. Aurora. Co lcado 80014. (303) 337-0990

This is how McREL has served . . .

WWAING

o In Wyoming, McREL was instrumental in bringing about the cooperation
of the State Department of Education, The Wyoming Education
Association, and Wyoming University to develop a state-wide teacher
center. McREL is now providing technical assistance to that
center.

o McREL has provided training to Wyoming's Title II, Basic Skills
grantee from the School Improvement Workshop. Other training was
provided to a Chapter I Conference.

o Assisted the University of Wyoming and the Rocky Mountain Research
Association in support for their conferences.

o Has conducted training in Lovell, Star Valley, Gillete, and
Wheatland.

o Has conducted Teacher Center Summer Institutes.

o Has conducted Time on Task training for the University of Wyoming
educational administration faculty.

o Worked with equity task force on providing equal opportunities for
students who attend small rural schools.

o Two districts in Wyoming have adopted CSMP.

o Provided assistance to the Wyoming Quality Schools Task Force.
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Rural schools can improve with teamwork --official:
4._

giddy which small computers glue
schools. Sev 4.1. Nebraska schools al-
ready an tied together on a computer ,
network througn the state education de- ;
partment

Some schools approach the cluster or
sharing idea warily, Nachtigal said.
They fear that state education depart-
ments or cooperating colleges like
Kearney State are attempting to dictate
to them, he said

But, there are advantages for the
cooperating colleges and agencies, in
that -they can find out what hie is re-:
ally like in rural schools," and bow their.
problems differ from those in urban
areas, Nachtigal said.

Rural schools must be willing to try'
new Ideas, Nachtigal said. Nebraska's
new L8994 omnibus education bill is a
good vehicle, he sod, since it eacnur-.
ages sharing among schools and flexible
use of the 1.0030our school year. -7

By Jack Kennedy
Journal Writer

MANHATTAN. Kan. To improve
quality, rural schools in Nebraska, And
elsevilierts-must work loge her, says
Paul Nachtigal of the MidContmem Re-
gional Educational Laboratory, based in
Denier

Some Nebraska schools already have
begun to demonstrate that state man
dates to teach more subjects or raise
graduation requirements can be met by
cooperation, not state Department of
Education regulations. hefty budget in-
creases or district mergers, Nachtigal
said in an interview during a regional
conference on rural education at Kan-
sas State University here

He cited a group of schools near
Grand Island. including Doruphan,
Kenesaw. Trumbull and Ginner. and an-
other group which includes Marquette,
Polk. Benedict and Hordville as exam-
ples of how cooperation may keep the
forced consolidation wolf away from
the door of small schools.

Working with Evelyn Lavaty of the
Nebraska Department of Education and
Kearney State College, the schools are
learning how to share staffs and scarce
resources without losing their identity,
Nachtigal said.

Nebraska has more than SOO separate
school districts. *That's just ridiculous,"
Nachtigal said

Small schools are often 'the key to
the economic health of small comm.
ties," he said "Schools Jo more than
educate chudrer

But. "N lir on at Rir-e and other
state or nativnal studies often ignore
rural schools and comm.. tes, Nacht:

gal said. Some educators are concerned
that the -reports' push for quality and
courses that rural schools cannot
deliver will force them to close, or
locus their improvement efforts only on
students who go on to college, and for-
get the rest. Nachtigal said.

The rebraska groups of schools
which are now forming. and others in
Midwestern states, can become models
for other states, he said. "You've got
soma small schools talking to each
other, really talking."

The new networks of sharing schools
may prove that it is more important to
find w ays to get information to students
and teachers where they are than to bus
students to bigger schools, Nachtigal
said

One of those ways to share was out-
lined by Milan Wall, education consult-
ant and Lincoln Board of Education
member. Wall and others noted the flex-
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Creek-Victor schools
study new curriculum

By Monica Martin,
reporter, Ute Pass Courier

The Cripple Creek-Victor School Dis-
trict Re-1 staff and administration too;,
a look.at -thellatuy
They met with educational researcn

specialist Robert Ewy, in Cripple Creek
to discuss and mold curriculum develop-
ment for the more than 300-student
school district.

Ewy, a onilerdiFector of basics skills
for the Colorado State Department of Ed-
ucation, and two administrators assisted
the staff in setting goals and curriculum
development. This process began in
August.

Mil-Continental Regional Educational
Lab, as McCrea!, and Northwest Lab are
coordinating the effort with Ewy. The na-
tionwide studies are applied to the Crip-
ple Creek situation.

The plan was made possible by a 53,100
curriculum development grant from the
state department. a.

"If we had an idt.al curriculum in the
Cripple Creek-Victor School district what
would it look like," Ewy questioned the
staff.

"The goal is to have an articulated cur-
riculum which is academically relevant for
the district."

Statistics and info ation were used
from a Summer of tjor Reports on
Education packet. TI., studies used in-
cl, sled the "National Committee on ex-
cellence in Education survey which has
brought attention to the learning stan
dards of today.

The study recommended basic subjects
like mathematics, science and English be
more fully stressed for high school grad-
uation requirements.

That study and others used indicated
the future of education lies in computer
science, foreign language and technology.

School supenntendent Clifford Young
agreed with Ewy and the studies used
With the reports and national goals
changing, these subjects will be edu-
cationally necessary for the future, he
said.

With that information and Megatrends
research on national and global trends by
Mike Annison, the group set many broad
criteria. They discussed in indivic.ual
groups curriculum, implications of higher
order thinking skills, learning trends,
technology organization plans, teaching
structures, and national report recom-
mendations.

Increases in requirements for math,
science, computer skills and foreign Ian.

consistent program kindergarten to high
school were also labeled necessary.

The meeting marks another stride in the
program to develop curriculum, Young
said.

"I think we made strides in setting our
direction," Young said. "Our staff did
well in establishing their future educa-
tional goals. "Now it's going to be a mat-
ter of getting all the facts and research
together to develop a 21st Century cur-
riculum if we can."

The staff, with the cooperation of ad-
ministration and school board, will be
meeting approximately one day nonthly
until the 1983-84 year ends to develop
their curriculum and educational program
and goals.

Wheat Ridge
band wins .-

Sousa award
The Wheat Ridge Senior High School

band, directed by Larry Vs allace, is one
of six bands in the nation to receive the
1983 "Sou'a Flag of Honor." The
award honors high school band pro-
grams that have demonstrated signifi-
cant excellence in concert activities over
a period of several years.

Winning bands must have achieved
and maintained high standards of ex-
cellence in the concert area; been
evaluated by experts or rated "superior"
in state, national or internationv I con-
cert activities; and offered a complete
and balanced program of musical ac-
tivities including concert, solo-ensemble
and marching bands

The award is administered by the
John Philip Sousa Foundation, a pubii.-
ly supported educational fotrAation for
the purpose of supporting excellence of
bands and band music throughout the
world. The award is sponsored by the
Louis Sudler Foundation

The six winners were selected from
152 nominations Other winners arc
Alice High School hand, Alice, TX; Hell
High School hand, Hurst, TX:
6eorgeto% n High School band,
Georgetown, TX; North Hills High
School band, Pittsburgh, PA: and
Richardson High School hand, Richard-
son, TX.

v. inning schools receive the 4 by 6 feet
flag of honor, mounted on a gold t.111
.1....1 1 . h .t winro ,n the nre...-., h qui



Itural schools'meeting set
The ne.4 100-member Nebraska Rural Community Schools

Assoclation, led by \lerstan SIiperintendent Jim Allen. %11.1
meet in Pmakia on No 14 to support proposals to put all rural
elementary schools in K-12 districts and require that all coun
ties loin regionk'ser ice unif

Joint education efforts b smaller schr. . are becoming
more frequent Kearney State College and the state Depart
menl of Education are helpin? the Gilt: iiarvard. Kenesa
and Trumbull schools sharpen, curriculum goals and teactun;
in basic 'locts They still can u:,e thee- cmn separate tech
niques. rumba!! Superu. enc-mt Shaugi.nessy ;aid, bus
may choose later to share staff members or materials

Other schools in Nebrasr.a practice it purchacine or
staff yam:: foi m computer
gnaw b.acher dt%:ricts or w ori point pro; 41.4.: I.-.
ects throui,li the Mid- Contmer: Regional Lduct:ional labor a

There are no stud.ents at the Pioneer District 61
school about 20 "iiles south L hcoln Rural
educators say :hrir schoota entering a new
era of cooper' -' and icnocation.
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Rural conference hears Wymore Southernplan

Educator: 'Shake, bake approach'
.doesn't improve teachertaanung

Ry Jack Kennedy
Journal Writer

MANIh !IAN, The Wymore Southern (Neb
,ichonl district found out that it could improve the trainmp.
teachers without spending massive amounts of money, says
the district's former administrator

Myron Ballam says teachers don't s'e themselves as lead-
ers and feel trapped in their classrooms because of the way
most dictricts try to improve the quality of their teachers
Ballain spoke to rural school administrators attending a Kan-
sas State 1. niversity conference here Tuesday

'Pretty conservative'
The school board members at Wymore Southern ate

"pretty :onservative folks." Ballain said, but they realized
that using oneshot outside experts who haYe -shake-and
bake approaches" and pull "all the magic answers from a bag
of tricks" Y as not really improving teaching or setting long-
range goals (or the district, which covers 110 square miles
and has about 600 students.

After the solo appearance by the visiting evert at the first
of the dear, "everyone comes out feeling bubbly," then

promptly forgets what be or she saki, Main said.
Iii.neact, five years ago, Wymore Southern decided it

wanted to do more than listen to a speaker on opening day
and call i' staff development, Ballain said, The c strict dis-
covered that by using resources in the arei;such as an Eng-
lish teacher in a neighboiing district, smat or rural schools
can improve without spending much of 1 already tight
budgets.

e

Long-term approaC.5 _
Wymore Southern also decided to take. a more serious

longterm approaL.. a teacher improvement, be said.
As a result a teachei involvement plan was developed

whereby the teachers Joie. .eveloped a sequential curricu-
lum plan. public .elation and communications effort, im-
proved courses and other approaches by working together.
Salim said. The plans were drawn up only after they lis-
tened to parents, students and others in the community, Bal-
last said

By getting the teachers involved in 'he proem, Wymore
Southern is "miles and miles ahead" of ,%,st other small
school districts which think they doe. Ave the local re-
sources to improve. BalWn said .1;.
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Rural schools':fear hindoT,*improvement.efforts' ! '"What are we going to do with our legislature?" a rural su
perintender asked during the recent rural education coder-. . ,awe at Kansas State University. . .

They want to shut down schools."
That fear that any consolidation of school districts wit.

mean mandatory closings has long been a stumbling block , 1---"""r
1to school Improvement and fairer financing formulas in Ne- a .-braska. slate Mutation Commissioner Joe l.utjeharms said.

Nebraska had 992 school districts in the 1983-84 school
Year: 643 of them are small, rural kindergartenthrough-
eightgrade schools. The large number of small sch h,n '
ders efforts in Nebraska to provide the financing needed to , building upon the cooperative efforts already under way. Thegive students an equal opportunity for a good education re- total number of s..hool districts would drop to about 25Q.endless of where they live, Lutjeharms said.

If several adjacent schools had few students but needed to
t offer more courses to aid students or satisfy new staler' Tula -tints, l.utjeharms said, they could share courses and staff"FAveation is a stale responsibility. under the Constitu- memheis'ion," he said. But as long Ls 1"ore are "pockets of poverty" in "I'm not concerned about sire," laitiehums said There'ssmall districts with inadequate financing, hulieharms said, no ni pineal about largeness (being bett( ) that holdsNebraska won't be able to ratim school expenditures and water " Put Smarr schools do need a broader lax base. a fairerdevise a sound. fair school financing formula. Mato-aid distribution formula and other financial induce-If all rural elementary-only schools were Joined with exist- minis to p.iy teachers more and expand the curet ulum,Pig kindergarten,tbrough-bign-soh ool districts. 1.tiljeharms 1,titiAlai ins said.said it would be much easier to encourage teachers and ad. Joining a larger district doesn't necessarily lead to closingaleostrators to work together to improve 'he CUITICultnii, a school 'imiiding. Lutieharms said. as is commonly belie% ed.

41
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"I have no desire to close schools." he said. The decision on
closing still could be left to a tote of local school patrons, the
commissioner suggested.

Although Lutieharms and his state education department
colleagues in other states sal they are trtrig to hi -Ip rural
school; without dictating to teem or sqlelching local control,
many educators at 'he ItiSb corference are still wary of state
or federal biueaucrals and pohcy.makf-s

Communities served
In South nakot a. 742 schools enroll VA children or less. said

Tom Monarty of the Um zrsity of South liat.ota "Schools not'
only seri e the kids. they serve the community," he said.
ads ocales of school clecmgs :Hen forget that.

In a sure} of Nebraska and se*. oral other states that Mo
riarly conducted, small school administrators &aid that sate
policies hinder rather than help their efforts to 1--pane
scbds e got a Whit a mess r,n our harfK try 1-:.; to
di lop a school system with policies that throttle cc," he
said

Marty said ira't onmed that c ^-in cr-AL 1,rett
nam ed rurat sofints viih a 1 ".1111'd firTI(NM trait riot be

adeiiiiately prep' int: their brightest slue, r
1h"`e promi:iZ ltalcats dont need cNtra help. he cad

"1 hey 11 make it any %%ay"
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MANHATTAN. Kan. Paul Pearson gets excited when he
!MILS about SOS, the new Small Organized Schools group he

;, heads in North Dakota.
"Our legislature is really moving toward controlling small

schools. It's time we gel organized." said Pearson. who is so-
perintendent at Sherwood, two mites south of Canada, and
nearby Antler.

Urban and rural schools face similar problems, he said:
busing for long distances. the effects of school closings on a
commuaity, light budgets. "1 wish we could sit down and db-
cuss them instead of fighting each other," he said.
1 Pearson and other educators were in Manhattan to attend
a Kansas State University regional conference on rural
school.

Antler and Sherwood are 16 miles apart. Their total enroll
ment is about 400. but they have computer for every live
students, high test scores and &nail cusses. '

%.

Reflected
Pearson's uncertainty, protectionism and fear of being

forced to close or meet higher state-ordered standards was
reflected during the fourday conference by officials, teachers
and school board members from several ales. including Ne.
braska.

Typical of the problems is the inability to determine pre
cisely what rural meant Some say It means "anything below
1,100 people, by federal definition." Others called it 'anything
outside Wichita or Omaha."

They came to the conference seeking ways to keep their
students. their schools, their lifestyles and, perhaps, their
lobs The ansuers often were in short words with creative
definitions, such as "cluster" and "network." There was little
ta'k about tax has and htiht money, but financial problems do
help motivate the new voluntary.cooperat ion mood.

Seldom heard
The words "merger" or "consolidation" seldom were heard,

although both remain a concern. Kansas, for example, land
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more than 1,000 school district: in 1961 before a new stale law
brought rorganization. The state now hw73110 &Inds, a
thud of Nebraska's total Any further decrease will be due to
ficranci;.1 or curriculum pressures, not sta'n laws, said Kansas
Educa'on Conmussioiler Ilarold Blackburn, a former U.S.
Department of Euucation regional comm;ssioner

Blackhurn. a Presbyterian ministers son who atterz."ed
grade school and junior high in Wymore. Neb. praised Ne-
in aska's linucational Television Network as one way to reach
rural students. Small schools can improve their quality and
meet new state r muirements without merging, Blackburn
said

Ile graduated from a 100student Kansas high school.
children kraduated from Shawnee Mission West, an affent

See SCHOOLS on page 10E

From
pap* 9F 5 cho°is-

1.600-student school that had many
mor. courses. Large districts may he
more efficient, he and others said, but
they are not necessarily better.

Probably over
Nationwide, the school consolidation

movement probably is finished, said
Walt Turner of the nencan Associa-
tion of School Administ. ,tors in Wash.
ington. D.C., and the new cooperative
mood seems to have Wien its place.

Rural America was ignored in the
National Commission on Excellence re-
port "A Nation at Risk," which fueled
the current school reform movement,
he noted, adding that Washington politi-
cians and bureaucrats probe,: do not
know that a third of all U.S. students are
in small or rural schools. As a result. if
anyone is to improve rural schools, he
said, it must be educators themselves.

Turner. a longtime advocate of volun-
tary cooperation through such efforts as
Nebraska's educational servtce units,
urged the rural educators to "forget the
turf. Forget the jealousies that you've
had over the years. You had e to look be-
yond your local district. '4!su have to
heap your neighbor."

Some already are forming their own
clusters or networks. and .en are
trading big city folks to run them to im
prove quality. And they are improving
quale v not Just because it is federally or
state required, as with Nebraska's
LBW. uluch requires additional
courses. Many students already take
more than is required in small schools.
administrators note.

Tommy Tomlinson of Washington.
I) C research director for "A Nation at
Risk," said sniall schools teach the
basics well.

But Tomlinson. a 1919 graduate of
Wamegn high School near Topeka. said
his education was like a small economy
car: "It got me there. bu' it wasn't very
flashy A broader, more challenging
curriculum "could have gotten me there
a lot sooner." said Tomlinson. a senior
associate at the National Institute of
Educaton.

Rural educators said they will find
those ways to improve without stale or
federal orders.
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Mullen super tuned I

to excellence band 1.

A broad, anticipatory smile crossed Fib Mandevtlle's
face as he drove through northern Kansas en route from
a rural education conference in Manhattan to a motel
near Lincoln.

He tail left the meeting at Kansas State University
early to make sure Mullen's eight-man football team was
ready to put its 8-1 record on the line against Adams' H
squad in the high school football playoffs Wednesday.

He would like to see his boys win, the Mullen schoo:
supenntendent said. But the playoffs mean more than
winning, he said. just as the Sand lulls is more than beau-
ty, serenity and isolation. The team knew it had a
chance, and that's the main thing

Thirty-four of the 35 high school boys are on the team,
and the whole squad would be there. They made a
se%enthgrader the team manager. and "he's really
pumped up" by the recognition and responsibihty, Man-
devdle said.

Being attuned to his school's and the ciimmtuuty's
needs is Mandevilles strength. A detailed presentatioi.

1 cr. pablx relations drew a big crowd at the Manhattan
meeting. for example, but the Mullen superintendent has
his own simple. effective technique.

A few words from turn during his morning coffee stop
in ".e Mullen cafe usually find their way around the dis-
trict rapidly. he said. He also takes his own pictures of
school events for the Mullen per.

After 21 years, he knows the shortcomings of rural
schools His sprawling district covers more than 1,000
square . les. Some students board the bus at 6:20 art.
so the% . eet to school by 8. Like many rural students,
some sa% e icy drives during the winter by living in town.

He would like to have a marching band, he said, but
there just aren't enough students when all of the boys in
the 100-student school play football instead of sax or
trumpet

11 hcn ou're in Mandeville's shoes and you're trying to
:aisc school standards, you try some creative solutions.

SlidPlains Community College teaches some codege
lecl courses at Mullen High School. day and night.
Se% era! of his students have six college credit hours
when the graduate, Mandeville said. Many exceed the
200 hours the state requires for graduation credits.

A st:ident who wants a course -Mullen cannot offer is
encouraged to hue it by correspondence through the
University of Nebraska's worldwide extension high
school or through the Ouv2rsty of Atissourt.

Correspondent: courses don't give students human
contact, however. Maixlestle wishes Mid-Plains could
teach courses in Mullen for lugh school credit, not just
college hours, but this would require changes in teacher
certification laws and other regulations.

For three years a Mullen garage owner and other
business people offered onthe-job vocational traitung. It
watt too limited. so five years ago the students helpe4
build a separate industrial arts bugding for 810.000.

Mandeville added a science teacher before the state
raised science requirements this year because tie knew
the students needed a broader range of offerings. The
new standards will cause bun to add another teacher so
he can offer psychology and soaoloch Mandtvdle said,
and he ::, maternal about a requirement that all acboob
must teach second-. and Medley fort ign.lmiguage
course e% en if no one signs Up for them.

Winnele, is .ieldom easy for small Schools;but Mande-
ville is, proud rkhow the genie it gang.

7'
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Ern Englewood School NewsNur
wowA Seep Ahead

A newsletter from your public schools November 1984

Strategic Vision' statements to be reviewed, studied
The Englewood Board of Educa-

tion has established an informal pro-
cess to receive reaction to the dm
trict's initial "Strategic Vision" which
has been developed over several
months

The school board has become con-
cerned about preparing students of
the Information Age for the 21st Cen-
tury Working with MiciContinent
Regional Education Laboratory. the

\ board and district administration
sought community involvement in the
development of a plan to assure edu
cational excellence in the future

Several board forums have been
held over the past few months to
inform interested citizens and admin
istrators about the concept of f Aure
planning Work sessions have bec'n
held in an effort to develop basic
vision statements which could be
incorporated into a majo; "Strategic
Vision- plan

The school board hes decided to
approach the remaining work. which
must be done before the plan can be
finalized. into two major areas fatal
ties and schoc: advisoi y groups will be
asked to review the vision statements,
and, secondly. the 20C? Planning
Committee will work toward the forma
tion of vision statement study groups

The School Improvement Commit
tee will also be asked to assist the
2002 Planning Committee with one of
the five identified vision statements

District personnel and community
leaders who become involved in the
review and study group stage of the
strategic plan will read recommended
materials which focus on educational
planning for the future

Those who are interested includ
ing parents, students. community
groups. or staff in either reviewing
the vision statement or becoming
directly involved in a study group
should contact Gary Dounay, chair-
man of the 2002 Planning Committee.
at 7ei .4021.

Strategic vissons for Englewood
Schools by 1990 are:

Englewood's educational pro-
grams should be highly personalaed

The curriculum should be based
on a highly efficient focus on mastery
of the basic skills of communication
and computation. The curriculum
stresses interdisciplinary problem
solving activities that include pro
grams of study in creetivity. informa-
tion access and utilization. personal

productivity, economics and global
understanding

Graduation requirements should
be stated in terms of demonstrated
achievement, outcomes.

The district should be recognized
as a center of educational excellence
for all community populations.

The district should develop and
support the profession of teaching -o
that teaching will be viewed as a pres-
tigious career contributing essential
services to the total community.

Englewood parent cited foi volunteerism
t eSehr, : .

Logalf.:;.

Nancy Bert,Bert, volunteer with the Englewood Schools.
Ask Nancy Bert why she has volun-

teered over 10.000 h..urs to the
Englewood Schools in the past ten
years and she will unabashedly say it's
because of the satisfaction she gets
from working with children

From working carnivals and hake
sales to talent shows and field trips.
Mrs Beit has probably done just
about every volunteer task imagine.
able Recently. she was honored by
Gov. Dick Lamm :n the sixth annual
Governor's/State Boi.rd Educa
tion s School Volunteer of the Year
program.

Her volunteer career began two

days after her only child, Kevin,
entered kindergarten at Cherrelyn
Elementary School. When he went on
to Sinclair Middle School. the answer
to the question about which school
shoulu win her v Aunteer efforts was
answered easily ahe simply began to
work at both sct.00ls

When her son went on to Engle
wood High School, Mrs Bert found
herself volunteering at that school as
well

She has been involved in local advi
sory groups a: the building level and is
currently serving on several district
wide committees.
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Workshops On:="The Effective School
Program" Are Being Held

In May of 1964 the Board of Education of USD 466 ap-
proved the recommendation of the school administrators to
enter into Mid-Continent Regional Educational Effective
School Program The laboratory has developed a program
of activities which helped Wanton use the tuseerch
findings in education to improve the performance of
teachers, administrators and students.
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Two workshops have been held Two more are scheduled
for January *and March 5. The workshops are conducted
by the leaders from the educational laboratory. Some
thirty staff members of the school district are involved.
Followius but account of ow participant's reaction to the
Effective School Program.
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VOLUME 15 NO. 3 PIERRE,

MANAGMMT TRENDS

BLACK HILLS STATE COLLEGE
JUNE 12 -14, 1985

The SASD Management Trends will be offerre.:
in cooperation with the Deapartment of
Education. Three out-of-state speakers
will be featured on the program.

DR. JOSEPH SCHERER,

Associate Executive Dir-
ector of the AmePican
Association of School

Administrators, will be
the keynote speaker at
the First General Session
on Wednesday. Dr.Schere/A.;

topic is, PUBLIC EDUCKII.A:

ARP WE ROMANCING THE STON7-

R. LARRY HUTCHINS, Direc-
r of the Mid-Continent

gional Educational Lab,
ill present the Third
neral Session on Thurs-

ay morning. Dr. Hutchins
ill share major proposit-
ons of effective schools
nd what administrators
ust do. Larry will also
resent a follow-up inter-
st session on tactics and
lanning for implementing the propostions.

The closing session on
'Friday at noon will be
presented by DR. GORDON
MORTRUDF from St. Cloud
University. His topic,
SCHOOL DISCIPLINE: A
POSITIVE APPROACH FOR THE
FUTURE, will be approached
with a touch of humor and
a dash of motivation.

'V`
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ADMINISTRATORS OF SOUTH DAKOTA

SOUTH DAKOTA MAY 1985

140FESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AWARDS ifijirt7AA
The SASD Executive Committee, upon the recom-
mendation of the Professional Development
Committee, made the decision to implement for
the first time an administrative professional
development awards program. Special recogni-
tion will be given to these administrat'ors at
the Joint Convention August 15-16, 1985 in
Mitchell.

In order to receive the Administrator Pro-
fessional Development Award (APSA), the SASD
member must complete the enclosed application
indicating that they have devoted no less than
60 contact hours from July 1, 1984 - June 30,
1985. Tne application must be sent NO LATER
THAN JUNE 20, 1985 in order to be considered
for the 1985 award.

DOE RULES DEVELOPMENT: SHOE MEETING JUNE 17-18,

SASD is working with the Division of Education
in the development of rules necessary to im-
plement the following areas resulting from the
Legislat,ye Session. SASD members for each
Task Force are noted so that you may provide
information for consideration. The draft rules
will be reviewed at the State Board of Educa-
tion meeting on JUNE 17-18, 1985 AT WHICH
TIME PUBLIC TESTIMONY WILL BE TAKEN. Watch
for further information from Secretary of
Education £ Cultural Affairs, Dr. James Hansen.

1. EXCELLENCE SCHOLARS IN EDUCATION
2. CAREER LADDER: SENIOR STATUS
3. EXEMPLARY ACCREDITATION LEVEL

SASL members for the above three areas arc:
Anderson (Lyman), Levin (SASD); plus highe/
education members who are also SASOyiembers
Jensen (SDSU), Oas (DSC), Sorge (NSC). Also on
the task force are D. Meyers representing AS'-L.
Diane Miller (SDEA), and Sam Tidhall (ASBSD) .

4. FUND BALANCE (SB149)

SASD members are: Anderson (Lyman), Doolittle
(Harding!, and Lynch (Hot Sprinas). Also91 attending are Levin (SASD) and Nelson

Con. used oo r.
ton) . Other members of thh ta04 force are:
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anel in Wyoming Offefs Package of School Reforms
By Cindy Currence

The Wyoming Blue Ribbon Corn-
ittee on Quality Education this

month recommended a school-re-
form package that includes in-
creased high-school veduation re-
qairementa, higher salaries and
prcfessional standards for teachers,
and more efficient use of classroom
time

"As this committee studied re-
ports, sifted through evidence, and
beard from 125 citizens across the
state, it became clear that recom-
mendations for change were in co-
der," members of the panel said in
its report, "Quality Education in the
Equality State."

State Superintendent of Public
Instruction Lynn Sim ins estab-
lished the 29-member panel last
year to examine the condition of
public education in Wyoming. The
committee includes educators, par-
wits, public officials, and represen-
tatives of the state's laminas com-
munity.

Graduation Requirements
The panel recommended that re-

quirements for high-school gradua-
tion include four years of language
arts, two years of mathematics,
three years of social studies, and two
years of science. Graduation re-
quirements in the state currently
vary from district to district.

lime requirements should coo-
lie, of a can lir all students,' said
the report. 'And as core Nquire-
aunts are mot, alternatives should
le available that breaden the stu-
dents' perspectives and prepare
them for later Lk."

liter college-bound students, the
ownrnittee suggested even stricter

requirements, calling for an addi-
tional year of mathematics, at least
one laboratory-science course, and
two years of foreign - language study.

The committee also recognized vo-
cstional education u "an integral
part" of the educational system but
suggested that training be shifted
from preparing students for an in-
dustrial society to preparing them
for a technologica: society.

In recommending more rigorous
graduation requirements, the panel
called on the state legislature to
adopt a law authorize, ., the state ed-
ucation lepartment to ensure that
the recommended graduation re-
quirements are met by all school dis-
tricts.

Attracting Thachers

The superintendent's committee
suggested that funding for elemen-
tary and secondary education be in-
ceased to levels that would allow
teachers' salaries to compete with
those of prckfacionals in private in-
dustry. But it also called for 'verifi-
able criteria for determining (tads-
ar) competencies.'

Such criteria, the committee pro-
posed, should include a requirement
that all prospective teachers be
graduates of teacher-training pro-
grams approved by the National
Council for Aocreditatioo ofThacher
Education and that a temporary,
one-year lathing certificate be b-
ond for new teachers. The castig-
ate would be renewed only lfa thor-
ough evaluation of the teacher's
performance during the flat year
proved satisfactory.

Use of Mks

Another primary mans of the
panel was the need to make better

use of the school day.
" !b deal with this lune," commit-

tee members said in the report, "we
recommend that attention be given
to reducing absenteeism, time lost to
out-of-school work, time off of school
tasks, and to regular class time de-
voted to extracurricular activities."

School districts should stress
time-management techniques in
each school building to ensure that
time spent at school is as productive
as possible, the report mates.

Limiting Student Employment

The committee recommended
limiting student employment to a
maximum of 20 hours per week.
"Legislation may be necessary to

Lout child labor," the report added..
Superintendent Simons said that

the educatior department will seek
legislative support for those recom-
mendations et require additional
funds or new laws, and that her
agency will continue its current ef-
forts at educational reform.

The department has not arrived
at a final estimate of how much ad-
ditional money would be required to
put the committee's proposals into
effect, education officials said last
week. But accorshng to Ms. Simons,
"Many of the recommendations are,
in fact, projects that the dipartment
has already undertaken and we will
continue with renewed vigor our
school improvements under way.*
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARYFOR VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

Dr. Larry Hutchins

Midcontinent Regional Educational
Laboratory

26OC South Parker Roar'

Denver, Colorado

Dear Dr. Hutchins:

On behalf of the State Vocational Education Act (VEA' Guidance Supervisors,thank: you for the contribution you made to the success of our NationalConference on New Directions in June in Denver.

Your willinrness tc work with our Long Rar Planning Coni-ni-..tee withouthonorariu7 rei-if orces our belief that the quality of our work has longrange implications for career guidance and counseling in the nation.We expect to work especially hard in the months ahead to Pe worthyof yo,ir investment.

ne at !":):72; 732-2431 if I ca.-. DE: helpful to or t ne
Lat,:ra-_:-:ry

Sincerely,
7-1

Dr. Evelyn Lavc_ty

canoe Super-: sor'
el.raa-ka

_Pk, Specialise
eer Guidance and Cr.-yur.celir.7
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ADMINISTPATION BUILDING
15955 New Halls Ferry Road. Florissant. Missouri 63031(314) 921-4450
THOMAS J. LAWSON. SUPERINTENDENT

Hazelwood Schools
Auguf 22, 19eF:,

Dr. C. L. EJtchins

Executive Director
MoREL

260 C South Parker Road
Suite -53

Aurora, Colorado KC:L.

Dear Dr. Hutcnins:

I.

Thanks for your excellent presentation today! It was tir.el anc :nought-pro-
yoking and had just tre right focus : was seekinr for our leadersnip staff.

apo for any confusion w.- -a% nave cause: you in gettinz to Henry
k::: H3t,-.:. o,E did cor7.--Inicat,- t-lis location tc jou- office. At least
you didn't '_et it interfere wit-. your progra7 fc- us.

Cone see us ir Faze:wood sof-etir-e when you are in 2t. LoJis and na.e tne
tif-e. best v.isnes to you and MoDFEL.

TL / t h

Sincerely,

,.....p--et AAc -7, ----I

"Dhomas ,I. LEA::',

Superintendent
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SAN DIEGO COUNTY

"n 'ft, Is %kW- YAM. VI.

Gerald A. Rosander, Superintendent S 6401 Linda Vista Road
. ' San Diego CA 92111-7399

(619) 292-3500

June 12, 1985

C. Larry Hutchins

Executive Director

Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory
2600 S. Parker Road
81dg. 5, Suite 353
Aurora, Colorado 80014

Dear Larry,

%
Thank you for all the time and effort expended by you and your co-workers at
Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory in making my visit with youbeneficial. Your careful attention to our preliminary discussion was evidentin each of the other interveiws. I came way feeling that my objectives of
gathering information about some spe:ific programs and projects being conductedat McREL had been met.

Thanks again for your generous donation of time and talent. Please convey mythanks to Paul and Jean. I will honor all individual promises when I returnfrom vacation.
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Sincerely,

Dorothy Smith Collins
Coordinator

Professional Information and Resource Center
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DETROIT PUBLIC S
5057 Woodward Ave. OFFICE OF INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT

Detroit, Michigan 48202
Room 944

May 29, 1585

(313) 494-1100

Dr. Sharon Koerigs
-McREL

270 North Kirkwood, 2nd Floor South
St. Louis, MO 63122

Dear Sharon:

I want to express my com4ndations for
a job well done in coordinating theplanning for the successful Urban Education Tri-Network Conference on HigherOrder Thinking Skills in St. Paul, May 19-21. Though the conference was a tri-network effort involving AEL, NCREL, and McREL, you provided the cto ensure that materials were prepared, consultants present, facilioties

ordination

arranged,and the myriad other items so essential for a me-Aingss success. You completedthese tasks with your usual efficiency and friendly manner.

At the meeting, you received much positive
feedback from Urban EducationNetwork members, staff from other laboratories, from consultants, and otherparticipants. I just wanted to put in writing the thanks and praise which somany of us voiced in St. Paul.

Improvements in urban education in the AEL, McREL, NCREL regionsstimulated and nurtured through your leadership efforts in

and

the past. Your
have
ongoing

been
support of the Urban Education Network continues to contribute in important waysto fostering improvements

in teaching and learning in urban schools.

Thank you fcr your guidance and leadership in helping to make the St. Paulmeeting successful.

MZ

cc: C. L. Hutchins

Arthu J "P.L0-
6( StPC -!,t

Sincerely,

7
t/

Allen F. Zondlak, Chairman
Urban Education Network Advisory Committee
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May 7,1985

MISSOURI SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATIM
1809 Vandiver Drive, Columbia, Missouri 65202.1983Telephone 31/ .47416061;4-800-221-#89A

Dr. C. L. Hutchins
McREL
21600 S. Parker Rd.
l'Ildr. 5, Suite 353
Aurora, CO 80014

Dear Dr. Hutchins:

I want to thank you for your excellent presentation at the recent MSBA Academy ofBoardsmanship. in light of the very positive response to your presentation, I wouldlike for you to te'htatively schedule October 26, 1985 for the purpose of conducting athree-four hour workshop as a pre-convention workshop at our annual convention. Imentioned the possibility of this workshop to you at an earlier date and I hope that youwill he a5le to make this meeting. I will certainly be .'-ad to talk to you in more specificsabout the progam itself At your convenience.

Thanks again for your support, Larry, and I am looking forward to working with youon behalf of furthering excellence in education in Missou-.
My very best personal regards.

S' erely,

Carter D. Ward
Executive Director

CDW/kw
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ISC4 Commission on Schools

tiortt. Central Association
of Colleges and Schools

13 October 1985

Rhonda 3. Horwitz
Robert 3. Mariano
Mid-Continent Regional Educational Laboratory
2600 South Parker Road
Building 5, Suite 353
Aurora CO 80014

Dear Rhonda and Robert:

Isocubee Demean

John MP Vaughn
Conereernon on Schools /NCA
iS410 Thula th SkINPI
Pitt Mee Moe II
Moulder. Colorado 1103011-001

Toll-Free $00/S25-1S17
Colorado 707/417.0251

The members of the Commission's Committee on Research have asked me to convey to
you their appreciation for your excelle.it work in developing the "Study of Assessment
Techniques and Underlying Constructs for the NCA Competencies."

Your comprehensive approach to the task, encompassing Loth the collative work and the
establishing of a philosophic context, has produced a resource book that will be of
inestimable value to educators.

We hope to have future occasions to make use of your exceptional talents.

Sincerely,

Meg Stanavage
Associate Executive Director

CC:

C. L. Hutchins



Wichita Public Schools U.S.D. 259
Administraon Building

428 South Broadway

WICHITA, KANSAS 67202
Office of the Supertntendent January 10, 1985

Dr. C. L. Hutchins
Executive Director
Mi2-Contineht Regional

Educational Laboratory
2600 South Parker Road
Building 5, Suite 353
Aurora, Colorado 80014

Dear Dr. Hutchins:

Your recent visit of November 28, 1984, was most helpful in clarifyingthe role of l'IfoREL. Being a new superintendent in the area, I was im-pressed with the extension of your services. A brief revier, of previousservices to the W'ichita Public Schools, Unified School District 259, indicatesthat we have had an excellent relationship with the laboratory in the past.
Specifically, the service to elementary school principals and their staffs indeveloping school improvement has been helpful. Research on effectiveschools and the techniques for school improve-nent will have a positiveeffect. The consensus of those faculties served was that the service wasquite helpful. Previously, McREL helped with the Center for Urban TeacherEducation (CUTE). The program, designed to give student cadets an oppor-tunity for uroan and inner city teaching, was valuable to avoid culturalshock to students and to promote effective instructional techniques. McRELhas acted as sponsor for the Urban Network. This network, which wasdesigned to conduct school needs assessment, works on collaborative projectssuch as desegregation and basic skills and has been most valuable to Wichita.This service permitted the school district to share some of its excellence withthe 20 other midwest cities in 12 states. Wichita was most active in pre-senting (1) its desegregation plan, (2) reading as a basic skill, and (3)-olicy information. In September, 1982, an Urban Network meetingv.as held to show Levy Special Education Center and the DataProcessing and Computer Center. Wichita is still receiving visitors andinquiries regarding these excellent facilities and programs. Thus, we havefound the professional services from McREL very useful and would hope theywould continue.

The Coordination of Instruction Council indicated a request for the followingeducational services as we anticipate working with Mid-Continent RegionalEducational. Laboratory. We believe your expertise in these areas can be aprime resource to our district.

1. Provide resources for the Wichita Plan for Educational Excellence.
2. Continue and expand NicREL's work with principals and teachers

on School Improvement Plans.
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Dr. C. L. Hutchins
-2-January 10, 1985

3. Provide assistance in securing expertise in Outcome BasedEducation.

4. Continue participation in the Urban Network.
5. Assist in the development of our new teacher assessmentand assistance program.

Your ser:ices are c-12 eat.'y appreciated . We look forward to a productivefuture .

Sincerely yours,

C.,3...s.._

Ror Id G. McIntire
Su erintendent of Schools



Susan Everson

The Saturday session was excellent!!! I do not knowwhere one could go and be informed of as muchresearch as you shared with the Liberty group
we

wecan move on to implementation /utilization we willsurely be able to work more effectively andsuccessfully with our pupils.

I shall be looking forward to the remaining twosessions.

We are keeping our hopes in a positive mode for thesuccess of you and your colleagues in your bid for arenewal of the contract for the regional laboratory. Iam hopeful that the work Mary and I did was of somesmall use to you In any case, we wish you arewarding success in your efforts. We surely arepleased with the assistance our association with McRelhas provided.

Best wishes as the year draws to a close and a big newyear begins

NoblefFreden

D "cember 2, 1984
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"OTHI2R L. MALLORY
Commisssoner

State of Misso
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AN CLINDARC. V.ZUCATION

P.O. BOX 480
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 65102

TO: Paul Nachtigal
Susan Everson
Lynn Ring

FROM: Richard Phillips

Dear Friends,

December 17, 1984

Just a note to express our gratitude to you for the excellent workshop provided
us on December 10-12, 1984. I have had feedback from most of our Supervisors
and all have indicated their appreciation for the opportunity to participate in
these inservice activities.

h.

There is no doubt in my mind that the activities we are involved in reviewing
the classification program and the method for the classification review will
have a profound impact upon the schools in the State of Missouri. I know each
of you have a host of other responsibilities and have a full time job without
assuming any additional work but I do want ycu to know that your activities with
us are greatly appreciated and will certainly have an impact on how we do our
business.

I believe it would be to our advantage to try and put the information on the two
workshops together in a "package" of sorts. It has been my experience in
working with this group that if we can help in organizing and arranging this
material in a manageable form we will have much greater utilization. My
thoughts at this time are to arrange the materials we have covered in a notebook
that would categorize the information we have received and also make it more
accessible to refer to. Perhaps there would be other ways to pull this all
together but I do feel it is important that we try to arrange this in such a
manner that will allow the Supervisors greater utilization. It is so easy when
obtaining information to put it together :;.n a file and not be used as often as
desirable. If you have thoughts or suggestions in haw we can put this together
let me knc,w.

We will be working on the questions and getting the- to the Supervisors over the
Christmds holidJy. Paul and I have talked about getting together in Kansas City
on Janunr'y 3 or 4 or the week of January 14-15. We will Nisi: to see what date
is most convenient. I would suggest that tne four of us plan to get together in
Kans.1::: City sometime in February to outline the activities for the April 29, 30,
ftiy 1 worktp.
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PrDecember 17, 1984
Page 2

I mentioned to the three of you that members of our staff have expressedenthusiastic interest in having a Depar.mentwide workshop similar to what we had
last winter. If you have thoughts on items that could be addressed in this
workshop and that we can perhaps schedule for May or June, let me know.
To observe the excitement and enthusiasm generated by our State Supervisors is
very gratifying for me. I am very pleased with the attitude and progress of ourState Supervisors. I sense that each one of us wants to do our job better and
yet pare frustrated by the limitations we have both internally

and externally.The activities you are providing for us without a doubt created a degree ofexcitement for all of us.

Thanks for your efforts.

dt

cc: Larry ButchinsJ/
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TECHNICAL REPORTS, PUBLICATIONS AND
DELIVERABLES TO NIE

TECHNICAL REPORTS

Equity in Rural School Finance, National Rural Education Forum, August 1985,
Paul Nachtigal and John Augenblick

The Research: What's in it for Rural School Improvement?" Report of Rural
Education Conference, Manhattan, KS, September 1985, Paul Nachtigal

New Self Study to Accreditation Using Effective Schools Research, Bob Ewy for
the North Central Association, 1985

PUBLICATIONS

Clustering for Rural School Imvovement A Hcorto Handbook for Rural Education,
Paul Nachtigal (Writing in Progress, 1985)

"Teaching Concepts in Categories", Journal of Reading, 1985, Robert Marzano

A Language Interaction Approach to Teaching Thinking,,ERIC, 1985, ED 252814,
Robert Marzano

Selected School Effective Variables: Some Correlates That Aren't Causes, ERIC,
ED 253328, Robert Marzano

Un.ary Model of Cognition & Instruction in Higher Order Thinking Skills, ERIC,
Robert Marzano

Theoretical Framework for an Instructional Model of HOTS, ERIC, 1984, ED 248045,
Ro..ert Marzano

"Correlates of Effective Instruction", Read"' Teacher, 1984, Robert Marzano

"Teaching Basic Relationships and Patter r. nformation", Australian Journal
of Reading, March 1985, Robert Marzano

Criterion Reference Test: An Alternative to Standardized Test, EDUCATION,
Winter 1985, Robert Mar7 no

Relationship Between Language T !velopment as a Predictor of School Performance,
Journal of Speech & Courrunication Disorders, 1985, Robert Marzano

Reading Diagnosis & Instruction: Theory Into Practice, Prentice-Hall, 1986,
Robert Marzano

An Effective Schools Program and Its Results: Initial District, School, Teacher
and Student Outcomes in a Participating District, Journal of. Research and
Development in Education, 1985, Susan T. Everson, Susan J. Scollay, Barbara
Vizbara-Kessler and Mary Garcia
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Administrator Development: A Description of the Role of Administrator
Development in a School Effectiveness Program, paper presented at AERA, April
1985, Chicago, IL, 1985, Susan Everson

DELIVERABLES TO NIE

Summary of Computer Data Base activity, August 30, 1985

Summary of one case study of strategic planning, May 30, 1985

Model for executive training program, September 30, 1985

Interim Report on Meta-Network Activities, April 15, 1985

Project Dissemination, Final Report, November 30, 1985

Summary of Case Studies of Exemplary Shared Programs, May 1, 1985

Briefing report on Rural Applications of Technology (videotape), May 1, 1985

Summary Report or Rural Project Accomplishments and History, Draft September 30,
1985, Final November 1, 1985

Report on the Theoretical Framework for the Thinking Skills Model, January 15,
1985

Final Report of thinking skill instructional activities, August 30, 1985

Final Report on Technology, November 30, 1985

Report on Field Services, March 15, October 15, 1985

Progress Report on Refinement Activities, April 15, November 30, 1985

Revised Trainers' (Leaders) Resource Kit, October 15, 1985

Quarterly Progress Reports on Urban Activities and Accomplishments, Februery 15,
May 15, and August 15, 1985

Final Report on Urban Activities and Accomplishments, November 30, 1985

Evaluation of the Effective Schools Program, Final Report, November 30, 1985

Final report on McREL's Impact in the Region, November 30, 1985

Research and Development Notes, Interim Report, February 28, 1985, Final Report,
November 30, 1985
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Cooperative Working Agreements
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Cooperative working agreements have been developed with the following
agencies/organizations in the Central Region.

Colorado Department of Education
Kansas State Department of Education
Missouri State Board of Education
Nebraska Department of Education
North Dakota Department of Public Instruction
South Dakota Department of Education and Cultural Affairs
Wyoming Department of Education
E.S.U. Association for Staff Development, Boldrege, NE
University of Colorado at Denver, School of Education
Colorado State University, Office for Rural Development
Metropolitan State College (Denver) School of Education.
University of Kansas, School of Education
Kansas State University, College of Education
Kansas State University, 9enter for Rural Education and Small Schools
university of Missouri - Columbia, College of Education
Universit; of Nebraska - Lincoln, Teachers College
Kearney State College, School of Education
Kearney State College, Center for Rural Education and Small Schools
University of North Dakota, Center for Teaching and Learning
University of South Dakota, School of Education
South Dakota State University, Division of Education
University of 4yoming, College of Education
Colorado Education Association
Colorado Association of School Executives
Colorado Association of School Boards
United School Administrators of Kansas
Missouri Association of School Administrators
Missouri School Boards Association
Nebraska Association of School Boards
Nebraska Council of School Administrators
North Dakota Education Association
North Dakota School Boards Association
North Dakota Council of School Administrators
Associated School Boards of South Dakota
School Administrators of South Dakota
Wyoming Education Association

Wyoming Association of School Administrators
Wyoming School Boards Association
Denver Public Schools
Omaha Public Schools

Wichita Public Schools
Project IDEAL, University of North Dakota
Western Nebraska Rural Teacher Center and the Teachers' Center Network
The Institute for Educational Leadership
Education Commission of the States
Mountain Nest Desegregation Assistance Centers for Race and Sex,

Weber State College
South Conejos School District RE-I0
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